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Abstract

Proteins constitute one of the central molecules of life that are involved in almost
all cellular processes. These molecules perform most of their functions interacting
through assemblies, like protein-protein complexes or protein complexes with small
molecules. Due to huge advances in experimental structure determination (X-ray
crystallography, NMR, and cryo-EM), large progress in the study of proteins and
their partners could be achieved. In particular, molecular dynamics simulations
and docking methods usually rely on such structural data to study proteins in silico.
From a computational perspective, biomolecular complexes can be studied using
docking approaches, in which one aims to predict the native binding site of the
receptor and calculate the associated binding affinity. Compared to traditional dock-
ing techniques, molecular dynamics simulations are computationally quite costly,
however, they provide higher theoretical rigor. Molecular dynamics simulations
account for an atomistic representation of the solute, proper treatment of the aque-
ous environment, and full flexibility of the partner molecules. These simulations
are often assisted by advanced sampling methods to reduce the computational
demand. In this thesis, such advanced sampling methods were developed to study
biomolecular complexes and tackle the main goals of computational docking.

First, an umbrella sampling approach was applied on a protein-protein bench-
mark set, calculating the absolute binding free energy. In particular, this approach
performed better than the simple energy-based scoring schemes to predict the native
binding site for a multitude of docking poses.

Identification of the correct binding site from regular MD simulations alone is a
difficult task due to many local energy minima at the receptor surface. To address
this issue, the repulsive scaling (RS-REMD) approach is introduced in this thesis.
It is shown to speed up MD-based association simulations considerably to capture
the native binding placement of protein complexes. The correct binding site was
identified for five out of six protein-protein cases and for two proteins bound to
small ligands.

The RS-REMD methodology is further extended to estimate the (absolute) binding
free energy of protein complexes. A high correlation to experimental affinities is
observed for 36 protein-protein cases and for two proteins bound to several small
ligands. This binding affinity estimate is shown to be able to discriminate correct
ligand binding placements from other poses. Due to their simple implementation,
the developed repulsive scaling techniques can be applied to all kinds of molec-
ular complexes, including DNA, RNA, polysaccharides, or small peptides. Such
MD-based docking techniques are thought to become increasingly affordable with
expected hardware enhancements.
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1 Introduction

Proteins are the building blocks of the cell and mediate most cellular processes.
They are constituted of differing amino acid sequences that define the protein’s
three-dimensional structure and thus code for a remarkably diverse range of func-
tions. Proteins can act as transporters, molecular switches, or catalysts in enzymatic
reactions. They aid in the transduction of signal pathways within the cell but also
give the cell its structure and provide mechanical stability. Malfunctioning proteins
are responsible for several diseases (e.g. Alzheimer’s disease) but also carry out
specific immune responses through antibodies.

The versatile function of proteins fundamentally relies on the binding to partner
molecules. Proteins can bind to nucleic acids, lipids, small molecules, or other
proteins and either form stable complexes or transient and reversible assemblies.
Understanding the physics behind these binding processes allows the design of
small molecular agents [228, 176, 183] in drug discovery projects or completely novel
de novo proteins [130, 32, 18]. Most effectively these protein interactions are studied
in a complementing collaboration of experimental and in silico approaches [281, 176,
183].

In the last decades, significant progress within the field of structural biology has
led to a huge number of high-resolution three-dimensional protein models. The
data are experimentally obtained using NMR, X-ray crystallography, and lately also
cryo-EM. The structural models are collected in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [27]
which currently contains more than 150000 protein entries.

These structural models constitute the starting point of most molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations. In MD the details of molecular binding can be revealed with
high spatial and temporal resolution. These simulations allow a realistic description
of biomolecules in a solvated environment based on an atomistic force field. Most
importantly, the absolute free energy of binding, the central feature of molecular
association, can be computed with MD.

Simultaneously, a multitude of experimental methods to calculate the binding
affinity like surface plasmon resonance and isothermal titration calorimetry are
currently available. Such experimental results are united in benchmark sets allowing
computational scientists to validate their predictions and develop new approaches
[153, 309, 150].

Apart from characterizing the strength of a bimolecular interaction the identi-
fication of putative binding sites is of central importance. In the last decades a
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1 Introduction

vast number of docking algorithms have emerged, e.g. for protein-protein docking
[73, 44, 329] as well as protein docking to small ligands [299, 307, 93, 227]. These
approaches attempt to predict the complex structures based on the unbound part-
ner molecules by evaluating a very large number of possible placements of one
molecule around its partner. Docking algorithms rely on certain scoring functions
to rank the predicted placements that can for example be based on statistical- or
knowledge-based potentials [329, 217, 260] or might be due to molecular mechanics
type force field descriptions [73, 44]. These docking algorithms often have a low
computational cost, but can fail to predict the correct binding site in several situ-
ations [150]. Common difficulties arise from limited molecular flexibility, coarse
pseudo-atomic models, or no proper solvent representation.

In principle, these challenges can be addressed using MD simulations. With un-
limited computer power, it would be possible to simulate the reversible association
and dissociation of transiently bound partner molecules. Such simulations could
potentially predict the native binding site and further allow for the calculation of the
free energy of binding. Yet, on an average computing cluster, the required amount
of calculations is not practicable in most applications, which increases the need for
advanced sampling methods that significantly speed up simulation time. In this
thesis such advanced sampling techniques for MD are developed that efficiently
allow for the prediction of native protein binding sites, as well as the calculation of
absolute binding free energies.

This thesis is organized as follows:

• An introduction to structural and functional aspects of proteins and experi-
mental methods to study the conformation and binding mechanisms of these
molecules are given in Chapter 2.

• In Chapter 3, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are introduced, the com-
putational technique used in this thesis to study biomolecules with an atom-
istic resolution. The theoretical foundations of MD simulations and advanced
sampling methods (Hamiltonian replica exchange molecular dynamics (H-
REMD) and umbrella sampling) are explained. Moreover, an introduction to
the calculation of binding free energies (e.g. free energy perturbation, Bennett
acceptance ratio) is given.

• In silico methods to predict binding affinities with a focus on protein-protein
complexes are reviewed in detail next (Chapter 4). Simple scoring functions
are discussed but also more advanced methods that rely on the foundations of
Chapter 3.

• Chapter 5 applies an umbrella sampling approach to calculate the absolute
binding free energy and to refine docking poses for a large protein-protein

2



benchmark set. The advanced sampling method is compared to simple energy-
based scoring functions.

• In Chapter 6, the repulsive scaling (RS-REMD) scheme is designed that relies
on an H-REMD approach, introducing repulsive biases between ligand and
receptor atoms. The method is shown to predict the native binding site of
protein-protein complexes in long association simulations but also in shorter
refining simulations.

• After that, the RS-REMD method is extended to yield binding free energies
to score native and predicted binding poses (Chapter 7). Different solvent
conditions are compared for a protein-protein benchmark set.

• In Chapter 8, RS-REMD is employed to complexes of proteins bound to small
ligands. Moreover, a procedure to calculate the native binding site in a blind
docking scenario is stated.

• The thesis concludes with a summary and future perspectives of the estab-
lished methods (Chapter 9).
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2 Structure and Function of Proteins

Proteins are one of the fundamental biomolecules that life relies on. In this chapter, I
will introduce these molecules in more detail and give an outline of their versatile
function. Finally, an overview of experimental strategies is given to elucidate the
structure of proteins and to predict the binding affinity to other molecules. Based on
such experimental data, computational approaches can be designed and validated.

2.1 From amino acids to folded protein structures

Proteins are formed by amino acid building blocks with their backbone linearly
connected by peptide bonds. With little exceptions, the primary structure of proteins
that occur in living organisms is built from different arrangements of 20 amino acids.
The amino acids have a uniform composition with an amino group, a carboxyl
group, a hydrogen atom, and a variable side chain bound to the central Cα atom.
The side chain defines the properties of each amino acid, that can for example be
grouped into charged and uncharged or hydrophobic, hydrophilic, and amphipathic
residues, the latter having both, a polar and a nonpolar character [245].

The primary amino acid arrangement defines the stability and shape of the 3D
structure of the folded proteins. According to the thermodynamic hypothesis this
native state is given by the free energy minimum of the protein in water [13]. Apart
from disulfide bridges, originating from covalently bound cysteine side chains, the
folded protein is stabilized to the main degree through a multitude of noncovalent
interactions. Oppositely charged amino acids are attracted electrostatically and can
form salt bridges within the protein or with a protein partner. Further, hydrophilic
amino acids can form hydrogen bonds either with water molecules, the peptide
backbone, or with each other. Networks of hydrogen bonded interactions of the
backbone lead to secondary structure elements such as alpha helices and β-sheets.
Finally, hydrophobic residues are likely to accumulate at the core of the protein
(the "hydrophobic effect") so that they are not directly exposed to water molecules.
Examined individually, these non-covalent interactions are associated with little
increase in energy (e.g. one hydrogen bond in the range of a few kcal/mol) but the
accumulation of these contributions can form stable folds.
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2 Structure and Function of Proteins

2.2 How proteins perform their function

A protein’s non-bonded interactions not only define its three-dimensional fold but
can also lead to the association with other molecules. Intermolecular binding can
be viewed as the most fundamental property of proteins, leading to a tremendous
functional repertoire including catalysis, switching, and the building of structural
elements [245]. The nature of these binding events can be stable in some cases but
also short-lived (transient) in many situations.

Protein assemblies can form stable complexes in many designs, including large
structural components of the cell or the extracellular matrix. For example, collagen
is built from three protein chains that are covalently bound through cross-links and
stabilized by interstrand hydrogen bonds in a coiled-coil formation [274]. Other
proteins serve as scaffolds that can bind to multiple proteins, aiding in the formation
of functional complexes (e.g. signaling complexes) by spatial organization [79].

The improper aggregation of proteins can cause diseases, such as in the case of
amyloid fibrils, a protein assembly composed of large stacks of β-sheets that are
believed to be connected to Alzheimer’s disease. Similarly, pathological assemblies
of misfolded prion proteins can lead to a set of diseases, including Creutzfeldt-Jakob
in humans, BSE in cattle, and scrapie in sheep [6]. Proteins can assemble as subunits
of large structures that form e.g. the spherically shaped capsids of many viruses. On
the other hand, recognition of pathogenic viruses by the adaptive immune system
can lead to a response of antibodies, which are immune proteins that selectively
bind to a specific antigen (antibody generator), ultimately inactivating the virus or
mark it as a target for destruction.

In a quite different role, specialized membrane transport proteins move water-
soluble proteins and ions across cellular membranes to establish electrochemical
gradients, receive nutrients and segregate metabolic waste products. Such proteins
can also transfer extracellular molecules that lead to signal activation inside the cell.
The signaling pathway can involve a series of protein interactions that ultimately
regulate the behavior of the cell and e.g. lead to cell growth, division, or differentia-
tion. Such signaling proteins often act as molecular switches, which are activated
through phosphorylation or binding of GTP. With the aid of enzyme proteins, certain
stimulatory signals can be amplified by triggering catalytic cascades. These enzymes
bind specifically to their substrates, often assisted by cofactors, and can be activated
or inhibited by regulatory molecules [6].

The function of proteins is extremely versatile and the study of intermolecular
interactions often depends on delicate details. General networks of protein-protein
interaction data can in principle be elucidated by high throughput studies that
typically rely on yeast two-hybrid screening or affinity purification of complexes
followed by mass spectrometry [323, 252, 35]. However, to gain a deeper under-
standing of protein binding and thus the mechanisms governing life, we must gain
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2.3 Experimental methods for structure prediction

more knowledge of the atomistic constitutions and the energetic contributions that
influence intermolecular interactions. This is most effectively undertaken as an
interplay of experimental and in silico methods that complement each other in many
disciplines.

2.3 Experimental methods for structure prediction

The experimental 3D models of protein structures are archived in the Protein Data
Bank (PDB) [27]. Up to date, the PDB contains more than 150000 protein structure
files and the number of resolved proteins is growing fast since the early 1970s. The
protein structures are mostly obtained via X-ray crystallography (78 %) or solution
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) (7 %) and increasingly also using single-particle
cryo-EM (electron microscopy). The method of choice depends e.g. on the molecular
weight of the molecule, the solubility or whether a crystallization is possible.

2.3.1 X-ray crystallography

X-ray crystallography can generate protein structures of high accuracy, for which
often a resolution around 2 Å is achieved. The resolution of the huge structure of
the 50S ribosomal subunit (nearly 2 MDa) [19] or the 66 MDa bacteriophage PRD1
[1] exemplify that no principal limit in the size of the resolved structures exists that
prevents accurate prediction.

In such an experiment a focused X-ray beam is scattered at a single crystal of the
protein, leading to a diffraction pattern that is observed. Often the crystal is cooled
to cryogenic temperatures to prevent radiation damages during the experiment.
Using Fourier transform techniques the electron density of the molecules in the
crystal is reconstructed from reciprocal diffraction space to direct space. For this
reconstruction two Fourier coefficients are needed, the structure factor amplitude,
which is accessible through the measured intensities of the diffraction spots, and the
phase angle. The second term can not be accessed directly, but additional phasing
experiments have to be conducted, which makes the structure determination quite
demanding [257]. Two basic techniques exist to determine the phases, either a
structural model of the protein is used as a source for the initial phases, or the
protein is labeled by heavy atoms for which the position in the crystal is measured
in an additional experiment [245]. Having reconstructed the electron density map, a
refinement step that fits the observed data to a structure model is conducted.

2.3.2 Nuclear magnetic resonance

Using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments the structures of proteins of
small to medium size can be obtained in solution. NMR has a particular advantage to
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2 Structure and Function of Proteins

study partially disordered proteins, proteins that stabilize in multiple conformations
or dynamical aspects of certain parts of a protein. A prerequisite is that the proteins
do not aggregate in solution.

In NMR spectroscopy the transitions between spin states of nuclei are observed
in an external magnetic field. To this end, a second magnetic field is applied that
oscillates in the radio-frequency (RF) regime and perturbs the nuclear magnetization.
The induced current of the precessing nuclear spins is then measured by the NMR
spectrometer. Only the signals of magnetically active atoms can be observed, usually
1H, 13C,15N,31P. In many cases, the sensitivity of the experiment is increased by la-
beling the molecule with certain isotopes (e.g.13C,15N) due to low natural abundance
[43].

Several NMR experiments can be conducted to obtain geometrical constraints on
the molecule. For example, the chemical shift is associated with a screening effect of
the magnetic field due to the chemical environment of each nucleus. Thus, matching
the chemical shifts with specific amino acid residues gives information about the 3D
structure of the molecule. Atoms with high proximity can be revealed in 2D NMR
observing the cross-peaks of e.g. correlation spectroscopy (COSY) or heteronuclear
correlation spectroscopy (HETCOR) experiments [118].

Further, short interproton distances (up to 5 Å) can be observed using the nuclear
Overhauser effect (NOE), which leads to constraints on 1H− 1H distances for a
refinement of the structure e.g. using molecular dynamics simulations. In particular,
the 2D NMR (NOESY) experiment reveals residues that are close in space through
the observed cross peaks [118, 21].

2.3.3 Cryo-electron microscopy

In the past decade, the number of resolved proteins using single-particle cryo-EM
(electron microscopy) increased rapidly, from 320 entries in the PDB until 2010
to over 6000 structures that were resolved until 2020. This huge increment in
applicability and resolution of cryo-EM in the last years is due to developments
in direct electron detection techniques, the processing steps and in the automation
of the setup to obtain high-quality data. Cryo-EM is achieving increasing high
resolutions for many structures (under 4 Å for 51 % of the structures in the EMDB in
2019) and has a particular advantage over X-ray crystallography for structures that
are difficult to crystallize like e.g. membrane proteins [46].

An electron beam is scattered at a sample of the structure. The scattered electrons
can be recorded by film, scintillator based CCD, or nowadays most often with direct
detection cameras. The sample is quickly frozen in liquid ethane. Due to the fast
cooling rate the water does not crystalize but instead transforms into an amorphous
state. This has two main advantages, first amorphous ice is transparent to electrons,
second, the sample is retained in its solution environment thus representing a
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snapshot of the state before freezing [77]. The ability to take a snapshot of a solution
by fast freezing also allows for time-resolved imaging techniques. A protein can
be incubated with its substrate and quickly be frozen. The resulting cryo sample
will then contain a mixture of different reaction phases which allows studying
time-critical processes like substrate processing [91].

The images of a sample represent 2D projections, thus to obtain the 3D volume,
these have to be back projected onto this volume. In recent years the step from
simple back projection based frameworks toward Bayesian statistics based models,
combined with the introduction of direct electron detectors, has led to a significant
improvement in the achievable resolution [261].

2.4 Experimental methods for binding affinity prediction

In order to calculate the binding affinity, we are interested in the reversible reaction
of molecules of species A and B

[A] + [B]
kon−−⇀↽−−
ko f f

[AB], (2.1)

with the association rate constant kon and the dissociation rate constant ko f f and
[ · ] denoting concentrations. Thus [AB] is the concentration of the product, for
example a protein-protein complex. If the reaction is at equilibrium we can define
the dissociation constant Kd and the association constant Ka:

Kd =
[A][B]
[AB]

=
ko f f

kon
=

1
Ka

. (2.2)

In other words, Kd is the concentration of free A at which half of B is bound to A in
equilibrium. The dissociation constant is directly related to the Gibbs free energy
of dissociation ∆Gd and can be related to the change in enthalpy, ∆Hd, and entropy,
∆Sd :

∆Gd = −kT ln
(

Kd

c0

)
= ∆Hd − T∆Sd, (2.3)

with the Boltzmann constant k, the temperature T, and c0 the standard state concen-
tration. I will further refer to the binding free energy as the negative of ∆Gd, which
one obtains from the association constant Ka, so that a binding event is preferable
for negative values of the binding free energy.

In principle, it is possible to deduce the enthalpy and entropy values from equation
2.3 by conducting several experiments to calculate the the dissociation constant Kd
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2 Structure and Function of Proteins

for different temperatures using the van’t Hoff equation [173]:

ln
(

Kd

c0

)
= −∆Hd

kT
+

∆Sd

k
. (2.4)

If Hd and Sd are temperature independent we can obtain the values from a linear
fit of the individual experiments. Still, this is not the case for example in reactions
where the hydrophobic effect plays a major role, leading to temperature dependent
enthalpy changes.

A plethora of experimental methods have been proposed to evaluate the bind-
ing affinities of biomolecules. For protein-protein complexes, the most prominent
methods are comprised of isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) and surface plas-
mon resonance (SPR) (according to the affinity benchmark 1.0 [153]) for binding
affinities in the micromolar to nanomolar range. I will discuss these two methods
in more detail below and three additional experimental setups, namely, circular
dichroism, biolayer interferometry, and fluorescence polarization assays. Although
there are still much more methods that can be discussed (see [215, 310]), these give
an overview of different physical phenomena to measure the affinities under dif-
ferent experimental conditions, like e.g. immobilization or labeling of one partner
molecule, and varying post processing steps that one has to be conscious about to
correctly interpret the resulting values. The obtained affinities can vary significantly
for the same molecule depending on the accuracy and the experimental method
conducted and one should preferably choose an affinity benchmark set that uses the
same experimental method that was realized in one laboratory [150, 153].

2.4.1 Isothermal titration calorimetry

Isothermal titration calorimetry gives the opportunity to directly measure thermo-
dynamic parameters of a binding reaction like the change in entropy, enthalpy and
the free energy of binding [305]. It is a label-free method that also gives access to the
change in heat capacity upon complex formation. However, binding events of very
high or very low affinity can be impracticable to study with ITC due to insufficient
titration curves [310].

In the experiment, the calorimeter is composed of an adiabatic chamber with
two cells that are held at constant temperature: the sample cell that is filled with
sample solution and the reference cell. Through an injection syringe, ligand solution
is added to the sample cell in multiple steps, and the change in heat is measured
associated with the binding reaction between ligand and receptor in the sample cell.
This procedure is repeated until the protein in the sample cell is saturated and no
heat release upon further ligand addition is measured. From a nonlinear fit of the
heat against molar ratio plot, the change in enthalpy and the association constant
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can be calculated directly. The change in heat capacity can be obtained by repeating
the experiment for different temperatures and gives insights to characteristics of the
binding reaction like e.g. the dependence on hydration effects [105, 305].

2.4.2 Surface plasmon resonance

A label-free observation of protein binding to a substrate can be achieved in real-time
using surface plasmon resonance (SPR) [231]. Using an optical detection technique
the kinetic and equilibrium parameters of the binding events can be extracted.

The ligand is immobilized on a sensor chip surface and an analyte solution flow
is passed over it, leading to binding events between ligand and analyte. An incident
light beam is refracted at a certain refraction angle at the surface of the gold sensor
chip. A change in the mass attached to the sensor chip, due to occurring binding
events between analyte and ligand, leads to a change in its refractive index, which
can be observed by optical means as the binding response[321].

Different stages in the measurement of the binding response over time are char-
acteristic: First, an increase in binding response due to more and more binding
events occurring is observed. Second, an equilibrium phase is reached with no
change in the binding response, as binding and dissociation of the analyte are in
equilibrium. Finally, the binding response deteriorates again after stopping the in-
jection of analyte solution due to ongoing dissociation of the analyte. Modeling the
measured binding response curves with the appropriate binding model determines
the binding constants kon, ko f f and Keq.

2.4.3 Optical biosensors: Biolayer interferometry

Biolayer interferometry, as an example for optical biosensors, allows label-free and
real-time measurement of kinetic rates and equilibrium constants. In biolayer ex-
periments the ligand is immobilized on a biosensor surface, surrounded by analyte
molecules in solution. Incident white light is directed so that it reflects at the bio-
compatible surface and at a reference layer. The two reflected beams interfere with
each other and the observed spectral pattern changes depending on the thickness of
the biolayer surface and thus the number of molecules bound to the ligand. On the
sensorgram, a progressively increasing number of bound complexes can be read out
until a plateau is reached. Next, the dissociation phase is initialized by dipping the
biosensor into a buffer, leading to a decreasing curve on the sensorgram. The kinetic
rates and the dissociation constant can be obtained by fitting the binding model to
the sensorgram curve [170].
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2.4.4 Fluorescence polarization assays

Experiments that rely on fluorescence labeling are prominent, like for example
fluorescence polarization assays, in which a bound complex can be distinguished in
the fluorescence signal due to an increase in fluorescence polarization. To this end,
one of the proteins is labeled with a fluorophore that can either be a small molecule
or a variant of GFP. The partner molecule is progressively added in a titration
experiment to the solution and the fraction of bound protein can be obtained due to
an altered fluorescence signal. The formed complex rotates less rapidly and thus has
a higher rotational correlation time (the time it takes the molecule to rotate 68.5◦),
which leads to a higher fluorescence polarization. The dissociation constant can be
obtained from the binding isotherms, i.e. the plot of the fraction of bound protein
against the concentration of the free (unlabeled) protein [251].

2.4.5 Circular dichroism

The difference in absorption between left and right circularly polarized light is called
circular dichroism (CD) [81]. CD spectroscopy is sensitive to conformational changes
of proteins in solution that can be observed during complexation or unfolding. Sig-
nals in the far ultraviolet region arise from amides of the protein backbone and give
information on the secondary structure of the protein. Signals in the near-ultraviolet
and visible regions originate from aromatic amino acid side chains, disulfide bonds,
and extrinsic bands from prosthetic groups. The observed CD spectra are fitted to
spectral databases to obtain the conformations. Also, the employment of neural
networks that are first trained on a set of known proteins is possible [112].

Changes in the CD spectra are directly related to the number of protein complexes
formed and can thus be used in titration experiments to determine dissociation
constants. Moreover, differences in the thermal stability of unbound and bound
proteins can be used in thermal denaturation experiments to calculate the binding
constants, assuming that the change in free energy of folding is due to the binding
free energy [111].
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To rationalize and predict the behavior of biomolecules in silico, the basic concept
of the simulation model has to be introduced first. Molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations combine approaches from various disciplines in physics. Throughout
this chapter, I will give an overview of the theoretical foundations and the general
strategies applied in MD.

3.1 Simulation of molecular systems

The theory of quantum mechanics provides the most rigorous method to simulate
biomolecules from first principles. Numerical solutions to the time-independent
Schrödinger equation can be gained e.g. with Hartree Fock methods [269]. In this
context, processes of interest are changes in the electron distribution of a molecule,
like bond-breaking or bond-forming [185]. However, if one does not seek to gain
insight into such chemical reactions there are less computationally demanding
approaches that give access to the dynamics of biomolecules, such as molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations.

In MD simulations, a classical mechanics approach is used to describe the atom-
atom interactions by solving Newton’s second law of motion

Fi = mi
d2ri

dt2 . (3.1)

The forces acting on each atom Fi are calculated from an empirical potential function
termed "force field" (see Section 3.2.1). An atomistic model of the biomolecules is
used due to two main assumptions: First, the nuclear motion is considered separate
from the electron motion according to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [222,
2]. Moreover, the nuclei are modeled as point particles surrounded by an average
electron density [212]. Thus, the movement of classical atoms is captured by inte-
grating Newton’s equations of motion (see Section 3.2.2). In order to simulate these
moving macromolecules under physiological conditions, they are solvated (Sections
3.3.3 and 3.3.4) and coupled to a heat bath (Section 3.3.2).
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3.2 Force field and dynamics in simulations

3.2.1 Force field

In molecular dynamics simulations, the quantum mechanical interactions of
molecules are approximated based on a classical force field. The parameters of
these empirical force fields are gained using quantum mechanical calculations in
conjunction with experimental measurements. Underlying approximations include,
that the parameters calculated for a small set of molecular compounds are also
valid for a much higher number of similar molecules (transferability) and that the
functional form of the force field has a simple physical interpretation and can be
expressed through the sum of several individual potential energy terms (additivity)
[222]. The typical bonded and non-bonded force field contributions are expressed as
follows [222]:

U = ∑
Nb

1
2

kbi(bi − bi,0)
2 + ∑

NΘ

1
2

kΘi(Θi −Θi,0)
2 + ∑

Nt

∑
n

Vn

2
(1 + cos(nτ − τ0))

+ ∑
nb

4εij

[(
σij

rij

)12

−
(

σij

rij

)6
]
+ ∑

nb

qiqj

εrij
(3.2)

The first two terms describe the bond length and angle contributions of covalently
bound atoms according to harmonic potentials. The force constants are represented
by kbi and kΘi (e.g. originating from experimental vibrational frequencies), the ref-
erence position is described by bi,0 and the reference angle by Θi,0. The periodic
cosine function characterizes the torsional potential with the torsion angle τ, the
phase factor τ0, the barrier height Vn and the multiplicity n [264].

The van der Waals (vdW) contributions are described by the Lennard-Jones (LJ)
potential, with the well depth parameter εij and the effective (pairwise) van der
Waals radius σij. The first term contributes to short-range repulsion, known as
Pauli’s exclusion principle. The second part accounts for attraction between the
particles, according to London dispersion interactions, that arise from quantum
mechanical dipole fluctuations. Finally, the electrostatic interaction between two
atoms with distance dij is calculated based on Coulomb’s law. The particles are
assigned partial charges qi and qj.

All these parameters are specified for each atom type. In many force fields,
multiple atom types are introduced for the same element to account for the chemical
environment of the elements. For example, the standard AMBER force field consists
of 13 different carbon atom types [60].

In general, deviations from this functional form are possible, as a wide range of
different force fields (e.g. AMBER [60], CHARMM [196]) exist for differing purposes.
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For example, polarisation effects are included in some force fields which are in
theory more rigorous but have the drawback of higher computational costs [139].
Also, coarser force field models lacking an atomistic resolution are possible that
replace certain groups of atoms with pseudo particles to lower the computational
effort [329, 199]. In the Attract force field for protein-protein docking, each amino
acid is represented by up to 4 pseudo atoms. The backbone is represented by 2
pseudo atoms, depending on their size side chains get assigned one or two atoms
[329]. The Attract force field is an empirical model consisting of only non-bonded
interactions: the sum of a Coulomb type term and a soft LJ type potential [87].

3.2.2 Integrating the equations of motion

In MD simulations, one is interested in calculating the system’s dynamics by inte-
grating Newton’s equations of motion. The starting positions are often known from
experimental data (see Section 2.3), their time evolution corresponds to a multi-body
problem that has to be solved numerically with a finite difference method. Typical
integration schemes are the Verlet algorithm [308] and the LeapFrog algorithm [78],
both being symplectic and time-reversible.

In order to exemplify such an integration scheme, the derivation of the Verlet
algorithm starts by expanding the position at times t + ∆t and t− ∆t by a Taylor
series [300]:

ri(t + ∆t) = ri(t) + ∆tvi(t) +
∆t2

2mi
Fi(t), (3.3)

ri(t− ∆t) = ri(t)− ∆tvi(t) +
∆t2

2mi
Fi(t). (3.4)

Adding equations 3.3 and 3.4 yields the Verlet algorithm:

ri(t + ∆t) = 2ri(t)− ri(t− ∆t) +
∆t2

mi
Fi(t). (3.5)

This equation can be solved by calculating the force that acts on each particle Fi by
taking the derivative of the potential-energy function U, known from the force field
(Equation 3.2):

Fi = −
∂U
∂ri

. (3.6)

A long time step ∆t is advantageous to cover the highest amount of phase space
with the lowest number of iterations and thus the lowest computational effort.
Unfortunately, an overly raised time step can lead to instabilities in the integration
scheme because of high energy overlaps between atoms. Thus, the integration step
is restrained into the regime below the fastest occurring motions of the system,
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which is the bond stretching vibrations of small hydrogen atoms [2]. Constraining
the bond lengths to hydrogen atoms by algorithms like SHAKE [258] a time step ∆t
of 2 fs is accessible. A further increase of the time step by a factor of 2 is possible
through repartitioning the heavy atoms’ masses into the bonded hydrogen atoms
[126].

3.3 Simulating physiological conditions

The MD system until now describes a microcanonical ensemble as a consequence
of the conservation of the total energy (E) with a constant number of particles (N)
and volume (V). However, general biological experiments are performed under
different conditions, for instance fixing the temperature rather than the energy. Thus,
to simulate under the more realistic conditions of a canonical ensemble (NVT) -
all MD simulations in this thesis are performed in this ensemble - thermodynamic
properties that rely on statistical mechanics have to be introduced.

3.3.1 Basic statistical mechanics concepts

The canonical partition function of a system consisting of N identical particles that
interact through a potential U(r1, ..., rN) in a volume V and at temperature T can be
expressed, integrating over the spatial domain D(V) [300]:

Q(N, V, T) =
1

N!h3N

∫
dN p

∫
D(V)

dNr exp

{
−β

[
N

∑
i=1

p2
i

2m
+ U(r1, ..., rN)

]}
, (3.7)

with the factor 1/N! to avoid overcounting due to the identical nature of the N
particles, Planck’s constant h and β = 1/kT. The canonical partition function is a
measure for the total number of accessible microstates. As the individual properties
of the system are defined by the potential U(r1, ..., rN) it is convenient to introduce
the configurational partition function

Z(N, V, T) =
∫

D(V)

dr1...drN e−βU(r1,...,rN). (3.8)

The ensemble average of a function a(r1, ..., rN) is given by,

〈a〉 = 1
Z

∫
D(V)

dr1...drN a(r1, ..., rN)e−βU(r1,...,rN). (3.9)
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The thermodynamic potential that corresponds to the canonical ensemble is the
Helmholtz free energy G [265]

G = −kT ln(Q). (3.10)

The NVT ensemble is completely described by the partition function or the free
energy. In MD simulations, the partition function is accessed by sampling trajectories
in phase space over discrete time steps (see Section 3.2.2). In principle, with an
infinite amount of time, the whole phase space would be sampled. The ergodic
hypothesis states that the ensemble average can be related to the discrete time-
average of a property a [300].

< a >= lim
T→∞

1
T

T∫
0

dt a(xt) =
1
M

M

∑
n=1

a(xn∆t) = a. (3.11)

3.3.2 Statistical ensembles in MD

To generate a canonical ensemble, the system is coupled to a much bigger thermal
reservoir that exchanges energy with the system, so that it is kept in thermal equilib-
rium. In MD simulations a plethora of thermostats have been introduced that lead
to constant temperature in the system [11, 233, 25, 241]. For instance, the Berendsen
thermostat rescales the velocities according to the following weak coupling scheme
[25]:

vnew
i = vold

i ·
√

1 +
∆t
τ

(
Tbath

T(t)
− 1
)

(3.12)

The old velocity is rescaled according to the fraction of target temperature Tbath and
instantaneous temperature T(t). The strength of the coupling can be modified by
the relaxation parameter τ and ∆t is the time step. This scaling method is relatively
simple but has the disadvantage of not generating rigorous canonical averages
which can lead to artifacts [178].

A more robust thermostatting method that generates a canonical system employs
the Langevin equation of motion [241, 242]:

m
d2x(t)

dt2 = F{x(t)} − γ
dx(t)

dt
m + R(t). (3.13)

The force on each particle is considered to have three sources: inter-particle inter-
actions, frictional forces mediated by the collision frequency γ and a random-force
vector R. The random force is usually assumed to be a Gaussian distribution with
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the following statistical properties:

〈R(t)〉 = 0 and 〈R(t)R(t′)〉 = 2γkTmδ(t− t′), (3.14)

relating γ and R through the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, with the Dirac symbol
δ and the temperature T. Note that, in the limit of γ → 0 of equation 3.13 we
obtain Newton’s equation as the coupling to the heat bath disappears. In the
simulations, the Langevin equation has to be integrated numerically, for example
using a generalized Verlet algorithm [36], which is valid in the low friction regime
(γ∆t� 1).

Furthermore, it is also possible to simulate the system in a constant pressure envi-
ronment, generating an isobaric-isothermal ensemble. For example, the Berendsen
barostat controls pressure analogous to equation 3.12: the volume (instead of the
velocity) of the system is updated by coupling the positions of the particles to a
scaling factor [25].

3.3.3 Explicit solvent and non-bonded interactions

Biological systems are characterized as an integral part by the solvent surrounding
the solute molecules. An aqueous environment can either be modeled explicitly or
using a continuum solvent approach (see Section 3.3.4). Having an explicit water
model hydrogen bonds can be modeled accurately, which potentially stabilize the
molecule or mediate between different sites. In implicit solvent models, this feature
of aqueous solutions is not considered.

Various approaches were introduced to explicitly describe water molecules that
differ in their number of sites, the amount of flexibility of the atoms, and whether
they account for polarization effect [143, 144, 26, 135, 38, 315]. A popular and simple
choice is the rigid TIP3P water model, with one interaction point for each atom,
which is used throughout this work.

To mimic the simulation of a large number of solvent molecules around the solute
and to reduce artifacts due to hard boundaries, a simulation box (e.g. of cubic or
truncated octahedron shape) with periodic boundary conditions is usually used
[92]. The original box has infinitely many identical images in space. In practice, only
the particles in the original box are propagated. As soon as a molecule leaves the
box, it is replaced by an image reentering from the opposite side, conserving the
total number of particles. Due to the minimum image convention, only the closest
interaction for each atom pair is considered [2].

Electrostatic interactions decay slowly with r−1
ij and a simple evaluation would

introduce a considerable computational effort that scales quadratically with the
number of particles [2]. Instead, these long-range contributions are typically evalu-
ated using an Ewald sum that splits the total Coulomb energy into several terms.
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First, a short-range term represents the original point charges that are neutralized
by introducing Gaussian charge distributions of the same magnitude but opposite
sign. A second long-range term is evaluated in Fourier space and exactly counter-
acts the first neutralizing contribution. Using a grid-based charge distribution the
fast Fourier transform (FFT) can be applied to evaluate the reciprocal long-range
term yielding a scaling of O(N log N) in the particle mesh Ewald method [63, 297].
Usually, a cutoff is introduced limiting the space in which van der Waals interactions
and real-space Coulomb interactions are calculated.

3.3.4 Implicit solvent models

A high fraction of the total computation time in most explicit solvent simulation
setups is spent on the solvent molecules. To save computer time, but still incorporate
a solvated environment for the investigated molecules as a dielectric continuum,
implicit solvent models can be applied.

In principle, the solvation free energy ∆GSolv is defined as the energy needed to
transfer a molecule from vacuum into the solvent [235]. It is usually split into a
nonpolar and a polar contribution:

∆GSolv = ∆GNonpolar + ∆GPolar. (3.15)

The hydrophobic contribution (∆GNonpolar) consists of a favorable van der Waals
interaction between solute and solvent and the unfavorable effect of breaking the
molecular structure of the solvent molecules around the solute [235]. This term is
approximated via the solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) for which a linear de-
pendence on the surface tension parameter γ (obtained from experimental solvation
free energies of alkanes) was found,

∆GNonpolar = γ · SASA. (3.16)

The SASA can be calculated by rolling a spherical probe over the surface of the
molecule [275].

The polarization term (∆GPolar) is the most time-consuming part of the solvation
free energy computation and accounts for the electrostatic interactions through the
solvent. The electrostatic potential Φ(r) of a molecule with charge density φ(r) in
an ionic dielectric continuum (position dependent dielectric constant ε(r)) is given
by the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation, which can be written in a linearized form
[178]:

∇ · [ε(r)∇Φ(r)]− κ2ε(r)Φ(r) = −4πφ(r). (3.17)

The Debye-Hückel parameter κ accounts for screening effects through the salt
concentration. This differential equation can be solved numerically for example
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using finite difference methods. The electrostatic contribution to the solvation free
energy can now be calculated performing two independent calculations, the first
with the exterior dielectric of the medium εout,1 and the second in vacuum (εout,2 = 1)
[178]:

∆GPolar =
1
2 ∑

i
qi(Φεout,1(ri)−Φεout,2(ri)), (3.18)

with the summation for all charges i in the solute. A high number of other applica-
tions are possible, like for example the calculation of the association free energy of
two molecules using a thermodynamic cycle [107, 48].

A computationally efficient approximation of the PB equation is given by the
generalized Born (GB) model [289, 4]

∆GPolar = −
1
2 ∑

ij

qiqj

fGB

(
1

εin
− 1

εout

)
(3.19)

fGB =
√
(r2

ij + RiRje−Dij); Dij = r2
ij/4RiRj. (3.20)

The summation goes over all atom pairs i,j, with the pairwise distance rij, the
effective Born radius Ri and charge qi of atom i. The dielectric constant of the
molecule (εin) is usually low, while the solvent dielectric constant (εout) is high.
The design of the function fGB can be understood looking at two scenarios. For
i = j we have fGB = R and the Born equation is obtained, which describes the
electrostatic component of the free energy of solvation for a single ion. Assuming a
large separation of the two charges (rij � Ri, Rj) yields approximately the sum of
the Coulomb interaction with the Born expression.

The amount of descreening of each atom i is measured through the effective Born
radius Ri that is the degree of burial of the atom inside the solute. More precisely
it is defined through the self-energy of the atom inside a molecule, which is the
polar solvation free energy of a molecule, where all charges except the atom’s charge
are turned off. The effective radius is the radius of a corresponding spherical ion
that has the equivalent polar solvation free energy as the self-energy of the atom
[221]. The descreening effect of the surrounding molecule typically leads to a bigger
effective radius than the intrinsic radius of the atom.

The effective Born radius can be computed using a Coulomb field integral [221,
146]:

R−1
i = ρ−1

i −
1

4π

Solute∫
|r|>ρi

|r|−4dV . (3.21)

The integration is performed over the volume inside the solute and outside of atom
i, with corresponding radius ρi (the origin of the integration is shifted to the center
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of atom i). This approach introduces a bias in ∆GSolv, it is only exact in case of a
spherical solute, for a point charge located at its center [117, 221].

3.4 Free energy calculation with advanced sampling
methods

We have treated the basic concepts that enable us to simulate biomolecules under
physiological conditions that resemble experimental setups. Yet, these free MD
simulations are in most cases too expensive to reach the timescales between mi-
croseconds and several seconds, in which most biophysical mechanisms occur, like
protein folding or ligand-receptor binding [335]. In this section, some methods are
presented that enhance the sampling of simulations. These methods make it possible
to predict the free energy of processes that are out of the scope of free simulations.

3.4.1 Perturbation methods to access free energy differences

Let us consider the transformation of a thermodynamic state 1 to another state 2,
with the potential energy functions U1(r1, ..., rN) and U2(r1, ..., rN). The Helmholtz
free energy difference between the two states results from equation 3.10,

∆G = G2 − G1 = −kT ln
(

Q2

Q1

)
= −kT ln

(
Z2

Z1

)
. (3.22)

In the last step we could replace the canonical partition functions by the configura-
tional partition functions as the momentum integrations cancel out of the ratio.

If one considers the change in the potential energy as a small perturbation

U2(r1, ..., rN) = U1(r1, ..., rN) + ∆U(r1, ..., rN) (3.23)

the division of both partition functions yields the ensemble average taken with
respect to state 1.

Z2

Z1
=

∫
dNr e−[U1(r1,...,rN)+∆U(r1,...,rN)]/kT∫

dNr e−U1(r1,...,rN)/kT

=

∫
dNr e−U1(r1,...,rN)/kT · e−∆U(r1,...,rN)/kT∫

dNr e−U1(r1,...,rN)/kT

=
〈

e−∆U(r1,...,rN)/kT
〉

1
. (3.24)

Substitution of equation 3.24 into equation 3.22 yields the equation of Zwanzig [338].
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∆G = −kT ln
(

Z2

Z1

)
= −kT ln

〈
e−[U2(r1,...,rN)−U1(r1,...,rN)]/kT

〉
1

. (3.25)

It is crucial that the perturbation ∆U is small, which means that the configuration
spaces of states 1 and 2 need to have enough overlap [300]. If states 1 and 2 differ
significantly, it is possible to create a set of intermediate states in λ steps, for example
using a linear interpolation:

U(λ) = (1− λ) ·U1 + λ ·U2 (3.26)

The free energy difference is the sum of all individual contributions from equation
3.25

∆G =
N−1

∑
i=1

∆Gλi ,λi+1 (3.27)

= −kT
N−1

∑
i=1

ln
〈

e−[U(λi+1)−U(λi)]/kT
〉

i
. (3.28)

It is also possible to derive the free energy difference between state 1 and state 2
of equation 3.22 following the Bennett acceptance ratio (BAR) method [24]. We start,
by exploring the following identity:

Z2

Z1
=

Z2

Z1

∫
dNr w(r1, ..., rN) e−[U2(r1,...,rN)+U1(r1,...,rN)]/kT∫
dNr w(r1, ..., rN) e−[U2(r1,...,rN)+U1(r1,...,rN)]/kT

=

〈
w e−U2/kT〉

1
〈w e−U1/kT〉2

. (3.29)

The weighting function w(r1, ..., rN) is arbitrary and can be expressed so that the
statistical estimate of the free energy has the highest accuracy. Using Lagrange mul-
tipliers the Fermi Dirac function f (x) = 1/(1 + exp(x/kT)) results as the optimal
choice and we obtain the Bennett acceptance ratio,

Z2

Z1
=
〈 f (U2 −U1 + C)〉1
〈 f (U1 −U2 − C)〉2

eC/kT. (3.30)

This equation is valid for any value of the constant C. In practice, C is determined
so that the following condition is fulfilled, when summing over all configurations
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m1 (m2) of state 1 (2):

∑
m1

f (U2 −U1 + C) = ∑
m2

f (U1 −U2 − C). (3.31)

The BAR method, in comparison to equation 3.25, makes use of the sampled data
in state 1 and state 2, which can lead to statistically more precise results [272]. It is
further possible to extend the BAR approach to the multistate case (MBAR), which
is the estimator with the lowest variance in case of multiple states [271]. Instead of
considering only adjacent states of a λ coordinate as in equation 3.27, an estimator
for the free energy differences of all states is produced:

∆Gi,j = −kT ln
Zj

Zi
(3.32)

The approach seeks weighting functions αi,j according to the identity that was
already used in the BAR approach (equation 3.29):

Zi
〈
αi,j exp(−Uj/kT)

〉
i = Zj

〈
αi,j exp(−Ui/kT)

〉
j (3.33)

We now sum over the index j and yield K estimating equations, which are known as
extended bridge sampling estimators:

K

∑
j=1

Ẑi

Ni

Ni

∑
n=1

αi,j exp(−Uj(rin)/kT) =
K

∑
j=1

Ẑj

Nj

Nj

∑
n=1

αi,j exp(−Ui(rjn)/kT), (3.34)

where we substituted N−1
i ∑Ni

n=1 g(ri,n) for the expectation values of 〈g〉i. For this
class of estimating equations the choice of αi,j with the lowest variance is known
from the statistics literature [294]. A self-consistent solution for the free energy
estimates Ĝi can be computed iteratively, obtained by combining the choice of αi,j
and equation 3.34:

Ĝi = −kT ln
K

∑
j=1

Nj

∑
n=1

exp
[
−Ui(rjn)/kT

]
∑K

k=1 Nk exp
[
(Ĝk −Uk(rjn))/kT

] . (3.35)

Choosing K = 2 states the BAR equation can be reproduced after some rearrange-
ments [271].

3.4.2 Umbrella sampling

To study biomolecular systems it is often desirable to shrink the available phase
space to a subspace of particular interest. The design of adequate reaction coor-
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dinates is strongly dependent on the process that one seeks to understand, for
example, the dissociation of two proteins could be parametrized by a center of mass
(COM) distance coordinate between ligand and receptor proteins (see Chapter 5).
The corresponding free energy profile is associated with the probability that the
generalized coordinate q = f (r1, ..., rN) has the predefined value s [300]:

G(s) = −kT ln P(s) (3.36)

= −kT ln
CN

Q(N, V, T)

∫
dN p dNr e−βH(r,p) δ( f (r1, ..., rN)− s), (3.37)

with the constant CN = 1/N!h3N , the total Hamiltonian H(r, p) and the Dirac
function that ensures to take only states with appropriate s into account while
integrating over the phase space. Often, the free energy profile along a reaction
coordinate is called the potential of mean force (PMF). In order to enhance the
sampling along a defined path, umbrella potentials w can be applied, that restrain
the reaction coordinate q = f (r1, ..., rN) in several intermediate steps k = 1, ..., n
using harmonic biasing potentials (force constant κ):

w( f (r1, ..., rN), s(k)) =
κ

2
( f (r1, ..., rN)− s(k))2. (3.38)

This umbrella potential is added to the potential U(r) so that a biased probability
distribution on the predefined path is sampled. Here, substantial overlap between
adjacent umbrella windows is important, to ensure adequate sampling of the whole
coordinate range of interest. In order to obtain the corresponding PMF, the his-
tograms of the simulated states have to be combined and the underlying unbiased
probability distribution can be reconstructed e.g. by using the weighted histogram
analysis method (WHAM) [116]. The WHAM equations have to be solved iteratively
until they reach self consistency [300]:

P(q) = ∑n
k=1 nkPk(q)

∑n
k=1 nkeβ(GK−G0)e−βw(q,s(k))

, (3.39)

e−β(GK−G0) =
∫

dq P(q)e−βw(q,s(k)), (3.40)

with the full unbiased probability distribution P(q). Interestingly, the WHAM
equations can be understood as an approximation to MBAR using histogram kernel
density estimators and an equivalence of both methods was shown for histograms
of zero bin widths [271].
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3.4.3 Hamiltonian replica exchange molecular dynamics

Many biological systems are described by rough potential energy landscapes with
multiple local minima that are separated by high barriers. Hamiltonian replica
exchange molecular dynamics (H-REMD) combines MD simulations with a Monte
Carlo method, to further improve the sampling in phase space [95]. It enables
the system if it is for example trapped by a potential well, to surpass it by simply
switching coordinates instead of drifting over the barriers, which would take a lot
of simulation time.

In this scheme a set of n regular simulations (replicas), that differ in their Hamilto-
nian, is started in parallel. After a certain amount of simulation steps, the exchange
probability between neighboring replicas, i and j, according to a metropolis criterion,
is evaluated [214]

Pacc = min

(
1,

e−β[Ui(rj)+Uj(ri)]

e−β[Ui(ri)+Uj(rj)]

)
, (3.41)

which yields correct probability distributions in the sampled thermodynamic ensem-
ble. Basically, the acceptance criterion is one if the Boltzmann weighted sum of the
replicas potential energies before the attempt (denominator), is smaller than after
the attempt (numerator), resulting in a guaranteed exchange. Otherwise, if the ex-
change is energetically unfavourable, the coordinates of the systems are exchanged
depending on the calculated probability.

Such an H-REMD technique can be combined with free energy perturbation
methods (Section 3.4.1) to improve the sampling of intermediate states to calculate
free energy differences for alchemical transformations [280, 239, 192]. In combination
with umbrella sampling approaches (see Section 3.4.2), H-REMD is used on a regular
basis to improve the convergence in the simulations [331, 194, 157].

The repulsive scaling (RS-) REMD technique can be used to study bimolecular
complexes. It is a H-REMD based method that increases the effective pairwise van
der Waals radii along the replica ladder. Thus, a physical dissociation of the ligand
is introduced while the interactions within the molecules and with the solvent are
not altered. The resulting phase space sampling of the higher replicas is improved
by avoiding local energy minima on the receptor surface, which can efficiently drive
the system into the global energy minimum (see Chapter 6) [276]. In addition to
that, a free energy difference along the physical dissociation path can be computed
using perturbation approaches like FEP, BAR or MBAR (see Chapter 7) [278].
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4 Computational Prediction of Binding
Affinities

In order to evaluate the functional relevance of putative protein complexes (see
Chapter 2), realistic binding affinity prediction is of increasing importance. Several
computational tools ranging from simple force field or knowledge-based scoring of
single complexes to ensemble-based approaches and rigorous binding free energy
simulations are available to predict relative and absolute binding affinities. In the
present chapter, an overview of such in silico methods will be given, with most of
these techniques relying on the theoretical foundations of Chapter 3. I will focus
on protein-protein complexes, although the most important approaches are also
applicable to other ligands. 1

4.1 Introduction

The interaction of proteins is of fundamental importance for basically all processes
in living systems. Most functions in a cell are mediated by the assembly of proteins
to form transient dimers or oligomers to act as enzymes, transporters, or to stabilize
the shape of the cell [232, 200]. Numerous interactions between proteins in a cell
are in principle possible but only a fraction of putative complexes and assemblies
are indeed formed and of functional relevance [141]. The associated binding free
energy of protein-protein interactions determine the stability of association and the
conditions for complex formation. Hence, a full understanding of cellular processes
requires not only knowledge of all possible protein-protein interactions but also a
quantitative insight into the structure and stability of the formed complexes [200,
224]. This also includes the effect of mutations in proteins that can modulate or
even disrupt the binding to partner proteins. Protein-protein interactions are often
mediated by reoccurring subdomains [273, 133]. Within different protein families,
these domains can differ in sequence resulting in different binding specificities
and different combinations of possible interactions. Predicting and understanding
the significance of putative domain-domain interactions requires a quantitative
understanding of protein-protein binding affinity.

1The contents of this chapter have been published in a similar form in [277].
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In recent years, the possibility to design new synthetic protein-protein complexes
with the desired function has gained significant momentum [166, 159]. One goal is
to modify existing natural proteins in such a way that the geometry and affinity of a
known protein-protein interaction may change or the interaction with a different
protein surface on another protein partner becomes possible. In the longer run,
it is desired to create completely new protein partners with programmed surface
properties to allow for new interactions with selected candidate partners [159, 130].
Such efforts may form the basis for synthetic complexes that can act as designed
molecular machines with a desired new function. A prerequisite for the successful
rational design of such interactions and new complexes is the detailed understanding
of protein-protein interaction and affinity.

The driving force for a protein binding process corresponds to the associated
change in free energy that can be related to the structural and physicochemical prop-
erties of the protein binding partners. Initially proposed by Fischer [167] the “lock
and key” concept of binding emphasizes the importance of optimal complementarity
of binding partners at the interface as the decisive element for high binding affinity
and specificity. Nevertheless, proteins and other biological macromolecules (e.g.,
RNA and DNA) can undergo various types of conformational fluctuations at physio-
logical temperatures and, hence, are not rigid objects (illustrated in Figure 4.1). Often
significant conformational changes of the binding partners upon association have
been observed leading to the induced-fit binding concept of partner proteins [167,
61]. During binding, proteins appear to induce conformational changes in the part-
ners that are a prerequisite for specific complex formation. In principle, all protein
binding processes require some conformational adaptation but these changes can in
certain cases be less than 1-2 Å for the root mean square deviation (RMSD) between
bound and unbound conformations [181]. Besides of the induced-fit concept, the
idea of a pre-existing ensemble of several interconvertible conformational states of
proteins at equilibrium has been postulated [61, 319]. Within this ensemble, there
are structures close to the bound and unbound forms and the process of binding
to partner molecules shifts the ensemble toward the bound form. The mechanism
of conformational selection versus induced-fit has been systematically studied for
many known protein-protein interactions [288]. However, every conformation is,
in principle, accessible even in the unbound state albeit with a potentially very
low statistical weight. Hence, the original induced-fit concept is a special case
of conformational ensemble selection where only the presence of a ligand gives
rise to an appreciable concentration of the bound partner structure. For an accu-
rate calculation of protein-protein binding free energies, it is desirable to account
for conformational changes and also for changes in the conformational freedom
(conformational entropy) upon binding [12, 326].

A great variety of experimental techniques is available to determine the struc-
ture of protein-protein complexes and assemblies (see Section 2.3). Protein X-ray
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Figure 4.1: protein-protein association can induce different types of conformational
changes. Conformational changes can involve side chain flips (a) indicated for a
tyrosine side chain flip in the complex of RNAseA (yellow) inhibitor (green: un-
bound structure, pink: bound structure) complex, pdb1DFJ). For a protease-inhibitor
complex (pdb1GL1), a loop refolding is observed (b, blue: unbound inhibitor; yel-
low: bound inhibitor). Besides local changes also global adaptations can accompany
binding (c) demonstrated for the bound (pink cartoon) and unbound (green cartoon)
of an RNAseA inhibitor (yellow cartoon: RNAseA).

crystallography is still the most common high-resolution technique to determine
the structure of protein complexes. However, it requires the formation of suffi-
ciently well-ordered crystals that can be difficult or impossible to obtain especially
for low-affinity transient complexes and for large assemblies containing multiple
partners. For the latter cases, recent improvements of cryo-EM (electron microscopy
under cryogenic conditions) resulted in solving the structure of many new large
and transient biomolecular assemblies achieving often an atomic or near-atomic
resolution [17, 80]. The cryo-EM method is limited to complexes above a certain size
limit (∼ 100 kD) to achieve sufficient contrast of the image relative to a noisy back-
ground but no crystals of the complex are necessary. It requires only a sufficiently
large number of object images from different viewpoints that can be combined to
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solve the three-dimensional (3D) structure [17]. Nuclear-magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectroscopy in solution can also be used for structure determination of mostly
small dimeric protein-protein complexes [121, 57]. Several NMR techniques can be
used to quantify protein-protein affinity and also help in modeling complexes if the
structure of partner proteins is known [337].

A significant fraction of protein interactions are mediated by protein domains and
for many domain-domain pairs, 3D structures are available and also data on the
range of domain-domain affinities. In such cases, the prediction of domain-domain
interaction affinities is often sufficient to estimate the affinity of whole complexes.
Databases of protein domain-domain interactions such as 3DiD [225], SCOPPI [322],
or PIBASE [65] are available that allow identification of interfaces and are helpful to
predict the range of binding affinities for domain-mediated protein complexes.

Despite the great progress in recent years, the experimental determination of
protein-protein complexes remains a challenging task and it will be impossible to
determine experimentally all putative and transient protein-protein complexes of a
cell in the foreseeable future [133, 285]. An additional difficulty arises because many
protein-protein interactions involve conformational changes or even the coupled
folding or refolding of disordered segments. In particular, transient protein-protein
interactions in cells frequently include disordered protein segments. Such cases
complicate both the structure prediction of complexes but also the prediction of
binding affinities.

Computational prediction of protein-protein binding affinity typically requires the
three-dimensional (3D) structure of the complex or at least a model of the complex
structure. As the first part of the present review, we will first briefly outline the
computational methods to generate structural models of protein-protein complexes
(see also Figure 4.2).

A second prerequisite for evaluating methods to calculate and predict binding free
energies are accurate experimental binding affinity data. Several different methods
can be used to measure experimental binding equilibria (see Section 2.4) and one
can distinguish between methods that require the separation of the bound complex
from the isolated partners such as gel filtration, electrophoretic separation, or ultra-
centrifugation approaches or methods that directly measure the concentration of
bound and unbound proteins [94]. Methods based on the separation of complex
and unbound partners require long lifetimes of the complex (small dissociation rate
constants) beyond the time scale of the experiment. In direct methods, the complex
formation can be detected by changes in heat capacity of the solution upon varying
partner concentration (e.g., in isothermal titration calorimetry [175]) or optically
using for example an associated change in absorbance or fluorescence [94, 22]. In
the surface plasmon resonance technique, one partner is immobilized on a sensor
surface. Addition of a partner protein that binds to the sensor surface results in a
change of the refractive index that can be optically detected [320]. With the method,
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Figure 4.2: Computational protein-protein docking starting from separate unbound
partners typically results in several putative sterically possible complex geometries.
Task of a scoring step is to identify the most realistic geometry and to estimate the
relative binding affinity of putative docked geometries.

it is also possible to analyze the time dependence of binding and to determine kinetic
constants of protein-protein association and dissociation. For a critical comparison
of methods to predict protein-protein binding affinities, the accuracy and consis-
tency of the experimental reference data are of critical importance. It has been found
that experimental protein-protein binding affinities can depend significantly on the
experimental method [150, 153]. In addition, binding data for protein complexes are
obtained under different experimental conditions (variation in ionic strength, pH,
and temperature) whereas computational approaches typically assume the same
conditions for all evaluated complexes. However, curated protein-protein binding
affinity benchmark sets are available for which also structures of the complexes
and the unbound protein partners have been determined [150, 153, 115]. These sets
can serve as references for evaluating computational efforts; however, one should
always be aware of experimental conditions and the method for binding affinity
determination compared to the computational setup.

In the present review on calculating and predicting protein-protein binding affin-
ity, we will first give a brief overview on modeling and predicting the structure
of protein-protein complexes. These methods can also be used to predict which
proteins in a cellular system may interact [318]. In the second and third sections,
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we will focus on rapid approaches to rank predicted complexes and to estimate
binding affinities based on single complex structures or ensembles of structures
with a focus on force field-based methods. In the last sections, we introduce the
application of ensemble-based methods and rigorous free energy simulations either
for calculating relative binding free energies, for example, for predicting the effect
of mutations on binding affinity or to calculate the absolute binding free energy
of protein-complexes. As will be discussed below, such methods can also include
the contribution of conformational changes to binding. The last sections will also
include the application of different advanced sampling approaches and a discussion
of the possibility to use such approaches for systematic applications of evaluating
docked protein-protein complex geometries and possible future developments.

4.2 Predicting the structure of protein-protein complexes

The prediction of the binding affinity of putative protein-protein interactions is
related to the computational modeling of the structure of protein-protein complexes
and the ranking of possible predicted solutions [152, 150]. Besides experimentally
determined complexes, one can distinguish two main computational techniques
to provide structures of putative protein-protein complexes. First, computational
protein-protein docking methods can be considered as “ab initio” approaches for
generating complex geometries although in practice experimental (or other bioinfor-
matics) data can be included to restrict the search for possible solutions [12, 326, 285,
29]. In addition, the de novo design of protein-protein interactions requires docking
or modeling of new protein-protein interfaces [166]. Second, for the majority of
natural stable protein-protein interactions one often finds homologous complex
geometries in the data-base of experimentally determined complexes [172]. Hence,
many interactions especially those mediated by reoccurring protein domains can be
modeled based on similarity to an already known interaction [115]. In the following,
we briefly introduce existing protein-protein docking approaches and also discuss
template-based protein-protein complex prediction.

4.2.1 Protein-protein docking

The aim of computational protein-protein docking is the prediction of the structure
of protein-protein complexes based on the structure of the isolated protein partners
(Figure 4.2). The great majority of protein-protein docking algorithms use optimal
complementarity as the main target criteria for predicting interactions [303]. A
variety of computational methods exist to efficiently generate a large number of
putative binding geometries typically with an initial systematic docking search
keeping partner structures rigid. Subsequently, one or more refinement and scoring
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steps of a set of preselected rigid docking solutions are added to achieve a closer
agreement with the native geometry and to recognize near-native docking solutions.
Among the most common are geometric hashing methods to rapidly match geo-
metric surface descriptors of proteins [206, 134] and fast Fourier transform (FFT)
correlation techniques [326, 303, 155, 40] to efficiently locate overlaps between com-
plementary protein surfaces. Alternatively, molecular dynamics (MD), Brownian
dynamics, Monte Carlo, or multi start energy minimization can be used to generate
locally optimized protein-protein docking complexes [326]. To enhance the speed,
often coarse-grained (CG) instead of atomistic protein models are used. These
methods have in principle the capacity to introduce conformational flexibility of
binding partners already at the initial search step but are, nevertheless, slower than
FFT-based correlation methods or geometric hashing. Some approaches included
conformational changes during docking already during the initial search includ-
ing soft collective normal mode (NM) directions as additional variables during
docking by energy minimization [327, 329] or in using swarm optimization [219].
If experimental data or data based on bioinformatics analysis are available, this
information can be included either directly during the docking search, for example,
in the HADDOCK, [73] ATTRACT [329], or RosettaDock [44, 203] approaches, or
can be used to screen and rerank the docking solutions obtained from rapid FFT-
based methods.37 The final stage of a protein-protein docking protocol consists
of a structural refinement at atomic resolution of the binding partners and often
rescoring of the various docking solutions. Often the final scoring step employs
potentials that are intended to also provide an estimate of the binding affinity of
the predicted complex (discussed below). protein-protein docking performance
is regularly evaluated in the community-wide blind docking prediction challenge
Critical Assessment of PRedicted Interactions (CAPRI). [181, 180, 182]

4.2.2 Prediction of protein-protein complexes based on homology to
known structures

Due to the growing number of solved protein-protein complex structures, it is often
possible to generate a structural model of a complex by using a known complex
structure as a template [171]. In fact, it has been found that the majority of stable
natural protein-protein interactions can in principle be modeled by a template-based
approach [172]. The main task is then to find an appropriate and realistic alignment
of the target protein sequence to the template sequence. In combination with an
accurate prediction of the binding free energy for a template-based complex model,
one could then predict if the putative protein-protein interaction is likely to occur.

In general, to enhance the impact of protein-protein docking in structural biology,
it is highly desirable to be able to use partner protein structures obtained by compar-
ative (homology) modeling. The accuracy of such comparative models depends on
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the correct alignment of target and template sequence. Even in cases of significant
average target-template similarity, the quality of the alignment is often not uni-
form along the whole protein sequence, for example, due to insertions or deletions
in the aligned sequences which can result in structural inaccuracies. Overlap of
such inaccurate structural segments with the protein region in contact with binding
partners may interfere with the possibility to produce near-native complexes using
template-based modeling or rigid docking methods. This is also reflected in the fact
that docking cases that involve homology modeled protein partners belong to the
most difficult cases in the CAPRI docking challenge. [181, 182]

4.3 Force field and knowledge-based scoring methods for
ranking and to predict binding affinities

The comparison of known native protein-protein interfaces indicates typically a
well-packed interaction region with high shape complementarity between protein
partners and few cavities some of which might be occupied by water molecules
[53, 137, 16, 15]. Polar side chain or backbone groups buried at the interface are
forming hydrogen bonds or other polar contacts. Assuming that both nonpolar,
as well as polar contacts, contribute on average favorably to protein-protein inter-
actions one early simple idea is to relate binding affinity to the size of the buried
solvent accessible surface area (buried SASA: BSA) upon complex formation. The
BSA is obtained by subtracting the SASA of the complex from the SASA of the two
protein partners. Surprisingly, the BSA without considering the detailed nature of
the interface correlates already quite well with the experimentally measured binding
affinity (R ∼ −.55), if one excludes structures that undergo large changes upon
complex formation. [153, 15] More sophisticated physics-based or knowledge-based
approaches often result in correlation coefficients that are not much larger. How-
ever, interestingly, in systematic docking searches, one frequently obtains incorrect
solutions with similar BSA as the near-native docked complexes. Often for pairs
of proteins, one can generate complex geometries that have a similar or larger BSA
than the native geometry. It indicates that the assumption that polar and nonpolar
interface regions all contribute on average favorably to binding might be reasonable
for the native interface but not for alternative non-native interfaces. Hence, these
incorrect interfaces are either not well packed or contain other unfavorable contacts
that prevent favorable association. Recently, it was also found that residues outside
of the interface (defined by the BSA) can contribute to binding [154]. In an extension
of the BSA approach for binding prediction, Vangone and Bonvin [304] suggested
a contact-based scoring with optimal weights on various types of contacts at an
interface (e.g., polar-polar, polar-nonpolar, etc.) that showed improved correlation
with experimental binding affinity data on a benchmark set (R ∼ −.73).
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binding affinities

More sophisticated statistical- or knowledge-based potentials can be designed
that either are based on the statistics of residue or atom contacts at interfaces or
can even include the distance and orientation of residues (atoms) around inter-
faces. As the term “knowledge-based” indicates such potentials are extracted from
known protein-protein complexes. The underlying concept is to relate the observed
frequency of atom-atom or chemical group-group contacts (or distances) to the corre-
sponding expected frequency assuming a random distribution. Overrepresentation
or underrepresentation of a given pair of atoms or residues relates to favorable
or unfavorable interactions. In most cases, the inverse-Boltzmann statistics with
an appropriate reference state is used to derive an effective potential in terms of
group distances and possibly also group-group orientation. The idea to extract
effective interaction energies between groups or atoms based on contact frequen-
cies in known protein structures dates back to Tanaka and Scheraga [295] and was
further pioneered by Miyazawa and Jernigan [218] as well as Sippl and Weitckus
[283]. For evaluating protein-protein complexes, a variety of knowledge-based
statistical potentials have been designed in recent years [90, 217, 334, 54, 34]. The
potentials differ in the resolution of the interface description. Several potentials
are based on interatomic distances and possibly also orientation [334, 190, 138, 186,
191] or representing the protein on the level of whole residues or chemical groups
[332, 47, 74, 260]. The potentials also vary in the number of atom or pseudo atom
types or the reference state from which the expected contact or distance proba-
bility for atom-pairs are derived. Although mostly used for scoring and ranking
docked protein-protein complexes, statistical potentials can also be optimized for
predicting binding affinities. In this latter case, one should keep in mind that many
contributions to binding ranging from solvent effects, restriction of conformational,
rotational, and translational mobility of partners (that can all be different for individ-
ual complexes) are all averaged over many (training) complexes and merged into
atom (or group) pair potentials to estimate binding affinities of predicted complexes.
In additon, typically a knowledge-based scoring includes only interaction terms
between partners and does not account for possible internal energy changes of each
partner. Given these approximations, it is surprising that often quite reasonable
correlations to experimental data are observed [304, 334].

Besides using knowledge-based statistical potentials for ranking of docked com-
plexes, it can also be based on a molecular mechanics (MM) type force field descrip-
tion of binding partners [73, 44, 263]. Similar to the statistical potentials discussed
above, these scoring potentials are mostly used to provide a relative ranking of
single predicted complex structures but can also be optimized to predict the binding
affinity of protein-protein complexes [115, 182]. For ranking, various terms of the
force field are weighted to give an optimal correlation to experimental data on a
training set of complexes [9, 67]. The majority of force field scoring potentials neglect
any intramolecular energy changes of the binding partners and therefore do not
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include changes in intramolecular interactions or changes in conformational entropy
(e.g., restriction of conformational fluctuations upon binding).

For a binding process, one can, however, distinguish several energetic and entropic
contributions. Binding results in an interaction between binding partners that can
involve electrostatic and van der Waals intermolecular interactions. The partners
will also change their average conformation (see Figure 4.1) that is accompanied by a
change in intramolecular interactions which is typically an unfavorable contribution.
Additionally, the interaction of each partner with the solvent (and surrounding ions)
will change upon complex formation. For the change in solvation, one typically
distinguishes between a nonpolar contribution (related to hydrophobic effect) and
a polar (electrostatic solvation or reaction field) contribution [114, 66, 89, 311]. For
rapid evaluation of single complex structures, usually explicit solvent molecules
are not included. Hence, solvation contributions are calculated using an implicit
solvent model (see Figure 4.3).

It is more realistic to represent a complex geometry not by a single structure but
by an ensemble of relevant conformations and to estimate binding affinities from the
evaluation of the ensemble of conformations. In the linear interaction energy (LIE)
method, this is achieved by taking appropriately weighted averages of interactions
between partners from MD simulations [14, 123]. More frequently, approaches are
used that involve a reevaluation of explicit solvent MD trajectories after replacement
of the surrounding environment by an implicit solvent model (see next paragraph).

4.4 MM-Poisson-Boltzmann/surface area and
MM-generalized Born/surface area ensemble-based
"endpoint" free energy methods

In recent years, full atomic resolution MM approaches for the binding partners
combined with an implicit continuum solvent model have been applied to evaluate
protein-protein complexes. In contrast to the scoring of single complexes, an en-
semble of complex conformations is evaluated in MM Poisson-Boltzmann/surface
area (MM-PBSA) or MM-GBSA (using the generalized Born method instead of the
Poisson-Boltzmann) approaches. In most cases, the ensemble is generated using
MD simulations with an explicit solvent representation. To limit the computational
demand and to also keep a narrow distribution of conformations near an initial state,
usually, simulations of a few nanoseconds are performed [311]. Due to the large
energy fluctuations of the explicit solvent molecules, the reanalysis of the trajectory
(ensemble) is performed after removing the explicit water molecules (sometimes
interface waters are retained) employing an implicit solvent model.

For each evaluated complex structure, the mean partner interaction energy can be
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Figure 4.3: Evaluation of protein-protein complexes based on a continuum solvent
model during MM-PBSA or MM-GBSA calculations. The binding process consists
of an interaction contribution indicated in the lower panel (interaction energy is
calculated as the difference in the vacuum energies of the complex and the separate
partners). The transfer of the partners and the complex into the aqueous environ-
ment (upper panel) adds a solvation contribution (also calculated as the difference
between complex and partner contributions). The solvation part consists typically
of separate cavity terms and van der Waals interaction with the solvent plus an elec-
trostatic reaction field (solvation) contribution either based on the generalized Born
(GB) method or based on solving the finite-difference Poisson-Boltzmann (FDPB)
equation numerically.

calculated. In the most basic single trajectory approach, this is achieved by taking
the ensemble average energies of the complex and subtracting the corresponding
energies of the partners from the same trajectory. This approximation implies that
ligand and receptor do not undergo significant conformational changes upon bind-
ing and changes in intra-molecular energies can be neglected. The mean interaction
energy consists of pairwise electrostatic Coulomb interactions and electrostatic (po-
lar) solvation contributions obtained using the finite-difference Poisson-Boltzmann
or generalized Born (GB) equations. Nonpolar solvation (or desolvation) is usually
calculated from the BSA surface upon complex formation using an empirical surface
tension parameter that represents both cavity creation and van der Waals interaction
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of the protein with the solvent. Alternatively, the nonpolar part can also be split
further into a surface area dependent cavity or hydrophobic term and a change in
van der Waals interaction between proteins and solvent. The latter contribution
can be estimated from a solvent grid representation around the complex [311] or
a surface integral approach [328]. To include changes in intramolecular contribu-
tions, it is possible to run MD simulations not only for the complex but also for
separate (unbound) partners and evaluate each ensemble separately. However, the
single trajectory approach is used much more frequently and gives typically better
convergence of the mean energies due to the cancellation of the intramolecular
contributions. Nevertheless, interaction energies obtained from MM-PBSA or MM-
GBSA can show significant statistical errors due to numerically small interaction
energies that need to be calculated from the subtraction of numerically large and
slowly converging mean energies (of the complex and the individual partners).

In addition to interaction energies, changes in the conformational entropy of
binding partners can be estimated from an NM analysis of the complex and the
isolated partners. This term is often neglected due to its large computational costs or
replaced using alternative approaches based on the energy fluctuations within the
ensemble or a quasi-harmonic (QH) analysis of the trajectories. Methods have also
been developed to just obtain the change in translational and orientational (external)
entropy of one partner to the other [52, 23].

MM-GBSA and MM-PBSA have been used both for the calculation of absolute
protein-protein binding affinities and to evaluate docked protein-protein complex
structures (reviewed in Reference [311]). For example, Gohlke et al [104, 103]. inves-
tigated the Ras-Raf and Ras-RalGDS complex and reported binding free energy in
good agreement with the experiment, however, depending on how conformational
entropy was estimated and with errors of about several kcal/mol. MM-GBSA and
MM-PBSA were successfully used in several studies for reranking protein-protein
docking solutions [148, 75, 45, 197, 187]. A very systematic study to predict the
free energy of binding and to score docked complexes was recently performed by
Chen et al [45]. The authors compared various force fields, protocols for performing
MD simulations and using the Poisson-Boltzmann or the GB solvation model (not
including conformational entropy effects) for 46 protein-protein complexes. The
highest correlation between the predicted binding affinities and the experimental
data was −0.64 using MM-GBSA, a low interior dielectric constant of 1 and the
AMBER ff02 force field. This correlation was better than using MM-PBSA for which
the highest correlation was −0.523.

Often water molecules form specific water-mediated contacts at protein-protein
interfaces that may not be accurately represented in an implicit solvent model
[51]. It is straightforward to include interface water molecules in the calculations
and only treat the bulk water as a dielectric continuum [197]. The inclusion of an
explicit water model has been proven to give good results in various protein-protein
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binding affinity predictions for single complexes (e.g., Ulucan et al [301].). For
example, the correlation of MM-GBSA results to experimental binding affinities
of 20 native protein-protein complexes was shown to increase significantly (up to
30%) by the inclusion of 30 explicit water molecules at the binding interface [197].
On a smaller test set of four proteins, crystal water molecules were added in the
evERdock approach that improved water-mediated contacts so that the identification
of near-native binding decoys could be improved [293].

The changes in conformational entropy upon protein-protein complex formation
are usually neglected in the MM-PBSA evaluation due to the large computational
costs to perform NM analysis on protein-protein complexes and the isolated partners.
However, alternative methods to estimate the conformational entropy contribution
have recently been introduced and tested also for evaluating predicted protein-
protein complexes. In the interaction entropy (IE) approach, the protein-ligand or
protein-protein interaction energy fluctuations during the MD trajectories are used
to estimate the conformational entropy [76]. This method does not allow to calculate
absolute entropy values but is applicable to calculate relative entropy changes, for
example, after protein-ligand binding. As no extra computational effort is needed,
it has been concluded that for receptor-ligand binding affinity prediction using
IE is superior to the standard NM analysis for estimating entropy effects. IE has
been successfully applied in studies in combination with MM-PBSA and MM-GBSA
calculations of protein-protein [292, 291] or protein-ligand [76, 291] binding affinities.
Interestingly, quite substantial differences in the resulting free energies of binding
using NM and IE were encountered in several studies [76, 291, 163]. In a recent
study of Sun et al [291]., entropy effects on the performance of endpoint methods
of over 1,500 protein-ligand systems were assessed. The best correlation to the
experimental binding affinities was gained with IE, whereas the absolute binding
free energy values had the highest correspondence to experimental values using NM
calculations. Recently, however, Kohut et al [163]. proposed that the reproducibility
of IE is less robust than that of NM or QH, especially for flexible systems. The
calculated entropy value is mainly determined by the highest spikes of interaction
energy and it is argued that the calculated entropies are difficult to converge as the
simulations are prolonged. Aldeghi et al [8]. also found a higher sensitivity of the
IE term to the simulated ensemble than the other MM-PBSA terms for three sets of
bromodomain-inhibitor pairs. Hence, further testing could be useful to check the
robustness of the IE approach. In a study of 20 protein-protein systems using IE
with MM/GBSA, the mean absolute error to experimental binding affinities could
be substantially reduced by optimizing the residue type-specific dielectric constants,
the errors were especially lower than with NM analysis using a standard dielectric
constant of 1 [187].

Formally, the solute entropy change during association can be split into an ex-
ternal entropic contribution due to the reduction of motion in external degrees
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of freedom (relative position and orientation of ligand and receptor) and internal
entropy (conformational) upon complex formation. Although a full decoupling of
external and internal entropy is not in general possible, one can still compute the
lowest upper bound of the external entropy [23]. The number of configurations
needed to obtain converged results is, however, quite high using the approach with
simulations of over 1 µs required for a Barnase-Barstar complex. Furthermore, an
external entropy correction alone has been shown to not necessarily improve the
correlation to experimental binding affinities for protein-ligand systems [213].

4.4.1 Mutations influencing protein-protein binding affinities

Mutagenesis of residues at protein-protein interfaces has demonstrated that the
contributions to binding affinity are not uniformly distributed but can often be
attributed to a small number of residues called hot spots [156, 249]. For protein
engineering, it is of significant interest to predict changes in binding affinity of
protein-protein complexes due to mutations and to identify important residues for
the interaction (hotspots). Several approaches based on just single complex struc-
tures are available to estimate the effect of interface mutations (recently reviewed in
[100]). The ensembles-based MM/PBSA or MM/GBSA approaches can also be used
to identify hot spots and to calculate the change in the binding free energy upon
mutation of interface residues [282]. The hot spots of 15 protein-protein complexes
were calculated recently with MM/PBSA using residue type-specific dielectric con-
stants (11 for charged residues and 7 for nonpolar and polar residues).77 In this
study, a mean SE of 1.1 kcal/mol was achieved in 210 mutations after geometry opti-
mization and subsequent MD simulations in explicit solvent. Using an extension of
the MM/PBSA method with residue-specific dielectric constants, Petukh et al [246].
achieved a high correlation (correlation coefficient of −0.62) with experiment for a
set of 1,300 mutations in 43 protein-protein complexes (several other applications
are reviewed in Reference [311]).

Besides estimating binding free energy changes due to mutations using single
complex conformations or changes in mean interaction energies obtained from the
MM/PBSA or MM/GBSA methods, it is also possible to perform alchemical trans-
formations to mutate residues in silico. In alchemical free energy simulations, one
represents the selected amino acid side chain by two force fields, one representing
the wild type (State A) and the other the mutated residue (State B). During a series of
MD simulations, the force field for State A is switched off (decoupled from the inter-
action with other parts of the system) whereas the force field of State B is switched
on. The changes in free energy can be calculated by integrating the generalized force
along the switching pathway (thermodynamic integration [TI] [160]), free energy
perturbation (FEP) [338] or using alternative methods such as Bennett acceptance
ratio (BAR) method (see Section 3.4.1 for additional details on these methods) [24].
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To obtain the effect of a mutation on binding affinity, the transformation needs to be
performed in the complex and for the unbound solvated partner. The advantage
of the approach is that all energetic as well as entropic contributions that may in-
fluence the change in binding affinity are accurately included (within the limits of
a molecular mechanic force field description of the system). The disadvantage is
the typically higher computational cost compared to the above d-scribed endpoint
methods. Due to methodological progress and increased computational power,
alchemical free energy methods are increasingly being used to study the effect of
mutations on protein stability and protein-protein binding [98, 254, 161, 99, 216,
193]. Although typically performed in explicit solvent, it is also possible to perform
alchemical transformations in implicit solvent [239] with computational costs simi-
lar to MM/PBSA but avoiding the endpoint approximations inherent to endpoint
ensemble approaches. A recent systematic assessment of more than 100 mutations
(including charge changing mutations) in four protein-protein complexes resulted
in better performance and higher correlation of the alchemical FEP approach (root-
mean-square error [RMSE] = 1.2 kcal/mol) than MM/GBSA (RMSE = 1.5 kcal/mol)
in reproducing experimental affinities [56].

4.5 Rigorous free energy approaches to calculate absolute
binding free energies

4.5.1 Analyzing protein-protein binding by multiple simulations and
advanced sampling approaches

In principle, MD simulations allow studying protein-protein association at full
atomic detail, including full flexibility of binding partners and explicit inclusion
of surrounding water molecules and ions [148, 75]. The most straight forward
approach is then to start from separate protein molecules and follow binding during
sufficiently long MD simulations. Indeed, in early applications starting from sepa-
rate components (in bound conformation) of the Barnase-Barstar complex relatively
short MD simulations (< 100 ns) were sufficient to observe complex formation to
form a complex in close agreement with the native geometry [5]. However, such
association simulations do not allow direct extraction of the associated binding free
energy. To obtain the free energy of binding from unrestrained simulations requires
both association to the native binding site but also sampling of dissociation from the
bound complex. The dissociation constants of typical protein-protein complexes are
in the nanomolar range and the dissociation rate can reach minutes or even larger
times much beyond the timescale of current MD simulations. Hence, it seems that
direct extraction of binding free energies from counting association and dissocia-
tion events during sufficiently long MD simulations is in principle only possible for
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weakly bound complexes with fast association and dissociation characteristics. How-
ever, several approaches have been developed to overcome this sampling dilemma
in recent years. Using a large number of simulations starting from various initial
placements of the Barnase-Barstar system, the Noe group observed multiple binding
events [248]. With a further adaptive selection of new starting configurations and
addition of a biasing potential to promote also dissociation of the bound complex in
Hamiltonian replica exchange (H-REMD) simulations [95] it was possible to sample
sufficient association and dissociation events to generate a Markov model for the
binding process [248]. Such Markov model allows the extraction of kinetic rates
for transitions between various transient states of the system and also of the asso-
ciated thermodynamic quantities [31, 50]. It includes not only the sampling of the
native binding but allows also the characterization of alternative and intermediate
encounter binding states. For the Barstar-Barnase system, the kinetic rates and the
free energy of binding could be extracted in good agreement with experimental data.
As an alternative to multiple unrestrained simulations to obtain a Markov model for
the binding process, it is possible to use weighted ensemble (WE) methods to study
binding processes along a preset reaction coordinate (RC) [131, 336]. Briefly, in this
technique, the space along one or more RCs is discretized in intervals, and simula-
tions are distributed along the coordinates such that each interval is populated by a
fixed number of simulations. Each simulation is assigned a statistical weight that
can be transported to neighboring intervals and new simulations are then started
or eliminated such that the total statistical weight and the number of simulations
per interval remain constant. The WE technique allows eventually the extraction
of both kinetic and thermodynamic data along the binding RC [336]. Although so
far only applied to study small-ligand binding to proteins, [336, 339] in principle, it
could also be used to study protein-protein binding.

Finally, the idea of destabilizing the bound state with an added biasing potential
during otherwise unrestraint MD simulations has been utilized in recent simulated
tempering simulations applied to a set of six different protein-protein complexes.125
During the simulated tempering, different levels of the biasing potential that weak-
ens the protein-protein interaction are applied. Still, extremely long MD simulations
in explicit solvent were required (> 100 µs) to allow reversible association and
dissociation of the protein-protein complexes [240]. It is also possible to extract
kinetics and binding free energies from these simulations. Despite the rapid in-
crease in computational resources, it is, however, unlikely that such methods will
be used as routine methods to predict protein-protein binding affinities in the near
future. One should keep in mind that the costs for the electricity to run such simula-
tions alone exceed by far any experimental effort to determine the corresponding
protein-protein binding affinities. An approach using a restraining potential to avoid
trapping of protein-protein complexes in nonspecific transient states but at the same
time restraining the partners not to separate has been introduced to refine docked
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complexes [238]. Different levels of the biasing potential are applied in an H-REMD
simulation with one replica running under the control of the original force field
allowing rapid identification of putative complex geometries and possibly also an
estimate of the binding free energy.

4.5.2 Binding free energies from advanced sampling including
geometrical restraints

The complex formation of two partner molecules leads to the restriction of the trans-
lational and rotational degrees of freedom of the partner molecules relative to each
other (Figure 4.4). In addition, the conformation and conformational freedom of the
partners can change and the interaction with the surrounding solvent and ions is
affected. Finally, van der Waals and electrostatic interactions may stabilize or desta-
bilize a bound state. All these contributions influence the affinity or binding free
energy of the complex. In binding free energy simulations, one ultimately aims at
calculating free energies of binding including accurately all the above contributions.

Using Monte Carlo or MD simulations, it is indeed possible to calculate these
contributions rigorously and to obtain absolute binding free energies of protein-
protein complex formations. In principle, an alchemical transformation pathway
to annihilate one partner protein in the complex and the unbound state is possible
(as described in the previous section). The difference in free energy changes for
these two calculations (and inclusion of standard state conditions) gives the absolute
binding free energy of the two proteins. However, the annihilation of a complete
protein force field in an explicit solvent simulation box may suffer from insufficient
convergence. The resulting binding free energy is a small number obtained from the
subtraction of large free energies of annihilating (or creating) the protein force field
in the bound and unbound states.

Instead of an alchemical pathway, it is also possible to use a spatial coordinate to
dissociate (or associate) a complex during an MD or MC simulation and record the
associated free energy change. Since dissociation of a high-affinity complex typically
does not occur during unrestrained MD simulations, a key element is to induce such
dissociation (and/or association) along the preselected RC. In the majority of cases,
this RC is a distance, for example, between the center of mass of binding partners or
involving other subsets of atoms near or around the binding sites on the partners.
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Figure 4.4: Binding free energy calculations including geometrical restraints. The
conformational flexibility as well as the relative rotational/axial degrees of freedom
of the binding partners are restrained during the calculation of the potential of mean
force (PMF) along a separation coordinate (typically a distance r). This limits the
necessary sampling of relevant states during the PMF calculation (third row). The
contributions of the restricted mobility can be calculated at the endpoints (bound and
fully separated states) of the PMF simulation using either analytical or free energy
perturbation (FEP) methods. The absolute binding free energy between the unre-
strained proteins ∆Gbind (top row) is calculated by accounting for several free energy
contributions through the illustrated thermodynamic cycle. It requires the separate
calculation of ∆Gcon f (site,bulk) (second row), orientation ∆Gorient (site,bulk), and
direction of separation ∆Gaxial_site (third row).
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By adding a biasing potential (umbrella potential) along this RC during the MD
simulations, it is possible to induce dissociation or guide association of the complex.
In most applications, this is achieved in discrete steps by adding a quadratic umbrella
potential with reference values for the RC change in steps of 0.5-2 Å in the case
of a distance RC. The weighted-histogram analysis method [169, 286] or related
algorithms are then used to calculate a potential of mean force (PMF) along the
RC. This PMF represents the free energy change associated with the dissociation
or association of the partners along the RC. Sufficient sampling of relevant states
within each umbrella window and overlap of sampled states between neighboring
windows is of critical importance for convergence of the calculated free energy
profile [161, 194, 49]. Significant improvements can often be achieved by coupling
umbrella sampling with H-REMD allowing exchanges of sampled states between
separate US windows [194, 164, 62]. Another possibility is to calculate first an
approximate PMF and add this to bias the simulations along the RC to smooth the
effective interaction for calculating a precise PMF in a second step or iteratively in
several steps [331]. Alternatively, it is possible to use umbrella integration, [149]
metadynamics, [59, 64, 177] or to apply an adaptive force (ABF) [59, 64] along the RC
to offset the effective interaction between partners. In the case of metadynamics, this
is achieved by adding a series of biasing potentials in the form of Gaussian functions
along the RC [177]. The process is continued until a uniform diffusive sampling
along the RC is observed. The added sum of Gaussian biasing potentials represents
the free energy change along the RC. In the ABF approach, the added biasing force
along the RC can be integrated to obtain an associated free energy change. Another
recent approach to efficiently obtain free energy changes for reversible dissociation
and association of a protein-protein complex is the perturbed distance restraints
approach [286]. In this case, the bound and unbound states are characterized by
different sets of distances that are included as distance restraints, and a coupling
parameter lambda is employed to transform between the sets of restraints. The
free energy along the coupling parameter can be extracted by TI or BAR methods
and H-REMD can be used to improve the convergence of the binding free energy
calculation [244].

The calculation of the PMF along an RC for dissociating a complex without any
other restraints up to a state where the interaction of the partners can be neglected
gives directly the free energy of binding (after accounting for standard state condi-
tions of the binding partners). However, complete freedom of the conformation and
relative orientation of the binding partners means also that to achieve converged free
energy results sufficient sampling of relevant states at every position along the RC
is required. This includes all possible orientations, placements, and conformations
within each window in case of umbrella sampling. The convergence of calculating
the free energy of dissociation/association along an RC can be enhanced by restrict-
ing the relative orientation and conformational freedom of the binding partners.
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Woo and Roux [324] devised a method by using a series of simulations including
restraints on the spatial arrangement and conformation of the binding partners to
further reduce the necessary sampling at every step of the PMF simulation (Figures
4.4 and 4.5).

Figure 4.5: Illustration of the rotational and axial angles that are typically used to
restrain the rotation of one partner and to restrain the axial placement (relative to
the second partner) in PMF-based free energy simulations. For the definition, three
centers in each partner need to be selected (indicated as blue and green spheres).
These can be centers-of-mass of groups of atoms. The three Euler angles α, χ,
and γ are used to restrain the rotation of one partner, and the two axial angles θ
and φ restrict the direction of r to separate the protein partners. Additionally, the
conformation of both partner proteins is restrained, preferably via root mean square
deviation (RMSD) restraints to a reference structure. The distance r is typically used
as a reaction coordinate for the PMF calculation to induce dissociation (or guide
association) of the complex.

The contributions due to restricting orientation and placement as well as confor-
mation need to be calculated only at the endpoints of the dissociation/association
process (bound state vs. noninteracting separated state). Hence, much fewer states
need to be sampled within each US window resulting in enhanced convergence
of the PMF calculation. The restriction of orientation and axial placement in the
separated state can be calculated analytically whereas commonly the FEP approach
is employed to obtain the corresponding contributions in the bound complex (see
Appendix A.1 for further details).

The contribution due to restriction of the conformation of the partners typically
using a restraining term based on the RMSD of partners from a reference conforma-
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tion is more difficult to estimate. Frequently, a single-step perturbation approach
is used with an unrestrained simulation of the isolated partners and the complex
as a reference and treating the conformational restraining potential as a (single-
step) perturbation. The treatment assumes that an unrestrained simulation samples
all relevant conformations in case of the complex but also for the unbound part-
ners. If significant conformational changes are associated with complex formation
(e.g., refolding processes), this may not be sufficient to estimate the restriction of
conformational space due to binding. More accurate but also more demanding is
the possibility to perform free energy simulations along an RMSD coordinate to a
reference conformation [324].

Free energy calculations based on PMFs along a spatial (not alchemical) coordinate
have been widely used to calculate absolute binding free energies [49]. However,
most of these applications focused on drug binding, ion binding, or other small
organic molecules binding to biological macromolecules. Typically, such PMF
simulations are performed in explicit solvent that results in large system sizes and
also requires long simulation times to achieve reasonable convergence. Only recently,
applications to calculate protein-protein affinities have been published [244, 119,
120].

These examples indicate that the methodology, in principle, allows accurate
calculation of protein-protein binding free energies if the bound complex structure is
known. In practice, it is, however, desirable to use accurate free energy calculations
to predict if a given docking geometry or designed interaction is realistic and to
predict the affinity of the predicted interaction. Since PMF simulations in explicit
solvent can take several days for a single binding mode depending on the system size
an application for systematic evaluation of many docked protein-protein complexes
is out of reach with current resources. The representation of both binding partners
by a CG model is one possibility to drastically reduce the computational demand
[208]. This was indeed successfully employed on T-cell receptor interactions with
MHC-peptide complexes [208]. However, one should keep in mind that a CG model
misses many details of intermolecular interactions such as hydrogen bonds and
several conformational degrees of freedom are merged into effective interaction
potentials. The agreement with experiment will in general dependent on how it is
parameterized with respect to experimental binding data or effective interactions
between CG centers.

Instead of using an explicit solvent representation, it is also possible to use an
implicit, for example, GB, solvent model during US-based binding free energy sim-
ulations at atomic resolution. On modern graphical processing units (GPUs), GB
simulations can be performed very efficiently. Due to the instantaneous solvent
response (at every time point in equilibrium with the solute structure) and the possi-
bility to use a low viscosity, it also allows for faster convergence than explicit solvent
simulations (in each US window). In a recent study, it has been demonstrated that it
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is possible to directly employ such binding free energy simulations to score a reason-
able set of 50 decoy complexes for 20 test complexes within about a day on a GPU
cluster (see Chapter 5) [279]. The calculated binding free energies for the near-native
complex geometries were in reasonable agreement with experiment. Additionally,
an improved ranking of near-native docking solutions compared to simple single
complex structure evaluation after energy minimization or short MD simulations
was observed [279]. The study demonstrated the feasibility for systematic eval-
uation of predicted complexes based on calculated binding free energies instead
of single point interaction, knowledge-based scores, or mean interaction energies.
Further developments of the approach that preferably employ an explicit solvent
representation are desirable for evaluating predicted complexes and allowing a clear
judgment if a given geometry is thermodynamically stable or may represent only a
transient state or represent an unfavorable binding geometry.

4.6 Conclusion

In recent years, the number of experimentally determined protein-protein complex
structures and structures of large multiprotein assemblies has grown rapidly. In
addition, bioinformatics data, data on residue conversation at putative interfaces,
low-resolution experimental data, and the increasing number of protein-protein
template structures allow creation of structural models of many putative complexes
and interface geometries. Hence, judging if a predicted complex geometry or puta-
tive domain-domain interaction is stable and of functional relevance is of increasing
importance. This is also of importance for the design of new protein-protein in-
teractions preferably with a controlled affinity. For protein-protein interactions in
the cell, one should keep in mind that the effective interaction is influenced by the
distribution of proteins in the different compartments of a cell and the crowded
environment. Nevertheless, an accurate estimate of the affinity of a putative com-
plex structure is already valuable for the isolated complex. Rigorous binding free
energy calculations employing a spatial coordinate for protein-protein binding and
unbinding on a so-far limited number of cases show promise and may offer a route
to obtain the desired accuracy to offer reliable predictions (that do not need to be
controlled by experiment). However, if the computational effort is far larger than an
experimental affinity measurement the practical value is limited. The combination
of fast scoring-type approaches either based on single structures or ensembles to
preselect likely putative natural or designed interfaces and limit the application
of the most time-consuming and accurate methods to a small subset might be a
reasonable route for practical applications. It is important to note, however, that
rigorous binding free energy calculations even on known complexes with known
binding affinity allow one to distinguish and characterize different energetic and
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entropic contributions to binding often difficult to obtain experimentally. Hence,
these studies give valuable insights into the mechanism of specific protein-protein
recognition. It is important to note that in vivo not all interactions reach equilibrium
and hence not only the binding affinity but also the kinetics of interactions are of
increasing relevance [250, 39]. Finally, with increasing computational resources and
the development of improved advanced sampling methods, the option to directly
follow protein-protein association and dissociation offers the opportunity for an
in-depth understanding of transient nonspecific and specific binding.
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5 Evaluation of Predicted Protein-Protein
Complexes by Binding Free Energy
Simulations

As discussed in Chapter 4 the binding free energy of a predicted protein-protein
complex can be calculated using umbrella sampling (US) (see Section 3.4.2) along a
predefined dissociation/association coordinate of a complex. In the current Chap-
ter, such atomistic US-molecular dynamics simulations are employed including
appropriate conformational and axial restraints and an implicit generalized Born
solvent model to calculate binding free energies of a large set of docked decoys for
20 different complexes. In principle, the approach includes all energetic and entropic
contributions to the binding process. Although time-consuming it may open up a
new route for realistic ranking of predicted geometries based on the calculated free
energy of binding.1

5.1 Introduction

Protein-Protein interactions play a key role in basically all cellular processes, ranging
from signal transduction to enzymatic transformations and transport phenomena.
Understanding the three-dimensional (3D) structure of protein-protein complexes
is of major importance for understanding the molecular mechanism of many dis-
eases and to identify potential targets for drug design [128, 226, 145]. Structure
determination of protein-protein complexes at high resolution and binding affinity
measurements are challenging experimentally, and for transient interactions not
always possible [287, 224]. The theoretical prediction of the structure of protein-
protein complexes is not less challenging due to the complicated shape of proteins,
the variety of interactions, and possible conformational changes associated with
binding [29, 326, 330].

A large variety of docking methods are available to generate putative complexes
based on the unbound protein or modeled protein conformations [326, 129]. Simple
scoring functions are typically used during the systematic search in the six degrees
of freedom (three translational and three rotational) of possible relative placements

1The contents of this chapter have been published in a similar form in [279].
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to rank predicted solutions [302, 129, 184, 333, 150].
Large efforts have been made to introduce flexibility of the proteins in docking
schemes since a major limiting factor of most rigid docking methods are induced-fit
conformational changes [174, 296, 326]. This can for instance be targeted using soft
contacts, i.e. reducing the energy potentials at sterical contacts [83, 192], employing
soft coarse-grained force fields [329, 327, 69] or incorporating site chain flexibility
[44, 211] or possible global motions based on soft collective modes [209, 210, 219].
Frequently, a refinement step is employed on a subset of solutions obtained in the
first systematic docking approach to obtain higher quality solutions. Experimental
data also can help to limit the selected subset of putative solutions. Several refine-
ment methods based on Monte Carlo (MC) or molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
have been developed in recent years [67, 204, 263, 306, 69]. The final identification
of the most realistic predicted complex involves a scoring function that ideally
represents directly the binding affinity of the bound protein partners. Common
scoring functions either use force field-based approaches, i.e. scoring functions that
are based on a physical model for the potential energy functions [168, 67, 44, 302]
or empirical scoring approaches, that incorporate experimental data in a statistical
scoring [325, 327, 333, 113].

Typically, a scoring function involves the evaluation of one complex structure and
therefore neglects any entropic contributions to the restricted conformational flexi-
bility and translational/rotational mobility of the partner molecules. Furthermore,
most scoring functions consist of pairwise additive terms and often neglect or only
approximately account for solvent effects.
In recent years, approaches with a full atomic resolution of the binding partners
and a continuum model for the surrounding solvent have been applied to eval-
uate docked complexes [103, 45, 223]. Instead of scoring only one complex an
ensemble of complex geometries is evaluated in Molecular Mechanics Poisson-
Boltzmann/SurfaceArea (MM-PBSA) or MM-GBSA (using the generalized Born
method instead of the Poisson-Boltzmann) approaches [165]. For each complex
structure, the partner interaction energy is calculated and electrostatics are obtained
using the finite-difference Poisson-Boltzmann or generalized Born equations. Hy-
drophobic contributions are calculated from the buried solvent accessible surface
upon complex formation. A mean over the ensemble results in a calculated score.
MM-GBSA and MM-PBSA have been used successfully to improve the prediction
of near-native protein-protein complex geometries [45]. However, MM-GBSA or
MMPBSA are end-point methods that only give a mean interaction energy between
partners without taking into account the energetic changes within each partner upon
binding and also usually do not account for changes in the conformational entropy
upon binding.

In addition, interaction energies obtained from MM-PBSA can show large statisti-
cal errors due to numerically small interaction energies that need to be calculated
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from the subtraction of numerically large and slowly converging mean energies
(of the complex and the individual partners). For example, Gohlke et al. [103]
investigated the Ras-Raf and Ras-RalGDS complex and reported errors of calculated
binding free energies of about 6 kcal/mol corresponding to about one third of the
calculated total binding free energy [103].

However, using MD simulations there are rigorous approaches of calculating
relative or even absolute binding free energies based for example on umbrella
sampling (US) along a dissociation (or association) coordinate [102, 324, 71, 119, 331].
The convergence of calculating the free energy of dissociation/association along
a typical distance coordinate can be enhanced by adding restraints to the relative
orientation and conformational freedom of the binding partners [324]. By adding
contributions due to restraining degrees of freedom to the potential of mean force
along the reaction coordinate it is in principle possible to extract an absolute binding
free energy. In contrast to MM-PBSA or MM-GBSA such an approach includes
all energetic and entropic contributions to binding, hence, is ideal for ranking of
binding modes. Typically and preferably, US free energy simulations are performed
on ligand-receptor or protein-protein complexes including explicit solvent. However,
only a few but quite successful applications to protein-protein or peptide-protein
binding have so far been published [120, 119] i.e. due to the large computational
demand of explicit solvent MD simulations. It should be emphasized since such
simulations can take several days for a single binding mode an application for
systematic evaluation of many docked protein-protein complexes is out of reach
with current resources.

However, instead of using an explicit solvent representation it is also possible to
perform US-based binding free energy simulations at atomic resolution in an implicit
generalized Born (GB) solvent [230, 236]. On modern graphical processing units
(GPUs) GB simulations can be performed very efficiently [108] and also allow for
faster convergence than explicit solvent simulations (in each US window) because
the solvent response is instantaneous for each sampled structure. We demonstrate
that it is possible to directly employ such binding free energy simulations to score a
reasonable set of 50 preselected complexes for a series of 20 test cases within a day
on a GPU cluster.

This demonstrates a basis for systematic evaluation of predicted complexes based
on calculated binding free energies instead of single point interaction or knowledge-
based scores or mean interaction energies. We compared the docking ranking based
on calculated binding free energies with simple one-point energy evaluation of
energy-minimized complexes, and after MD-based refinement of docked complexes
and compare the results to experimental binding free energies.
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5.2 Material and methods

5.2.1 Protein-protein docking using ATTRACT

Since umbrella sampling simulations for evaluation of docked complexes are com-
putationally highly demanding it was necessary to limit the number of systems to
a set of 20 complexes from the protein docking benchmark 5 [132] (Table 5.1) with
small partner structures. For each system, the bound and unbound conformations
of both partners are known. The docking was performed using the unbound partner
structures with the program ATTRACT [329, 69]. A standard docking protocol with
rigid partner proteins and grid-acceleration for fast energy evaluation was used
[68]. After the final docking scoring step (based on the ATTRACT scoring potential),
the 300 top-ranked complexes were considered. We distinguish between receptor
and ligand-protein according to the assignment in the benchmark 5 [132] (typically
the large protein partner is the receptor and the smaller is the ligand partner). For
evaluation of the deviation of a decoy complex from the native geometry, we use
the RMSD (root mean square deviation of the complex after best superposition of
the complex to the native complex structure, only the Cα atoms considered). The 50
models with the lowest RMSD to the native complex structure were used for further
evaluation based on atomistic simulations.

5.2.2 Refinement of docking solutions using molecular dynamics
simulations

Atomistic refinement of docked complexes was performed with the Amber16 molec-
ular dynamics (MD) Package [42] using the pmemd.cuda module [108] in combi-
nation with the ff14SB [198] force field for proteins following a standard protocol
developed previously [263]. Energy minimization and MD simulations employed
the generalized Born implicit solvent model [230] (igb=8 in the Amber input section)
and an infinite cutoff. Energy minimization consisted of 2500 minimization steps
(400 steps of steepest descent, 2100 steps of conjugate gradient). Scoring after mini-
mization was performed by subtracting the potential energy of the partners from
the energy of the complex. For further MD-refinement the systems were heated
in three steps (each 5 ps) to 300 K using a Langevin thermostat for temperature
scaling. For the production run (mass-weighted) RMSD restraints of the Cα atoms
of each individual protein were applied (force constant 10000 kcal/mol · Å2

for each
protein), together with a small distance restraint (force constant 0.5 kcal/mol · Å2

)
between the COM of ligand and receptor that prevents the protein partners from
dissociating. Finally, weak distance restraints between the Cα atoms at the interface
of the proteins were applied to gently push the binding partners towards each other
(force constant 0.25 kcal/mol · Å2

). The purpose of the restraints during the MD
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simulation is to avoid dissociation due to possible initial sterical overlap and to
improve the sterical complementarity at the interface. In total, the refined structures
were simulated for 30 ps and evaluated after a final minimization for another 2500
steps. On average the refinement of 50 models took approximately 1 hour on a PC
with a GeForce GTX 1080 for the different proteins.

Table 5.1: Table of the 20 protein complexes analyzed in this study with according
PDB-id and difficulty (as defined in the benchmark [132]).

PDB Difficulty Protein1 Protein2

7cei Rigid Body Colicin E7 nuclease Im7 immunity protein
1ak4 Rigid Body Cyclophilin HIV capsid
1ay7 Rigid Body Rnase SA Barstar
1ppe Rigid Body Trypsin CMTI-1 squash inhibitor
1r0r Rigid Body Subtilisin carlsberg OMTKY
2i25 Rigid Body Shark single domain antigen receptor Lysozyme
1j2j Rigid Body Arf1 GTPase.GNP-RanBD1 GAT domain of GGA1

1z0k Rigid Body RAB4 binding domain of Rabenosyn Rab4A GTPase
1qa9 Rigid Body CD2 CD58
1gcq Rigid Body GRB2 C-ter SH3 domain Vav N-ter SH3 domain
2oob Rigid Body Ubiquitin ligase Ubiquitin
1ffw Rigid Body Chemotaxis protein CheY Chemotaxis protein CheA
1zhi Rigid Body BAH domain of Orc1 Sir Orc-interaction domain
3a4s Rigid Body SUMO-conjugating enzyme UBC9 NFATC2-interacting protein
1fle Rigid Body Elastase Elafin
2sni Rigid Body Subtilisin Chymotrypsin inhibitor 2
3sgq Rigid Body Ovomucoid inhibitor third domain Streptogrisin B
1syx Medium Spliceosomal U5 15 kDa protein CD2 receptor binding protein 2
2cfh Medium BET3 TPC6
1z5y Rigid Body N-term of DsbD E.coli CCMG protein

5.2.3 Restraint umbrella sampling

The complexes obtained after the MD-based refinement served as the starting struc-
tures for the umbrella sampling (US) simulations (details on the calculations of
absolute binding free energies are given in Appendix A.1). The same temperature
and solvent conditions as for the refinement were used. The center of mass distance
between ligand’s and receptor’s Cα atoms served as the reaction coordinate. A har-
monic potential U(ξ) =

kξ

2 (ξ0− ξi)
2 was applied, with the force constant kξ ranging

from 4 kcal/mol · Å2 to 6 kcal/mol · Å2. The reference distance ξ0 was modified in
each US window.

In addition to the distance restraint along the reaction coordinate 5 angu-
lar restraints (2 axial restraints and 3 orientational restraints) were applied ac-
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cording to a harmonic potential U(α) = kα
2 (α0 − αi)

2 with a force constant of
kα=10 kcal/mol · rad2. The angular restraints were based on 3 additional centers-
of-masses of subsets of 20 atoms in each partner protein. The separation of the
new COMs was taken as large as possible. Taking the angles between three or
four points the axial or orientational restraints were defined (see Appendix Figure
A.1). We gained the reference positions α0 by evaluating the starting structures. To
allow limited backbone and full side-chain flexibility of partner proteins the same
harmonic intra-molecular RMSD restraints of the Cα atoms were applied as during
MD refinement (force constant 0.05 kcal/mol · Å2

per atom).
First, an initial series of MD-simulations for 20-60 ps (per window) was performed

with a separation along the reaction coordinate of 0.15 to 0.5 Å between the windows.
In each run, the coordinates and velocities of the previous window were used
as starting conditions. The data gathering in each US window was extended to
1ns that allowed in general good overlap of sampled distance distributions and
rapid convergence of the calculated PMF (see Appendix Figures A.3,A.4). A great
advantage of the US technique is that it is possible to add additional windows after
a fist inspection of the distribution overlap between neighboring US windows to
improve the sampling in regions with too little sampled distance overlap between
neighboring windows. Occasional new US windows were added to improve the
convergence. Furthermore, due to the differences in the interaction strength of the
protein partners in the different complexes the force constants and spacing were
adjusted and slightly vary for each case due to variation in the slope of the free
energy curves (steep or weakly varying PMF) (Table 5.2). Finally, the potentials of
mean force (free energy change) along the COM distance (PMFs) were evaluated
using the WHAM algorithm (in Section 3.4.2 the WHAM equations are given) [116].
Due to the small US windows, the conformational, axial and orientational restraints
and the use of an implicit solvent reasonable convergence could be achieved with a
simulation length of 1ns per window (Appendix Figures A.3,A.4,A.5)

Additionally, to obtain the absolute binding free energy, three free simulations
of the complex, the ligand, and the receptor were performed for 4 ns, with no
restraints applied. As starting structure the umbrella sampling window was used
that corresponded to the minimum position of the PMF. The equilibrium binding
constant can be calculated from the work of bringing the binding partner from the
bulk to the native binding state (see details in Appendix Section A.1). [324]

Keq = 4π · ξ2
bulk ·

∫
site

dξ e−β(A(ξ)−A(ξbulk)). (5.1)

The integration is performed over the phase space region representing the bound
state. ξbulk indicates a distance in the bulk region where ligand and receptor are not
bound.
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Furthermore, the standard binding free energy can be expressed as follows [102,
324]

∆Gbind = −kT ln(KeqC◦), (5.2)

with the standard concentration C◦=1/1661 Å
3
. The incorporation of this concentra-

tion is crucial, in order to compare the free energy values to experimental results.
The advantage of this method is that the whole dissociation/association process
is considered. Hence, also entropic effects are included and the whole free energy
profile of binding is obtained.

A typical PMF A(ξ) has the following characteristics: It lowers with increasing
COM distance of the Cα atoms between ligand and receptor (x-axis) until the opti-
mum distance is reached at the minimum PMF. After that, the PMF increases until
the ligand and the receptor cease to influence each other and the PMF reaches a
plateau (bulk region).

The region representing the bound state was defined as the states around the
minimum position where the PMF does not exceed 2 kcal/mol. Note that the defini-
tion of the binding site is not prone to errors, as high PMF values are exponentially
suppressed. Hence, by considering a much larger bound region, deviations of less
than 0.01 kcal/mol were observed for the calculated free energy. Thus, for PMFs
where the bulk state was below 2 kcal/mol, the barrier height was diminished to
approximately 1 kcal/mol. Like this, we were able to obtain reasonable results also
for models with a low affinity. Nevertheless, nearly all cases included some decoy
complexes that were so weakly bound that no proper PMF was obtained and thus
no free energy of binding could be calculated. In particular, for the protein 1qa9 only
21 models could be resolved followed by 3a4s with 38 results. As we are primarily
interested in the ranking of the complexes with high affinity, the lack of on average
4 weakly bound decoy models does not deteriorate the results.

Additionally, the RMSD from the native structure was recalculated by evaluating
the deviation at the minimum position of the PMF. Moreover, the uncertainties
of the RMSD (standard deviation of the mean RMSD at the minimum PMF) and
the free energy of binding (mean of the standard deviation was ±1.0 kcal/mol)
are presented. In this context, the simulations were split into 6 parts, where each
one was treated separately, and the mean free energy of binding with its standard
deviation was calculated.

The mean difference in ∆G between evaluating the parts of the simulations and
evaluating the whole trajectory is 0.03 kcal/mol. It lies at least one order of mag-
nitude under the range of the uncertainty and is clearly smaller than the scale in
which changes in the specificity occur. Compared to the MD refinement the US
simulations were much more expensive and took 5.0 days on average for all decoy
complexes for one protein-protein complex (see Table 5.2) using one GeForce GTX
1080 or GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPU card.
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Table 5.2: Umbrella Sampling simulation setups for each protein-protein complex.
PDB Number of windows Simulation time Separation Force constant

days Å kcal/mol · Å2

7cei 30 4.1 0.30 5.0
1ak4 30 6.1 0.30 5.0
1ay7 25 3.1 0.25 6.0
1ppe 24 3.8 0.40 4.0
1r0r 30 5.7 0.30 5.0
2i25 40 5.8 0.30 5.0
1j2j 40 5.3 0.25 6.0

1z0k 24 3.4 0.30 5.0
1qa9 24 3.0 0.30 5.0
1gcq 24 1.5 0.40 4.0
2oob 20 0.6 0.50 4.0
1ffw 55 6.0 0.15 5.0
1zhi 30 6.9 0.30 5.0
3a4s 55 7.6 0.15 5.0
1fle 40 7.4 0.30 5.0
2sni 30 7.3 0.30 5.0
3sgq 25 3.2 0.30 6.0
1syx 40 4.0 0.25 6.0
2cfh 30 6.8 0.30 5.0
1z5y 40 6.7 0.30 5.0

Each complex is indicated by PDB-id. The number of windows corresponds to the
number of separate umbrella sampling simulations. The distance between each US
interval, force constant for the quadratic distance restraint and total simulation time on a
single GPU (for 50 complexes) are also indicated.

5.3 Results and discussion

Realistic ranking of predicted protein-protein complex structures is one of the key
challenges in the field of protein-protein docking and decisive for using such tech-
niques in any useful application. So far the ranking of complexes is typically based
on scoring functions based on force field or knowledge-based evaluation of single
complex structures or on mean interactions energies between partners. However,
protein-protein binding is determined by the associated free energy change that
includes solvent effects and entropic as well as energetic contributions. Hence,
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the binding free energy associated with complex formation can be considered as
the ideal ranking score for evaluating docked complexes. The aim of our study is
to evaluate the possibility to use a calculated binding free energy obtained from
restraint US simulations as docking scoring function and to compare it with a score
based on single-point energy minimization and after a short MD-based refinement
(Figure 5.1).

EM

MD Refinement

Restraint US

Interaction Energy 

Accounting for Restraints

Interaction Energy 

Potential-of-mean Force of Binding 

Absolute Binding Free Energy 

Figure 5.1: The different scoring methods that are used in this study. The binding
energy was calculated after energy minimization (EM) and MD based refinement.
Restraint umbrella sampling (US) yields the binding free energy and the absolute
binding free energy was accessed by accounting for the restraints via the Woo and
Roux scheme [324].

Preferably, one would use an explicit solvent representation but due to the many
water molecules (large box sizes are necessary for allowing to separate the protein
partners to an appropriate unbound distance) such approach is computationally
too demanding for application to many decoy complexes of a given protein-protein
complex system. Besides, since it is possible to use a reduced effective viscosity
in the implicit solvent case (see Methods) faster convergence of translational and
rotational (diffusive) sampling of the partners is possible. The use of an implicit
solvent has the additional advantage that the same force field and implicit solvent
model is employed for scoring based just on energy minimization, or following
short MD-based refinement or US-based free energy calculation.
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Initial systematic docking on 20 benchmark test cases with unbound partner
structures using ATTRACT [329, 69, 68] resulted in 50 docked decoy complexes with
an RMSD less than 15 Å from the native geometry (see Table 5.2). The scoring based
on the ATTRACT force field is indicated in the Supporting Information (Figure S8).
The RMSD indicates the root-mean-square deviation of the complex relative to the
native structure after best superposition onto the native complex. The docking result
corresponds to a frequently encountered prediction case in which the approximate
binding regions on partner molecules are known and only a limited set of solutions
need to be considered.

For a first docking evaluation we use the same force field model as used in the
US simulations based on the Amber ff14SB [198] in combination with an advanced
GB model specifically designed for proteins [234, 136] (igb=8 option in Amber) after
extensive energy minimization of each docking solution (Figure 5.2). The binding
interaction energy ∆EBind was calculated according to equation 5.3, by subtracting
the complex energy from the sum of the corresponding ligand and receptor energies,

∆EBind = ∆ECoul + ∆ELJ + ∆GSolv (5.3)

with contributions due to Coulomb interaction (∆ECoul), Lennard-Jones interaction
(∆ELJ) and difference in solvation free energy (∆GSolv). The last term consists of a
polar component (∆GGB) and a nonpolar surface tension component that is propor-
tional to the loss of solvent accessible surface area (SASA) upon complex formation.
However, it turns out that the SASA surface tension contribution differed only little
between the sampled conformations in the bound complexes (in comparison to the
other interaction energy contributions) and therefore it was only calculated for the
final structures and not included during energy minimization or MD simulations.
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Figure 5.2: Force field scoring after energy minimization of all 50 decoy protein-
protein complexes for each test case (indicated as pdb-id). The calculated interaction
energy (green circles) between both protein partners is plotted vs. the RMSD
from the native complex. The green squares display the unbound partners after
superposition on the bound native complex and subsequent energy minimization
(best possible placement for unbound rigid docking), the magenta square depicts
the interaction energy of the native bound complex (after energy minimization).
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Docking models with a very small RMSD of around 1 Å from the native complex,
were obtained for the structures 3sgq, 1gcq, 2oob, 1qa9, 1ay7, 2sni and 1r0r. In the
case of 1j2j and 3a4s the predicted structures closest to the native show an RMSD
of 2-3 Å. While, in most cases, the RMSD was relatively evenly distributed in the
range from 1-12 Å, for the complex 1qa9 only solutions with RMSD lower than 3
Å or higher than 9 Åwere obtained. The calculated scoring interaction energy of
the best-scored models was highest for the structures 7cei (-78 kcal/mol), 2sni (-
52 kcal/mol), and 3sgq (-45 kcal/mol), respectively. The lowest scoring value of
around -15 kcal/mol was obtained for complex 1ay7, followed by -19 kcal/mol for
1z5y. Evaluation of the bound complex structure with the same energy minimization
and force field protocol resulted in the best score for the bound complex in all test
cases (Figure 5.2) supporting the quality of the continuum solvent force field score.
In the case of the native complex with unbound partners (by fitting the Cα atoms of
the partners to the native complex, corresponding to the best possible rigid docking
solution for unbound docking) the resulting complex often scored considerably
worth than the bound solution and other solutions obtained from the systematic
search (Figure 5.2). In contrast, the RMSD of the energy minimized unbound form
relative to the native complex was around 1 Å for nearly all cases. Only in the
case of 7cei, 1syx and 2cfh the deviations were higher, up to 2 Å. These can be
due to variations of the backbone orientation (7cei) or a conformational twist that
involves whole α-helices (2cfh). The unfavorable scoring of the energy minimized
unbound complex (in near-native starting geometry) observed for several cases is
likely due to trapping of the incorrect side-chain and possibly backbone states at the
protein-protein interface compared to the bound docking case. For four structures
docking models were found that had nearly the same RMSD as the unbound form
(3sgq, 1gcq, 1r0r and 2cfh). The correlation of binding energy to RMSD value was
reasonable for 1syx, 3sgq, 7cei, 2cfh and 2sni. Here, models with a small deviation to
the native complex were scored more favorable compared to high RMSD solutions.
Nevertheless, for most proteins, the docking run produced several solutions with
high RMSD that scored well (1ffw, 1qa9, 3a4s, 1ay7, 1gcq, 1ppe, 2oob, 1r0r, 1fle,
1z5y and 2i25). For some structures, e.g. 3a4s, 1j2j, 1ak4, 1r0r and 1qa9, low RMSD
solutions with predicted high affinity were found, but at the same time also models
with a similar RMSD but calculated low score.

The atomistic scoring function with implicit GB solvent model identifies the
bound complex in most but not all cases as the best scoring solution. In some
cases, solutions very close to the bound complex can significantly vary in scoring
because of side chain or small backbone differences at the interface region. Hence, an
MD-based refinement might be necessary to improve the specificity of the scoring.
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Figure 5.3: Force field scoring after molecular dynamics refinement of all 50 decoy
protein-protein complexes for each test case (indicated as pdb-id).The calculated
protein-protein interaction energy (blue circles) is plotted vs. the RMSD from the
native complex. The interaction energy after refinement of the unbound complexes
is indicated as green squares. The magenta squares depict the interaction energy of
the native bound complex (after refinement).
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Figure 5.4: RMSD of all refined complexes from the native complex vs. the initial
RMSD after the protein-protein docking. Red circles (522) mark models, where the
RMSD decreased upon refinement and blue circles (459) identify models for which
the RMSD increased after the refinement.

5.3.1 Molecular dynamics refinement of docked complexes

A standard MD-based refinement procedure was applied to all energy minimized
complexes following closely a standard procedure that is used as the final refinement
step in the ATTRACT docking protocol [263]. It consists of a short MD simulation in-
cluding restraints to keep the backbone structure of each partner reasonably close to
the start conformation but allowing full side-chain flexibility and some adjustment
of relative partner translation and orientation followed by a final energy minimiza-
tion (see Methods section for details). During the refinement, the same force field
was used as in the energy minimization (EM) protocol. It is important to emphasize
the MD-refinement is not intended to serve as a new search procedure to identify
new relevant docking geometries (this is done by the initial systematic docking
run, see above). The purpose of the short MD-refinement is to more effectively
reach a nearby local minimum (compared to just energy minimization). It relates
to procedures widely used in the protein-protein docking field to rapidly locally
optimize thousands of docking solutions obtained from a systematic docking run
using various docking methods (e.g. FFT-dock [168], ATTRACT [263], HADDOCK
[73]).
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On average the refinement procedure resulted in a better agreement of predicted
complexes compared to the native complex for many cases (Figure 5.3). The lowest
sampled RMSD decreased for 14 out of the 20 structures after the refinement. In par-
ticular, for cases with initial RMSD of less than 5 Å frequently further improvement
was observed. The largest impact was found for 1j2j, where the RMSD improved by
1.7 Å. The calculated interaction energies are lower for all complexes compared to
the start structures. The improvement ranged from 9 kcal/mol (1zhi) to 40 kcal/mol
(1ay7) for the best-scored model. Also, the scoring of native-like complexes with
unbound partner structures improved in most cases with a reduced deviation from
the scoring of the bound complex indicating sterical adjustments at the partner
interface. For 13 cases (1z0k, 1j2j, 2sni, 3sgq, 1zhi, 7cei, 1gcq, 1ay7, 1ppe, 1r0r, 2oob,
1syx and 1qa9) a favorable scoring of low RMSD solutions was observed. More-
over, compared to the EM of docked complexes for 9 cases an improved ranking
of structures close to the native complex compared to high RMSD solutions were
found (1ay7, 1ffw, 1qa9, 1ppe, 2oob, 2sni, 1zhi, 1r0r and 2i25). The scoring got worse
compared to EM for eleven docked complexes. However, only in the case of 1ak4
the funnel plot changed from a higher specificity to a lower specificity after MD
refinement, while the specificity improved for four structures (1ay7, 1ppe, 1zhi and
1r0r).

Overall, the refinement step enhanced the quality of the results. In many cases,
the shape of the resulting funnel plots improved. Further refinement runs under
different temperature conditions (100K, 200K, 300K) as well as longer simulation
times were tested but did not improve the relative scoring (not shown). A final
re-evaluation after the refinement results with a more sophisticated implicit solvent
treatment using both, a R-6 integration scheme introduced by Aguilar et al. [4] or
solving the linearized finite-difference Poisson-Boltzmann (FDPB) equation instead
of a GB model also did not noticeable improved scoring specificity (Appendix
Figures A.6,A.7).

5.3.2 Binding free energy calculation using umbrella sampling

The present force field scoring based on energy minimization or after MD-based
refinement identified in several cases complex structures close to the native geometry
as complexes with the lowest interaction energy. However, still, for several cases,
non-native complex geometries achieved better scores than the native structures
and even in successful cases the separation between the best scoring near-native
solutions and several incorrect complexes was small relative to the range of scores.

To obtain a more realistic free energy based scoring, we sample the binding
dissociation/association process along a center of mass (COM) distance coordinate
using umbrella sampling (US). Such simulations are performed by applying a
set of harmonic potentials that restrain the relative position of the partners to an
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interval along a distance reaction coordinate in several simulations. The potential
of mean force (PMF) is then calculated by evaluating the distance histograms of
the simulations by employing the WHAM algorithm [116] (see Methods section for
details). To achieve rapid convergence, both the conformational flexibility and the
relative rotational degrees of freedom of the protein partners were restricted (three
torsional angles between receptor and ligand: α, χ and γ and two axial angles: θ and
φ, see Appendix Figure A.1). The use of a continuum solvent model combined with
the conformational and orientational restraints resulted in reasonable convergence of
the calculated PMFs within 1 ns sampling per US window (using 20-55 US windows,
see Appendix Figures A.2,A.3,A.4).

The orientational and conformational restraining contributions can be calculated
separately at the two end-points of the US simulations (bound state vs. bulk state)
as described in the methods section (see also Appendix Section A.1). However,
in a first attempt we compare the calculated free energies without accounting for
the orientational and conformational restraining contributions (Figure 5.6), hence
assuming that the calculated PMFs dominate the binding free energy.

The calculated PMF binding free energy ranges from −6 ± 1 kcal/mol (3a4s) to
−23 ± 1 kcal/mol (2sni) for the best-bound model much more positive than the
interaction energies obtained with the same force field before or after refinement
(see above). Encouragingly, the range of calculated free energies is similar to ex-
perimental binding free energies of protein-protein complexes [150, 153] (see also
next section). Using the native bound complexes as start structure resulted in the
most favorable calculated PMF for 5 complexes and in 12 cases the bound structure
ranks among the best-ranked complexes. Thus, only for 3 proteins (3a4s, 2oob and
1j2j) it failed to score the native binding mode among the top-ranked complexes.
The difference in the calculated binding PMF of unbound to bound form was high
(above 10 kcal/mol) for the complexes 1fle, 2sni and 2i25, indicating that differences
in backbone and side-chain conformations still exists and shifts the results to lower
calculated binding PMFs for the unbound complex. Nevertheless, in many cases,
other models close to the native complex scored very favorably.
The selectivity of the funnel plot (for the definition of selectivity see the paragraph
on selectivity) was favorable for 16 structures (1z0k, 7cei, 1ffw, 1syx, 1qa9, 1j2j, 3sgq,
1gcq, 1ppe, 2cfh, 1ak4, 2sni, 1zhi, 1r0r, 1z5y and 2i25), with a clear preference of
the models having a low RMSD. In addition to that, an unfavorable selectivity was
obtained for four models. Here, the highest scored pose at the binding site has a
lower ranking than the highest scored pose not at the binding site (2oob, 1ay7, 3a4s
and 1fle).

Interestingly, for two cases a large gap between the calculated binding free energy
in case of starting from the bound complex vs. any other decoy including the un-
bound complex was found (1fle and 2i25). Inspection of these cases identified indeed
an unfavorable unbound backbone conformation at the interface that interferes with
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the correct interface structure (see Figure 5.5). For example, the protein 2i25 has a
loop at the interface that directs towards the receptor in the native bound confor-
mation but not in the unbound conformation. The switching of the loop during
the simulations towards the bound form is not observed during the US simulations
(presumably because of the RMSD constraints to limit the conformational flexibility
during the US simulations).

Compared to the single-point scoring after refinement a clear improvement of the
results could be achieved for 15 of the 20 structures (1z0k, 3a4s, 7cei, 1ffw, 1syx, 1qa9,
3sgq, 1gcq, 1ppe, 2cfh, 1ak4, 2sni, 1zhi, 1z5y and 2i25). Most importantly, in six cases
a low selectivity during refinement changed to a high selectivity (1ffw, 2cfh, 1ak4,
1z5y and 2i25) after the restraint US simulations. The ranking of the models did not
change considerably for five structures (3sgq, 7cei, 1fle, 1syx and 1qa9). Importantly,
the employment of restraint umbrella sampling did only yield two funnel plots that
were considered as less selective than after the simple refinement (1ay7 and 2oob).

Figure 5.5: Superposition of the decoy complex (ligand protein in red cartoon, recep-
tor as blue surface representation) of the pdb2i25 case with the smallest deviation
from the native complex (ligand protein as green cartoon). The loop of the native
bound ligand conformation at the interface (green cartoon) fits well into a receptor
pocket, whereas the loop of the decoy complex (partners in unbound conformation)
deviates significantly from the placement in the native interface.
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Figure 5.6: Scoring of decoy complexes based on the potential of mean force free
energy obtained from restrained umbrella sampling simulations vs. deviation from
the native complex geometry. The green squares display the results for starting from
the native complex but using unbound partner structures whereas the magenta
squares depict results obtained starting from the native bound complex.
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5.3.3 Absolute binding free energy calculation
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starting from the native complex but using unbound partner structures whereas the
magenta squares depict results obtained starting from the native bound complex.
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In the previous section, the ranking of decoy complexes was based on free energies
calculated including restraints on orientation and conformation of the binding
partners (PMF obtained along the reaction coordinate). It is possible to account for
the axial, orientational (orient) and conformational (conf) contributions following
an approach introduced by Woo and Roux [324] that yields the absolute binding
free energy (details are given in the Methods section and Appendix Section A.1):

∆Gbind = −kT ln
[

C◦e−β[∆Grestr,axial
bind +(∆Gbulk

orient+∆Gbulk
con f )−(∆Gsite

orient+∆Gsite
axial+∆Gsite

con f )]
]

∆GAbsolute = ∆Gbind + ∆GSASA

In the case of the bound state, the calculation of the conformational and axial
and orientational site (bound) terms require additional simulations of the complex
(starting from the window of the minimum PMF) without applying restraints. Based
on free energy perturbation (FEP) it is possible to evaluate the corresponding free
energy contributions (see Methods and Appendix section A.1).

The conformational restraining contribution can also be estimated through an
additional simulation of the individual ligand and receptor proteins without restrain-
ing potentials and using FEP to estimate the associated free energy contribution.
The orientational- and axial bulk (unbound) contributions can be calculated without
additional simulations (see Appendix Section A.1 for a more detailed description).
Finally, since we are now interested in absolute binding free energies the nonpolar
solvation contributions were accounted for by adding a cavity solvent tension term,
calculated from the buried SASA, to the binding free energy.

In Figure 5.7, the funnel plots (absolute binding free energy vs. RMSD from the
native complex) are shown for the 20 proteins. Accounting for the additional con-
tributions resulted in less favorable binding free energies for all complexes (mean
difference 5 kcal/mol), so that for most of the decoys (55%) the associated binding
free energy is positive predicting unfavorable binding. Hence, in contrast to the
simple scoring schemes described above the absolute binding free energy calcula-
tions predict that the majority of decoy complexes do not form at all. However, the
binding free energy was still attractive for the best-scored model of all structures and
for all cases when using the bound partner conformations in the starting complex
except for three cases: 1ffw, 2oob, and 3a4s (Figure 5.7).

Apart from the PMF contribution, the term that varied the most between the
different systems was the conformational bulk contribution (the orientational, and
axial contributions did not vary strongly between the systems due to the relatively
small force constants). The shift towards more unfavorable binding affinity was
generally due to a higher bulk contribution of axial, orientational and conformational
restraints in comparison to the same terms for the associated state (see Figure
5.8). It reflects a free energy cost related to a loss of freedom due to a restricted
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axial, orientational and conformational mobility in the associated state. For loosely
bound complexes the free energy cost due to restriction of axial, orientational and
conformational mobility is expected to be smaller than for binding to the high-
affinity sites, and indeed considering absolute binding free energy gives a ranking
that favors the near-native complexes less than the binding free energy based only on
the PMF calculation (previous paragraph). Thus, the preference improved compared
to the US evaluation for eight structures (3a4s, 7cei, 1ay7, 1j2j, 3sgq, 2cfh, 1r0r and
1fle) and deteriorated for twelve structures (1z0k, 1ffw, 1syx, 1qa9, 1gcq, 1ppe,
2oob, 1ak4, 2sni, 1zhi, 1z5y and 2i25). Overall, the selectivity changed from a high
preference to a low preference for three structures (1ffw, 1ak4 and 2i25) and vice
versa for one structure (3a4s). Thus, also for the proteins where a change in the
specificity was observed, this was mainly due to an alteration in the relative scoring
of only a few models.
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Figure 5.8: Contributions of individual free energy terms (from the absolute binding
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of the most favorable non-native decoy.
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5.3.4 Evaluation of the binding selectivity of the scoring methods

To be able to compare the different scoring methods, a measurement for selectivity
has to be defined, reflecting how well the poses at the binding site score compared
to all other decoys. The overall shape of the funnel plots of each structure is pretty
similar (besides a shift in the scoring axis) for the different scoring methods, it’s
the scoring of just a few poses per structure that leads to high differences in the
selectivity. Thus, it is possible to scale the different scorings to relative values and
consequently be able to compare the selectivity by identifying the key poses.

First, comparable scores were obtained by shifting each score Si by the mean value
of all scores S and dividing it by the minimum scoring value Smin:

S′i =
Si − S
Smin

(5.4)

Second, a decoy was defined as being at the binding site if its RMSD was smaller
than Rmin + 1.5Å, with Rmin being the smallest RMSD value of all poses. The pose
with the highest score (minimum binding energy), while being at the binding site
is called the true (T) result. The highest-ranked pose that is not at the binding site
is called the false (F) result. The selectivity is measured by taking the difference of
these key poses

Selectivity = S′T − S′F. (5.5)

The selectivity lies between 1.0 and -1.0 (as ST, SF < S for all structures and scoring
methods). A value of 1.0 indicates a perfectly selective scoring, the best-scored pose
at the binding site is separated clearly from the other poses. On the other hand,
a value of -1.0 indicates that there is a high selectivity for the poses not being at
the binding site. Finally, a selectivity of 0 means that the scoring of false and true
decoys was the same. Note that due to the definition of the origin of the scaled
scores as the mean scoring value (in contrast to eg. the mean scoring value minus
one standard deviation), the selectivity values are only in a few cases higher than
0.5 although the selectivity is good regarding the funnel plots (eg. 1z0k, 1ppe, 1ffw
with US). Thus, the defined selectivity should be considered as a relative value to
compare the different scoring approaches, not as an absolute value for the selectivity
of individual funnel plots (as this value highly depends on the defined origin of the
scaled scores).

In Figure 5.9 the calculated selectivity is shown for all structures and all scoring
approaches. The scoring with EM had the highest selectivity for two structures (7cei
and 1ak4), single-point scoring after MD refinement had the highest selectivity for
three structures (1ay7, 2oob and 1r0r), the US approach was the most selective for
ten structures (1z0k, 1ffw, 1syx, 1qa9, 1gcq, 1ppe, 2sni, 1zhi, 1z5y and 2i25) and the
absolute binding free energy calculation had the highest selectivity for five structures
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(3a4s, 1j2j, 3sgq, 2cfh, 1fle). Considering the mean selectivity for all structures US
performed best with a value of 0.33, the second highest was the absolute binding free
energy calculation (selectivity = 0.28). Less selective were the single-point scoring
after refinement (0.14) and single-point scoring of the docked and minimized poses
(0.06). This reflects a clear improvement in the overall selectivity using the more
sophisticated scoring methods in contrast to single-point scoring.
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5.3.5 Comparison of the scores with experimental binding free energies
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Figure 5.10: Binding affinity of the best-scored pose at the binding site (defined as
in the selectivity paragraph) for the different scoring methods. The values for all
structures are shown and can be compared to the experimental binding affinities
(orange bars) which were available for 16 structures.

For 16 evaluated structures, experimental binding free energies are available (Ap-
pendix Table A.1). These values have to be regarded with caution, as not all results
were obtained by the same experimental approach. It has been found that exper-
imental binding affinities of protein-protein complexes can depend significantly
on the experimental method [150, 153]. For the comparison with experiment, the
best scoring complex among the ensemble of native-like complexes (see above) was
considered. Interestingly, the restraint US approach (just considering the PMF along
the dissociation/association coordinate) showed the best agreement with the experi-
mental data, followed by the absolute binding free energy calculation. Both methods
performed remarkably better than simple single-point scoring, due to a shift towards
higher absolute energy values (see Figure 5.10). Hence, for 50 % of the structures
the binding free energies calculated from the PMF only were within a range of
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±2 kcal/mol of the experimental binding affinities (7cei, 1ppe, 1z0k, 1qa9, 1ak4,
2oob, 1ffw, 3a4s) and a small mean deviation of ∆∆GMean = ∆Gexp − ∆Gcalc = 0.4
kcal/mol was observed. The highest scored pose at the binding site was considered
for each structure, as described in the last paragraph. Accounting for the restraining
contributions 25 % of the structures had a scoring in very good agreement (±2
kcal/mol) with the experimental values (1r0r, 1j2j, 1z0k and 1gcq) with a mean devi-
ation of -3.8 kcal/mol. In case of the single-point scoring, after the EM evaluation
two structures (13 %) scored close to the experimental values (2i25 and 1ay7). Note,
that these two structures had a negative selectivity (see Figure 5.9), meaning that the
pose at the binding site that was considered for the evaluation was not the overall
best-scored pose. With MD refinement no structure had a pose at the binding site
with a scoring value in agreement to the experimental binding affinity. In both
cases, the shift in the scoring towards too high energy values is pointed out by a
mean deviation of 19.8 kcal/mol and 47.1 kcal/mol to the experimental binding free
energies.

In case of just limiting the analysis to the scoring of the native (bound) poses a
slightly lower agreement to the experiment was obtained: 39 % of the structures
were in close agreement for the US evaluation (1ppe, 1j2j, 1z0k, 1qa9, 1ak4, 2oob
and 1ffw) and 13 % for the absolute binding free energy calculation (1qa9 and 2i25).
For the single-point interaction energy evaluations the native models were never in
close agreement with the experimental binding free energies.

We also calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) between the highest
scored binding affinity at the binding site and the experimental data. Note that a
coefficient of 1 represents a perfectly correlated system and 0 a completely uncorre-
lated state. This yielded significant correlations of 0.73 and 0.74, for the PMF-based
approach and the absolute binding free energy calculation, respectively. Thus, we
find no difference between these methods if the PCC is considered which is in
accordance with the finding of the previous section that calculating the absolute
binding free energy has only a minor influence on the selectivity. The highest PCC
of 0.85 was found for the MD refinement, the scoring with EM had the lowest value
of 0.60.

The results have to be regarded with caution, as we are dealing with a limited
data size that incorporates much more low energy binder than high energy binder,
the latter consequently have a much higher impact on the correlation coefficient.
Moreover, calculating the correlation coefficient omits the fact that the US calcula-
tions have to be much more precise than the single-point scoring values to achieve
the same correlation coefficient, due to the much higher absolute scorings of the
single-point evaluation.
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5.4 Conclusions

A long-term goal of our efforts is to design a scoring approach that is reliable enough
to realistically predict the binding free energy of complexes and is so accurate that
new interactions between proteins (not those already discovered experimentally)
can be reliably predicted. In the present study, the possibility of evaluating docked
protein-protein complexes using US-based free energy simulations was explored.
The results were compared to scoring using the same force field approach but eval-
uating the interaction energy of energy-minimized or MD-refined complexes. In
the present study we used the ATTRACT docking program [329, 69] for generating
putative docked complexes (typically generating hundred of thousands of solutions
within hours of computer time). However, this step can also be replaced by other
search techniques to obtain putative protein-protein binding geometries. In terms
of selectivity, the free energy simulation approach resulted in improved scoring
compared to the simpler approaches based on the interaction energy of single com-
plexes. Encouragingly, the calculated binding free energies are in quite reasonable
agreement with experimental data. The remaining differences might be due to
inaccuracies of the force field and implicit solvent model but can also be in part due
to the experimental methods used for affinity measurements [150].

In most protein-protein docking tasks one ends up with a limited number of
possible complex geometries (e.g. often experimental data may limit the regions
of interaction on partner proteins). In such cases, the present binding free energy
simulation approach might be very useful to further limit the number of putative
complexes or to even reliably identify the most realistic complex structure.

Interestingly, scoring based just on the restraint US approach resulted in the most
precise results with a high selectivity found for 16 complexes and only in four cases
failed to predict the native binding site. For two proteins a substantial difference
in scoring of the bound and the unbound native conformation was observed. In
these cases, conformational changes at the binding site, leading to a high affinity
of the complex, were not captured (due to conformational restraints during the
simulations). Nevertheless, for all other complexes, the near-native models showed
a high ranking. Interestingly, the selectivity did not change significantly upon calcu-
lation of the absolute binding free energy indicating that the individual restraining
contributions play a smaller role (and may compensate each other in part) compared
to the effective receptor-ligand interactions captured through the US calculations
along the distance coordinate.

Furthermore, we found a significant correlation to experimental results of 0.73
and 0.74 for the restraint US free energy values and the absolute binding free energy,
respectively. The MD refinement gave an even higher correlation of 0.85, due to
the overall higher scorings the PCC is less prone to deviations of some kcal/mol
in the interaction energy. In particular, the calculated PCCs were higher than the
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correlation of all scoring methods evaluated by Kastritis and Bonvin [150] yielding
a maximum correlation coefficient of -0.32 but on a larger benchmark set of 81
complexes.

A better correlation was achieved recently by Chen and coworkers that investi-
gated the performance of MM/PBSA and MM/GBSA methods on 46 proteins of the
same protein-protein benchmark as in our study [45]. They achieved a maximum
correlation of 0.647 using MM/GBSA, a low interior dielectric (ε = 1) and the force
field ff02. Interestingly, testing the same force field that was used in our study,
ff14SB, a worse correlation of 0.578 was achieved.

The inclusion of explicit solvent represents an obvious possible improvement of
the present approach. However, although in principle more accurate than an implicit
solvent model, it is significantly more demanding especially for small systems and
requires longer simulation times for convergence. Nevertheless, in cases where the
number of decoy complexes is even smaller than the 50 complexes considered in the
present study inclusion of explicit solvent may represent a realistic option. Another
limitation of the present approach are the conformational restraints employed to
achieve rapid convergence. Although allowing also limited deformations of the
backbone such restraints may prevent a transition to a near-native bound partner
structure especially if the conformational difference between unbound and bound
conformations is significant. In future studies, we plan to test if optimization of the
conformational restraints employed during the US simulations can further improve
the results. Secondly, the employment of advanced sampling methods like replica
exchange umbrella sampling (REUS or HREUS) along the distance coordinate [189,
62] can also further improve the results.
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6 Prediction of Protein-Protein Complexes
Using Replica Exchange With Repulsive
Scaling

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations allow one to follow the association process
of protein-protein complex structures under realistic conditions (see Chapter 4),
including full partner flexibility and surrounding solvent. However, due to the many
local binding energy minima at the surface of protein partners, MD simulations
are frequently accumulated for long simulations in transient trapped states. A
H-REMD (see Section 3.4.3) based scheme is designed in the following chapter,
employing different levels of a repulsive biasing between partners in each replica
simulation. The bias acts only on intermolecular interactions due to an increase
in effective pairwise van der Waals radii (repulsive scaling (RS)-REMD) without
affecting interactions within each protein or with the solvent. 1

6.1 Introduction

Biomolecular binding and in particular protein-protein binding processes to form
functional complexes are key elements of almost all biological processes. Knowledge
of the three-dimensional (3D) structure of protein-protein complexes is a prerequisite
for understanding its function. Experimental structure determination as well as
prediction of protein-protein complex structures are also of significant interest for
the rational design of drug molecules to influence biological processes. Compu-
tationally efficient docking algorithms are frequently applied to identify putative
protein-protein binding geometries based on surface complementarity or simple
pairwise interaction potentials [110, 255, 326, 115]. Molecular docking, however,
often largely neglects or only approximately accounts for the flexibility of the bind-
ing partners and interactions with the solvent [296, 326, 312, 72]. It is possible to
include a moderate degree of flexibility using for example deformations in soft
normal modes at reasonable computational costs [209, 210, 205, 306, 219]. In some
approaches a refinement stage with side-chain flexibility is performed, mainly focus-
ing on interfacial rearrangements [83, 67]. In addition, the evaluation of identified

1The contents of this chapter have been published in a similar form in [276].
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binding geometries is largely based on empirical scoring functions applied to single
complex conformations neglecting conformational and orientational entropic contri-
butions to binding. Ideally, molecular association should be simulated including
full flexibility of both partners and accounting for surrounding water molecules and
ions [277]. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are in principle well suited for
investigating biomolecular association processes including full atomic flexibility.
The methodology has already been used to refine potential binding geometries
identified in the docking efforts [253, 293, 270]. In selected cases, it is even pos-
sible to skip any initial docking but to use ultra-long atomistic MD simulations
and directly mimic the physical binding process [37, 266]. This is, however, com-
putationally very demanding and only possible up to timescales on the order of
microseconds to milliseconds for individual examples with current computational
resources. The search for putative binding regions on the surface of proteins is
associated with a rough energy landscape. Hence, the binding partners often get
kinetically trapped in local energy minimum for long time intervals resulting in
a waste of computational resources. Several efforts have been undertaken to ac-
celerate the search for binding sites. It is possible to employ temperature replica
exchange molecular dynamics (TREMD) with multiple parallel MD simulations
and periodic exchanges. It can improve the sampling by exploring the surface of
the receptor more rapidly at higher temperatures and extracting relevant states at
lower temperatures. However, TREMD does not scale well with the system size
and another method, Hamiltonian REMD (H-REMD) might be more suitable [95]
because one can specifically scale force field parameters affecting receptor-ligand
interactions. One possibility is to linearly scale the Lennard-Jones and electrostatic
potential across replicas [314] or reduce the ruggedness of the energy landscape
by introducing soft core potentials [192]. The latter method has shown promising
results to refine complex geometries close to the native binding mode but do not
effectively reduce the problem of trapped binding sites on the receptor surface [192].
Transient binding states in agreement with experiment could be recognized using
replica exchange Monte Carlo simulations for three protein-protein complexes using
a coarse-grained representation of the molecules [158].

It is also possible to use meta-dynamics methods to reconstruct the free energy sur-
face of association and dissociation of protein-ligand systems by gradually adding
biasing potentials that destabilize already sampled protein surface regions [101].
In the latter study the choice of only two collective variables (CVs) was enough to
identify the binding site of four protein-ligand systems. In general, a higher number
of CVs is necessary to completely describe the relative ligand-receptor position
and orientation [30]. A larger set of CVs can be chosen using reconnaissance meta-
dynamics that incorporates a self-learning algorithm that gradually pushes linear
combinations of the CVs [284]. For a protein-ligand system, this method was able to
identify multiple binding sites of the protein.
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In a recent study by Pan et al. reversible association and dissociation of five
protein-protein complexes was observed using tempered binding MD simulations
[240]. However, the binding and unbinding events were captured in still expensive
computer simulations (simulation times of several hundred microseconds) on the
special purpose machine Anton [267]. In tempered binding, the interaction strength
between the two solutes (but not within each protein partner) is used as tempering
coordinate (instead of the total temperature as used in standard simulated tem-
pering). As another alternative, it is possible to add an explicit repulsive biasing
potential between partners in a series of replicas (BP-REMD) that keeps the ligand
and receptor at various distance intervals apart in higher replicas [238]. The higher
replicas allow to keep some space between partner molecules and therefore result
in fast diffusion. Upon exchange with lower replicas, favorable binding sites can
be rapidly sampled also in the reference replica. This method showed a promising
performance to specifically accelerate the search process for identifying ligand bind-
ing sites on protein surfaces under realistic conditions [238]. However, the method
requires calculating an ambiguity distance between all pairs of surface atoms of
both partners which is computationally demanding and not well suited to run in
parallel on many cores such as graphical processing units (GPU)s.

In the present study, the possibility of increasing the repulsion between ligand
and receptor by specifically increasing the pairwise effective van der Waals (vdW)
radii and reducing the vdW attraction along the replicas in an H-REMD simulation
is explored. It weakens not only the Lennard-Jones contribution to binding interac-
tions but also reduces the number of hydrogen bonds and electrostatic interactions
due to an increased average distance between ligand and receptor. Hence, the bias-
ing potential in the replicas allows the partners to rapidly dissociate from possible
suboptimal binding sites to effectively search the protein surface. The method is
promising for its simplicity of implementation and only requires adjusting parame-
ters and can therefore be used with existing simulation software that runs on GPUs.
The approach was tested on several protein-protein complexes of different sizes
and types. In contrast to regular MD simulations, it allowed the identification of
near-native complexes even when starting far from the native binding region. In
addition, we tested the approach for the refinement of complexes starting from
geometries in the vicinity of the native binding arrangement. In this case, also a
slightly better performance than regular MD simulations at the same computational
effort was achieved.

6.2 Materials and methods

For all atomistic simulations the Amber16 or Amber18 software packages [42, 41],
were used employing the pmemd.cuda module for efficient calculations on Graphical
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Processing Units (GPU)s. The ff14SB [198] force field was used together with an
implicit water representation using the OBC generalized Born (GB) model [237]
(igb=8 option in amber) involving an infinite cutoff.

6.2.1 Simulations of protein-protein complexes starting far from the
binding geometry

MD simulations on protein-protein complexes in order to identify the native binding
arrangement were started from an initial placement of one partner (termed ligand) at
the opposite side of the second (receptor) protein with respect to the native binding
site. Six complexes were considered for these simulations (pdb-id of complexes:
2oo9, 2cfh, 7cei, 2sni, 1gcq, and 1syx, see also Supporting Information Table S1).
In all cases, the unbound protein structures were used for the simulations. The 6
complexes were selected due to the relatively small size from the docking benchmark
3.0 [132]. We distinguish between receptor and ligand-protein according to the
assignment in the benchmark 3.0 [132] (typically the large protein partner is the
receptor and the smaller partner is the ligand). The root mean square deviation
(rmsdligand : Rmsd of the ligand after best superposition of the receptor with respect
to the native complex structure) of the initial relative placement of the partner
proteins from the native complex geometry was between 30 Å and 61 Å.

MD simulations were performed using the OBC (Onufriev, Bashford, Case) gener-
alized Born (GB) implicit solvent model [237] (igb=8 option) and using an infinite
cutoff radius for both the GB radii and nonbonded interactions. A Langevin thermo-
stat with a collision frequency of γ = 5 ps−1 was used to control the temperature.
The collision frequency is reduced relative to a more physical value of 50 ps−1 to
reduce the apparent viscosity of the solvent and speed up sampling [10]. Equi-
libration of the start geometry was achieved after energy minimization (50 steps
steepest descent followed by 1500 steps conjugate gradient) and heating in three
steps (each 12 ps) to 300K with positional restraints of 0.05 kcal mol−1Å

−2
applied

on the heavy atoms relative to the starting structure. Since we observed in long
MD simulations for some proteins a partial unfolding, positional restraints on the
receptor Cα atoms (force constant 0.05 kcal mol−1Å

−2
) were also included during

production simulations. Note, that such weak restraints allow still considerable
backbone fluctuations and full side-chain flexibility but prevent unfolding or large
domain motions in the proteins. To prevent the ligand from diffusing too far away
from the receptor, restraints between the center of masses (COM) of the Cα atoms of
the proteins were employed. The restraining energy was zero for COM distances
below a certain threshold and increased quadratically beyond the threshold (force
constant 1.0 kcal mol−1Å

−2
) so that it prevents large receptor-ligand separation but

still allows the ligand to dissociate from the receptors up to a certain distance. The
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COM distance threshold ranged from 27 Å to 50 Å for the different protein-protein
complexes and was slightly larger than the sum of the largest center to surface
distances for the two partner proteins (see Table B.1). The mean difference of the
applied COM distance restraints and the native COM distances was 10.8 Å. For
avoiding unfolding of the ligand-protein additional intra-molecular pairwise dis-
tance restraints between the Cα atoms of the ligand-protein (only distances between
5-10 Å ) were applied, that prevented the ligand backbone from unfolding (force
constant 2.0 kcal mol−1Å

−2
) but allow full side-chain flexibility.

In order to perform Hamiltonian replica exchange simulations (H-REMD), 16 repli-
cas for each protein were generated with different Lennard-Jones (LJ) parameters
for atom pairs involving atoms from different protein molecules (all intra-molecular
nonbonded parameters within were preserved). The intermolecular LJ potentials
were scaled by a parameter d that adjusts the effective van der Waals radius and a
factor e that changes the potential well depths (see next section for a detailed de-
scription). The following parameter set for d and e, with a smaller step size between
the parameters close to the reference replica that increases in the higher replicas
gave the best results for protein-protein test simulations (see Table 6.2). For each
replica, a short equilibration was performed for 32 ps with no exchange attempts. In
the production run every 1000 MD steps an exchange between neighboring replicas
was attempted, yielding a total simulation time (per replica) ranging from 340 ns to
845 ns (see Table B.1).

Finally, starting from the same equilibration runs, 16 regular MD simulations
with no H-REMD but different initial velocities (using the same restraints) were
performed for comparable timescales as the H-REMD simulations (see Table B.1).

6.2.2 Refinement of individual protein-protein docking poses in implicit
solvent

In addition to simulations starting far away from the native binding geometry,
H-REMD, and regular MD simulations were also performed for arrangements in
the vicinity of the native complex structure obtained by an initial protein-protein
docking run using the program ATTRACT [329, 69]. The same set of structures and
docking procedure as used in a previous study [279] were employed (see Support-
ing Information Table S2). Since the H-REMD method for refinement of docked
complexes is computationally demanding the number of test complexes was limited
to 20 complexes from the docking benchmark 3.0 [132]. The docking was performed
using a standard docking protocol on the unbound partner structures with the
program ATTRACT [329, 69]. The 300 top-ranked complexes were considered. Out
of this set the 50 models with the lowest RMSD to the native complex structure
were used for further refinement using the RS-REMD or regular MD simulations.
In order to refine the docking solutions atomistic replica exchange simulations in
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Table 6.1: Simulation setups for each complex indicated by the PDB-id for the
repulsive scaling H-REMD (RS-REMD) approach and the regular MD simulations.

PDB Simulation time COM da

RS-REMD regular MD
ns/replica ns/simulation Å

7cei 772 400 40
2oo9 730 684 27
2cfh 845 899 50
1syx 438 380 35
2sni 340 308 35
1gcq 640 640 30

a Distance was chosen slightly larger than the sum
of the largest center to surface distances for the two
partner proteins.

implicit solvent were performed (OBC model [237], using the same conditions as
described above) starting from the 50 docking poses of 20 protein-protein complexes.
Energy minimization consisted of 2500 minimization steps (400 steps of steepest
descent, 2100 steps of conjugate gradient). The systems were heated gradually in
three steps of 15 ps to 300 K using a Langevin thermostat for temperature scaling.
For each equilibrated pose 8 replicas were generated with increasing bias for higher
replica numbers of the intermolecular LJ parameters. As described above for the
simulations starting from the opposite side of the receptor protein a parameter d
adjusting the effective van der Waals radius and a factor e that changes the potential
well depths were varied between the 8 replicas (see Table 6.2).
Each replica was simulated for 0.5 ns with an exchange attempt every 125 steps
amounting to 4 ns simulation time per pose. Intra-molecular pairwise distance
restraints between the Cα atoms of each individual protein were applied (force
constant 0.5 kcal mol−1Å

−2
) together with a COM distance restraint of interfacial

Cα atoms between the ligand and receptor (atoms with distances between 10 and 15
Å were considered) with a half parabolic shape (force constant 1.5 kcal mol−1Å

−2
)

that prevents full dissociation in the high replicas and shrinks the possible sampling
space for these short simulations. The same simulation conditions and restraints
were applied for regular MD simulations of each pose (no replica exchange and
bias involved) of the same simulation time (4 ns) following a standard refinement
protocol developed previously [263, 279]. For evaluating the interaction energy
a short MD simulation (30 ps) was applied on the reference replica of the REMD
simulations followed by a minimization (500 steps of steepest descent, 2000 steps of
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Table 6.2: Lennard-Jones scaling parameters for the different RS-REMD simulation
setups. For the repulsive scaling simulations starting far from the binding geometry
and for the refinement of a docking ensemble the 16 replica scheme was used
(column 2 and 3). In the refinement simulations of individual docking poses the 8
replica setup was used (column 4 and 5).

Replica Number 16 replicas 8 replicas
d(Å) e d(Å) e

1 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0
2 0.01 0.99 0.015 0.99
3 0.02 0.98 0.03 0.985
4 0.04 0.97 0.045 0.98
5 0.08 0.96 0.06 0.97
6 0.12 0.94 0.075 0.96
7 0.16 0.92 0.09 0.95
8 0.2 0.9 0.12 0.935
9 0.24 0.88
10 0.28 0.86
11 0.32 0.84
12 0.38 0.82
13 0.44 0.8
14 0.5 0.78
15 0.58 0.76
16 0.68 0.74

conjugate gradient), which was also applied to evaluate the final structures from reg-
ular MD simulations. Finally, the minimized structures were scored by subtracting
the potential energy of the partners from the energy of the complex [279]. To access
the deviation of the refined structures from the native binding site the rmsdligand
was calculated, the root mean square deviation of the ligand to the native ligand
after superpositioning the receptor on the native receptor (only heavy atoms were
considered).

6.2.3 Refinement of a protein-protein docking ensemble in implicit
solvent

Multiple docking poses were considered in a single REMD run to perform refinement
simulations for each of the 20 protein-protein complexes. Only docking poses with
a rmsdligand above 10 Å (for the complex 7cei 8 Å was chosen, due to a lack of poses
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with large RMSD) were considered as starting structures for the subsequent RS-
REMD refinement. Each of these poses was first scored based on the potential energy
difference of the complex to the individual partners. The 16 highest ranked poses
were considered for the subsequent REMD simulations. The poses formed the start
structures in the 16 replicas and were distributed based on the ranking (best-ranked
pose in replica 1, second-best in replica 2, etc.). Thus, the (initially) best-ranked pose
started in the reference replica. Each replica was simulated for 30 ns amounting
to a total simulation time of 480 ns per RS-REMD run with an exchange attempt
every 250 steps between neighboring replicas. Finally, for comparison, regular MD
simulations (no biases and no replica exchange involved) were performed starting
from the same poses and simulating the same time as in the RS-REMD case.

6.3 Lennard-Jones parameter scaling between partner
molecules

The Lennard-Jones interaction consists of an attractive part proportional to 1/r6

and a repulsive contribution typically modeled by a term proportional to 1/r12.
The parameters εij and Rij in the Lennard-Jones potential determine the magnitude
of attractive interaction and the effective (pairwise) van der Waals radius of the
interaction between a pair of atoms of type i and j.
Typically, only the parameters between atoms of the same type, εii and Rii are used
and one obtains parameters for pairs of different atom types using the Lorentz-
Berthelot rules [188]:

Rij =
Rii + Rjj

2
(6.1)

εij =
√

εiiεjj . (6.2)

By defining new atom types it is possible to specifically modify the Lennard-Jones
potential for interactions between the ligand and receptor without affecting the
Lennard-Jones interaction within one partner molecule or with the solvent. We used
this possibility by adding an adjustable parameter d to an effective pair-wise van
der Waals interactions between pairs of ligand and receptor atoms,

R′ij = Rij + d . (6.3)

One might also scale Rij by multiplying with a factor, but this would increase the
effective radius of pairs of atoms by different amounts and may strongly distort an
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interaction interface. A change in the potential well depth εii is described by a factor
e:

ε′ij = e · εij . (6.4)

As this factor enters multiplicative instead of additive the same relative scaling
of attractive interactions of different pairs of atom types is possible. One subtle
problem with increasing d, however, is that the number of atoms that can interact
increases (illustrated in Figure 6.1).

Figure 6.1: Effect of increasing the van der Waals radius on the number of possible
interactions.

This increases the total binding strength, even though any individual interaction
might be weaker due to an e < 1. εij has to be decreased further to compensate
for that effect. The number of atoms that can exactly fit into the energy minimum
around one atom is proportional to the surface area of a sphere with van der Waals
radius, which would suggest the following quadratic correction:

ε′′ij = (
R
R′

)2ε′ij = (
R

R + d
)2ε′ij . (6.5)

The Lennard-Jones potential minimum also gets wider linearly as Rij increases and
more atoms can fit into the minimum along the radial direction, leading to a cubic
correction:

ε′′ij = (
R

R + d
)3ε′ij . (6.6)

In the cubic case, the binding energy stays approximately constant so that the cor-
rection with equation (6.6) compensates well for the additional possible interactions
and a lowering of e < 1 indeed weakens the attractive LJ interaction between the
partner molecules. Hence, in all cases, a cubic correction of εij was used.
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6.4 Results and discussion

6.4.1 Simulations of near-native protein-protein complex formation

For 6 protein-protein complexes the regular MD simulations and the RS-REMD
(repulsive scaling replica exchange molecular dynamics) method was compared to
identify the native complex geometry after starting from distant initial locations of
partner proteins. In the starting arrangement the ligand-protein was located on the
opposite side of the receptor partner with respect to the native binding site (worst-
case scenario of the initial guess). In each case 16 MD simulations with different
initial velocities were performed using an implicit generalized Born (GB) solvent
model (see Methods for details). The use of an implicit solvent model reduces the
computational demand and allows for faster free diffusion of the proteins due to
appropriate reduction of the viscosity compared to an explicit solvent model. The
simulations started from the unbound ligand and receptor conformations. Only in 2
of the test cases (2oo9, 1syx) individual regular MD simulations reached locations
near to the native binding site and sampled it for longer than a few ns with the
16×(300 to 900) ns (see Table B.1). In the smallest test case (2oo9) the native binding
site (rmsdligand < 10 Å) (root mean square deviation of the ligand to the native ligand
after best superposition of native and simulated receptors) was identified in 10 runs
after an average simulation time of 186 ns (relative occupancy of binding site 47
% in the second half of the simulations, see Supporting Information Table S1). For
1syx one simulation reached placements near the binding site (rmsdligand < 10
Å) after a long simulation time of 236 ns where it stayed for a short time span
(approximately 44 ns) until the rmsdligand grew again beyond 10 Å. In the other
simulations including all 16 regular MD simulations of the other 4 protein cases
(2cfh, 2sni, 1gcq, 7cei) trapping at locally stable sites but no approach of the native
binding site was observed (see Figure 6.2).

Next, we employed the repulsive scaling (RS)-REMD technique using 16 replicas
and starting from the same initial placement as the regular MD simulations. In all
but one case sampling of near-native arrangements was observed in the reference
replica after ∼ 20-400 ns (see Figure 6.2 and Table 6.3). For the 2oo9 system, it took
55 ns and thus a bit longer than in the case of the regular MD simulations (28 ns).
Here, the interacting proteins are very small (contain fewer than 70 residues) with an
apparently small number of alternative locally stable binding geometries. However,
using RS-REMD the ligand of 2oo9 reached the native site on average faster than
in the case of regular MD simulations (by ∼ 100 ns, see Table 6.3) and the relative
occupancy of the binding site was 78 % in the reference replica, higher than the 47 %
observed when combining all regular MD results (see Supporting Information Table
S1). The RS-REMD simulation on 1syx explored near-native binding arrangements
(rmsdligand < 10 Å) after 68 ns and thus more than 150 ns faster than the free
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simulations. For the other three proteins, the RS-REMD simulations captured the
native binding site after 21 ns (2sni), 258 ns (7cei), and 405 ns (2cfh). For these
complexes, one can observe that the ligand continuously approaches the native
binding site through several intermediate states (see Figure 6.2). It illustrates the
advantage of RS-REMD compared to regular MD simulations: while regular MD
simulations can get easily trapped in intermediate binding states for significant
simulation times the RS-REMD allows the system to more rapidly dissociate from
such states and reach near-native geometries. The process of approaching the
binding site is illustrated for the 7cei case in Figure 6.3. The initial population of
the centers of mass of the ligand-protein is located on the opposing side of the
receptor in the first third of the simulation (in the reference replica). The sampled
distribution eventually shifts towards the binding site on the receptor protein and
there increases continuously until the ligand is mostly populated at the binding site
or in the vicinity of the binding site in the reference replica. A similar representation
for the highest replica shows a quite uniform spherical population of the ligand
around the receptor (see Supporting Information Figure S1).

In all the cases for which the binding site was identified RS-REMD lead occa-
sionally to a very close agreement to the native structure with a lowest rmsdligand

of ∼ 3 Å (see Table 6.3). In particular, the lowest rmsdligand using RS-REMD was
closer than for regular MD also in those cases were both methods identified the
correct binding site. Thus, in these cases RS-REMD not only performs better than
regular MD in the global searching process for the binding site but also for local
rearrangements at the binding site.

In only one case, 1gcq, the near-native binding geometry was not detected after
the upper limit of 640 ns of simulation time in the RS-REMD and also not during
any of the 16 regular MD simulations (Figure 6.2). In the 1gcq case, the correct
position of the ligand at the protein-interface site of the receptor was captured
but the orientation of the ligand was incorrect (see Supporting Information Figure
S2). It is possible that the force field and implicit solvent representation favor in
this case the non-native binding geometry. Stabilization of alternative (non-native)
binding geometries (in the current force field setup) is also observed for some of the
other test cases. For example, in the 1syx case, complexes with an rmsdligand < 5
Å are occasionally visited in the reference replica but alternative states with larger
rmsdligand ∼ 8 Å are more frequently sampled. Besides force field artifacts, such
deviation can also be due to the conformational restraining with respect to the
unbound (backbone) protein conformation that we include during all simulations.
Indeed, the protein association in the case of 1syx involves some backbone changes
towards the bound structure at the protein interface (1syx corresponds to a target of
medium difficulty, Supporting Information Table S2).
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Figure 6.2: Rmsdligand from the native structure for the reference replica of the
RS-REMD simulations (magenta dots; first and second row) and for the regular
MD simulations (green dots; third and fourth row) of the six protein–protein test
cases. The results of the 16 individual simulations (separated by vertical lines) were
concatenated in the regular MD cases.
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Figure 6.3: (Upper panel) Three snapshots from the reference replica trajectory of
the RS-REMD of the 7cei complex example (green cartoon: receptor protein, blue
cartoon: ligand-protein, black cartoon: native ligand protein placement). (Lower
panel) The population of the sampled ligand (center of mass) placements during
RS-REMD is indicated as blue spheres around the receptor (green cartoon). The
ligand-protein placement in the native complex is shown by an enlarged black
sphere.

In particular, a loop conformation at the interface of the receptor protein differed
in the sampled near-native complexes from the structure in the bound form (see
Supporting Information Figure S3). Also, states with larger rmsdligand are still
populated in the reference replica in the final stage of the RS-REMD simulation
(Figure 6.2). In the 2cfh case a near-native geometry (rmsdligand < 5 Å) forms the
dominant sampled state in the final simulation stage but an alternative binding
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Table 6.3: Simulation details for each complex indicated by the PDB-id.
PDB Time to encounter native site lowest rmsd

RS-REMD regular MD RS-REMD regular MD
ns/replica ns/simulation Å Å

7cei 258 363a 2.7 7.6a

2oo9 55 186b 2.4 2.4
2cfh 405 3.0 14.9
1syx 68 236 3.1 4.5
2sni 21 2.1 37.4
1gcq 11.6 10.2

a The ligand was not stable at the binding site and stayed only for 1.4 ns.
b The mean value of all encounter times was taken.

geometry with rmsdligand ∼ 25 Å remains also highly populated. The result indicates
that the force field setup stabilizes in many cases not only exactly the native binding
geometry but also alternative states in the vicinity of the native structure but also
some binding modes quite far from the experimentally observed complex structure.
All protein simulations for which the binding site was captured were extended for
more than 300 ns after having encountered the native binding site. The relative
population in the reference replica of near-native states at the binding site grows
in several cases with ongoing simulation time (reaching > 50%) (see Supporting
Information Table S1). This is not the case for 1syx with a population of the near-
native complex of ∼ 25% (still forming the largest populated cluster; Supporting
Information Figure S4) but some alternative binding modes reaching a similar
population indicating similar binding affinity. The population of ligand placements
at the native binding site is highest in the reference replica and decreases for the
higher replicas (see Supporting Information Figure S5 for the example case 7cei)
due to the higher repulsive bias. Hence, an advantage of the RS-REMD technique
relative to regular MD is that the near-native binding site can be identified by just
looking at the population in the different replicas.

6.4.2 Refinement of individual protein-protein docking poses in implicit
solvent

Significant computational demand and simulation times are still necessary to reach
near-native binding geometries using RS-REMD from distant initial placements.
However, this corresponds to a worst-case scenario. Instead, it is also possible to first
perform a rapid protein-protein docking (not including solvent or partner flexibility)
in order to first identify potential binding sites possibly not too far from the native
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binding geometry. In a second step, short RS-REMD simulations are used as a
refinement procedure to further improve the docking results. We first performed
a docking run on a subset of 20 protein–protein complexes of the protein-protein
benchmark 3.0 [132] using the docking program ATTRACT and obtained 50 top-
ranked poses with different ligand deviations from the bound complex (rmsdligand <

25 Å) around the receptor protein (same as used in a recent study on protein-protein
docking scoring [279]). For each of these poses, a short RS-REMD refinement (4 ns)
was performed to refine the docking results. In order to limit the computational
demand for this procedure, an RS-REMD with 8 replicas was performed.

Overall, upon RS-REMD refinement of all 50 decoys for the 20 test cases a slightly
larger number of models (65%) with higher rmsdligand was observed compared to the
starting structures (35 % of poses had higher rmsdligand before refinement) (Figure
6.4). Likely, because of the short simulation time, no rmsdligand improvements better
than 13 Å were sampled. More important than the rmsdligand improvement of poses
with a high deviation from the native binding mode is the refinement performance
of the near-native models. For the docking model closest to the native binding site a
smaller rmsdligand after RS-REMD refinement was observed for 13 complexes. Also,
the improvement in rmsdligand was higher, so an overall improvement of 0.49 Å
was found considering the mean difference in rmsdligand before and after RS-REMD
refinement of the closest to native pose (see Figure 6.4, left panel).

The RS-REMD scaling results are compared to a well established atomistic re-
finement procedure [263, 279] using regular MD simulations with 8 times longer
simulation time per decoy and final energy minimization (same force field setup and
positional and distance restraints as in the RS-REMD, see Methods). In Figure 6.4
(right panel) the rmsdligand after RS-REMD refinement is plotted vs. rmsdligand after
regular MD refinement. A slightly higher amount of structures had a lower rmsd
with RS-REMD refinement (57 %, magenta dots) than with regular MD refinement
(43 %, green dots). RS-REMD refinement also performed better than the regular
MD refinement considering the model with the lowest rmsdligand for each protein-
protein complex. For 13 complexes the near-native pose was closer for RS-REMD
refinement than regular MD refinement and the mean rmsdligand of the near-native
poses of all structures was slightly lower (0.33 Å) for RS-REMD refinement.

Finally, the refined poses were scored based on the interaction energy of ligand
and receptor, the total energy of the complex was subtracted from the total energy
of the individual ligand and receptor. The selectivity of the resulting funnel plots
(rmsdligand versus scoring) was compared (see Figure 6.5 and Supporting Infor-
mation Figures S6 and S7), measuring the ability of the refinement procedures to
distinguish near-native from other decoys. The selectivity was calculated based
on an approach introduced recently (see Chapter 5) [279], by calculating the nor-
malized difference in binding energy of the highest scored pose at the binding site
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(rmsdligand < 10 Å from the pose of minimal rmsdligand) S′T and not at the binding
site S′F:

Selectivity = S′T − S′F. (6.7)

The two key poses were shifted by the mean scoring value of all poses and divided
by the minimum scoring value in order to obtain comparable results for each protein.

S′i =
Si − S
Smin

. (6.8)

A selectivity of 1 means a perfectly selective funnel plot for the best-bound pose at
the binding site and -1 means that the funnel plot is very selective for the highest
scored decoy not at the binding site. A value of 0 means that the highest scored
near-native pose and the highest scored pose not at the binding site have the same
binding affinity.
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Figure 6.4: The rmsdligand of all refined complexes after RS-REMD refinement is
plotted against the rmsdligand before refinement (left panel) and after regular MD
refinement (right panel). Magenta dots mark poses where the rmsdligand decreased
due to RS-REMD refinement (35 % for the left panel and 56 % for the right panel)
and green dots depict the poses for which the rmsdligand increased after RS-REMD
refinement.

In 16 cases RS-REMD was able to identify the near-native binding placement
(positive selectivity) and only in four cases the refinement approach resulted in a
clearly negative selectivity (1ffw, 2oob, 1ak4, 2i25), identifying an incorrect binding
site.
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The selectivity was slightly higher for 14 structures in RS-REMD (1z0k, 3a4s, 7cei,
1ay7, 1ffw, 1qa9, 3sgq, 1gcq, 2oob, 2cfh, 1ak4, 1fle, 1z5y, 2i25) compared to using
regular MD refinement. The mean selectivity of all structures was also higher after
the RS-REMD refinement procedure (0.12) in contrast to regular MD refinement
(0.06).

In summary, the RS-REMD refinement was able to improve in many cases the
placements of the near-native poses. It overall performed slightly better than an
established regular MD refinement procedure (at the same computational costs) in
terms of the selectivity in identifying the native binding site.
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Figure 6.5: Mean selectivity of all structures and the selectivity of each structure for
the different refinement procedures. The selectivity was calculated as described in
the main text (see equations 6.7, 6.8), considering the highest ranked poses at the
binding site and not at the binding site, respectively. The corresponding funnel plots
(scoring vs rmsdligand) are shown in the Supporting Information Figures S1 and S2.
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6.4.3 Refinement of a protein-protein docking ensemble in one RS-REMD

Instead of refining every docked pose separately, it is also possible to start from a
different docking decoy in each replica leading to a higher diversity in the starting
conditions such that multiple possible binding sites are represented in different
replicas. In the case of a sufficient number of replicas it is then possible to perform
only one RS-REMD simulation per complex in contrast to 50 separate simulations
for individual refinement of decoys (see above). To increase the challenge, the
refinement was initialized exclusively from starting placements that were not located
at the binding site. Only poses with an rmsdligand above 10 Å (for the complex 7cei
8 Å, due to a lack of poses with large RMSD) were considered as starting structures.
An increasing replica number was linked to a lower ranking after docking for the
selected starting poses. The results of the RS-REMD (with 16 replicas) are again
compared to 16 regular MD simulations of the same length starting from the same
initial placements.
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Figure 6.6: Histograms of the rmsdligand from the native structure for the reference
replica of the RS-REMD refinement (magenta) (for all 20 protein–protein test cases)
is compared to the rmsdligand histograms of the regular MD simulations (green). The
refinement was performed starting from initial placements not at the binding site.
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Figure 6.7: Histograms of the rmsdligand from the native structure for the reference
replica of the RS-REMD refinement (magenta) (for all 20 protein–protein test cases
in an individual figure) is compared to the rmsdligand histograms of the regular MD
simulations (green). Both refinement procedures were initialized from poses that
were not at the binding site.

The resulting total population of sampled near-native states close to the binding
site (rmsdligand < 10 Å) increased significantly (30 %) in comparison to regular MD
refinement (17 %) (see Figure 6.6). For 14 of the 20 structures, RS-REMD was able to
capture the binding site, in some cases, the population was highest at the binding
site (see Figure 6.7). It points out, that even relatively short RS-REMD simulations
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can capture near-native binding geometries that were not already found in the initial
docking search.

Performing only one refinement simulation starting from an ensemble of promis-
ing docking solutions and not refining every single pose individually can signifi-
cantly reduce the computational demand.

Comparing the rmsdligand histograms of the refinement procedure to the his-
tograms of the pure RS-REMD simulations (see Figure 6.2 and Supporting Infor-
mation Figure S4) the dominant states are consistent in most cases, especially for
rmsdligand values under 10 Å(see 2cfh, 7cei, 2sni, 1syx). In the case of 1gcq, the
binding site was not captured in the long repulsive scaling simulation, still the two
populated spikes around 20 Å are also present in the refinement simulations.

6.5 Conclusion and outlook

A new H-REMD scheme is presented that includes a repulsive scaling potential
(RS-REMD) between different protein molecules based on a modification of the
intermolecular LJ parameters. The bias requires a modification of the simulation
parameter file but no changes in the underlying MD program are involved and
full GPU support is possible. The replica exchange scheme was applied and tested
on three tasks that seek to identify the native binding geometry of protein-protein
complexes using an implicit solvent model. First, RS-REMD allowed sampling near-
native binding placements in 5 out of 6 example complexes, starting from a random
placement far away from the native binding site. In contrast to multiple regular MD
simulations, which were stuck mostly at locally stable sticky sites, these sticky sites
were overcome through several intermediate steps in the RS-REMD. While the higher
replicas sampled the whole receptor surface, the reference replica sampled locally
favorable sites quickly until the native binding site was captured but depending
on the case alternative binding modes were also still sampled. Although much
less demanding than regular continuous (c)MD simulations still quite extensive
sampling is needed for this approach that may limit its applicability.

In addition to starting from a worst-case scenario, we also used the approach for
refining pre-docked poses. By applying a short RS-REMD run for each of the 50
poses of a benchmark set of 20 protein-protein complexes, it was possible to decrease
the mean deviation from the native binding site. Moreover, the mean selectivity of
identifying the native binding site according to a simple scoring function (based on
the interaction energy) was increased in comparison to a regular MD refinement.

The simulation effort could be further reduced using a refinement scheme that
associates each replica in the RS-REMD run with a different docking pose as starting
structure. In contrast to the first refinement procedure, only one refining simulation
had to be performed for each protein-protein complex. The population of the
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ligand-protein partners near the binding site was clearly increased with RS-REMD
beyond the result achieved by regular MD simulations. The benchmark set also
contained difficult test cases (see Chapter 5 and also reported in [279]), where
the identification of the native binding site was not possible in both refinement
procedures. Possible reasons are inaccuracies of the implicit solvent model that
may not always favor correct complex structure relative to alternative arrangements.
Explicit solvent simulations may help to solve this issue and will be tested in future
studies. However, the probably slower diffusion and increase in the number of
particles will likely demand higher computational efforts. Another limitation of
our setup is the inclusion of conformational restraints of the partner molecules with
respect to the unbound conformations. This avoids any large-scale conformational
change or unfolding of partners but in some cases may prevent conformational
adaptations necessary for productive protein-protein complex formation. More
global restraining methods like the inclusion of backbone Rmsd restraints can help
to overcome this issue in future efforts.

In principle, the RS-REMD biasing scheme can also be helpful to study fold-
ing/unfolding events or dissociation/association of parts of a protein structure. In
such a case only the interactions of the selected part of the protein with other protein
segments are scaled in the replica simulations.
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7 Efficient Refinement and Free Energy
Scoring of Predicted Protein-Protein
Complexes Using Replica Exchange
With Repulsive Scaling

Typically, putative protein-protein complexes are predicted based on docking meth-
ods and simple force field or knowledge-based scoring functions are applied to
evaluate single complex structures (Chapter 4). In the next chapter, we will extend
the repulsive scaling RS-REMD scheme of Chapter 6 to simultaneously refine and
calculate a free energy score of protein-protein complexes. Originally introduced for
implicit solvent, we will employ a more realistic explicit water environment. The
approach is computational demanding but may offer a route for refinement and
realistic ranking of predicted protein-protein docking geometries.1

7.1 Introduction

Protein-protein interactions (PPI) play an important role in nearly all cellular pro-
cesses. Despite a growing number of experimentally determined protein-protein
complex structures, there is still a demand for accurate prediction of complexes
especially in combination with limited or low-resolution experimental data. On the
computational side, two aspects are of utmost importance to elucidate the details of
the PPI, the identification of the native binding site of two protein partners (sampling
step) and the correct prediction of the corresponding binding affinity (scoring step).
A variety of computational docking and scoring methods have emerged (reviewed
in [277, 326, 115, 150, 303, 29, 109]). Current methods can usually generate rapidly
numerous putative complex geometries but the generation of near-native geometries
and the realistic scoring of the complexes is limited. Hence, a near-native complex
structure is not necessarily detected as the most favorable binding geometry. Sec-
ondly, during a systematic search step, the partners are typically represented as
rigid bodies or at limited resolution using a coarse-grained model. Depending on
possible conformational changes associated with complex formation or in the case

1The contents of this chapter have been published in a similar form in [278].
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of homology-modeled partner structures none of the generated complexes is close
to a native geometry [115, 326, 296]. Even with a realistic scoring the prediction fails
in this case because of the lack of near-native solutions in the generated pool.

In principle, an atomistic description of the proteins including full flexibility with
an explicit water model in a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation should be ideally
suited to predict realistic interaction geometries [277, 240, 101]. Indeed, in recent
years near-native protein-protein complex structures have been recovered from
multiple MD simulations [248]. However, such approaches are computationally
very demanding and in recent years promising advanced sampling methods have
been developed to identify near-native protein-protein interaction structures [101,
219, 244, 240].

Recently, encouraging strategies to tackle the identification of the native binding
site have been conducted on sets of protein-protein complexes using molecular
dynamics simulations in combination with advanced sampling methods. One
approach used tempered binding to explore several binding events of five protein-
protein cases on the special purpose computer ANTON [240, 267]. In tempered
binding, the interaction strength between the protein partners is scaled in regular
steps to enhance the simulation of rare events. Still, the computational demand of
the approach is large. Another more efficient approach employs perturbed distance
restraints to allow reversible protein-protein association during MD simulations
[244].

A very popular advanced sampling method is replica exchange, in which several
copies of the system (replicas) are simulated in parallel, performing exchange at-
tempts between the different replicas in regular time intervals [194]. One possibility
is to employ different temperatures along the replica coordinate (T-REMD) [290].
The system is able to escape local minima in the replicas of higher temperature and
introduce the newly sampled phase space to replicas of lower temperature. The
efficiency of the T-REMD method is, however, strongly limited by the size of the
simulation system. It is also possible to exchange the Hamiltonian between the
copies (H-REMD) with the temperature held constant [95, 314, 192, 3, 127, 147].

Improvement of efficiency compared to T-REMD can be achieved by specific
scaling of relevant interaction parameters. In a recent method, various levels of a
biasing potential are introduced in each replica that keep the partner at different
distances from the receptor surface and thus accelerates the searching process for
the correct binding site [238]. The efficiency can be further enhanced by a specific
repulsive intermolecular bias between the ligand and receptor, based on modified
Lennard-Jones parameters in the replicas (RS-REMD) (see Chapter 6) [276]. With
this method for five protein-protein complexes (out of six) it was possible to identify
the native binding site, even when starting from ligand placements on the other side
of the receptor. Moreover, short RS-REMD simulations (< 10 ns) allowed frequent
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identification of near-native complex structures when starting from an ensemble of
pre-docked placements in the vicinity of the binding site.

Atomistic MD-simulations can also be used to rigorously calculate free energy
changes of a molecular system including full flexibility and solvent effects. A variety
of methods were established in the past decades to calculate the free energy of bind-
ing [277]. Some methods to calculate binding free energies are based on multi-step
alchemical decoupling (DDM) of the ligand in the complex with a receptor protein
vs. free solution [7, 70]. Such alchemical transformations become more expensive
with increasing atom number of the conformers, making the use of a DDM inefficient
in the context of protein-protein complexes.
For protein-protein complexes usually physical pathway methods are used to predict
the binding affinity, introducing a coordinate for physical separation of the partners
and measuring the dissociation work [119, 244]. Good agreement with experiment
was found for selected cases. Siebenmorgen and Zacharias applied an umbrella
sampling (US) approach in all-atom implicit solvent MD simulations to calculate
the absolute binding free energy of (50) pre-docked poses for 20 protein-protein
complexes (see Chapter 5) [279]. The US free energy method showed improved
performance to selectively discriminate native binders compared to simply evaluat-
ing the interaction energy [279]. Perthold and Oostenbrink evaluated recently 18
protein-protein docking targets from the CAPRI (Critical Assessment of PRedcited
Interactions) docking challenge using short nonequilibrium explicit solvent simu-
lations (GroScore) with very promising results compared to the best CAPRI scorer
performance [243].

In the present study, we extend the RS-REMD method to perform simulations
in explicit solvent and in addition to also allow extracting a free energy score of
binding. For a benchmark set of 36 complexes, the RS-free energy score (in explicit
solvent) gives a quite good correlation to experimental binding data with modest
computational demand. An application to 50 docked decoys based on unbound
partner structures for 20 protein-protein docking cases gave on average a significant
improvement of the prediction geometry (deviation from the native complex) and
for each decoy a predicted RS-score for binding. In many but not all cases the
near-native solutions could be detected as those with the lowest free energy score.
The failure in some cases and the differences in the performance for explicit solvent
and implicit solvent treatment are investigated and discussed.
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7.2 Materials and methods

7.2.1 Explicit solvent simulations of native protein-protein complexes

A subset of the protein-protein affinity benchmark [150] was evaluated with RS-
REMD in explicit solvent, containing 36 native protein-protein complexes. The
benchmark contained 16 structures that we already evaluated in an earlier study
on binding free energy simulations [279] and 20 additional structures for which the
experimental affinity measurements were stated as reliable [151]. In order to reduce
the computational effort only dimeric complexes with no more than 700 residues
were taken into account. Missing residues were added using the program Modeller
[201]. All MD simulations of this study were conducted with the pmemd.cuda
module of the Amber18 software package [41]. The protein force field ff14sb [198]
was used for all protein-protein complexes. The proteins were solvated using the
tip3p [144] water model in an octahedron box with periodic boundary conditions
(minimum distance between protein and box edge were 15 Å). The charges were
neutralized with Na+ and Cl- ions. The systems were minimized (1000 steps of
steepest descent), heated in 3 steps to 300 K using a Langevin thermostat, and
equilibrated in 16 ps. Next, the repulsive scaling (RS) REMD simulations were
performed (5 ns per replica, exchange attempts every picosecond), i.e. H-REMD
simulations with 16 replicas and increasing bias between the ligand and receptor
Lennard-Jones parameters (see Table 7.1). The trajectories were analyzed using
pytraj and the associated relative binding free energies were calculated with MBAR
(see Section 3.4.1 for details on the MBAR method) [271].

7.2.2 Implicit solvent simulations of native protein-protein complexes

The same 36 native protein-protein complexes and the same force field as for the
explicit solvent simulations were used for the implicit solvent MD simulations.
The OBC (Onufriev, Bashford, Case) generalized Born (GB) implicit solvent model
[237] (igb=8 option) was used with an infinite cutoff radius for the GB radii and
non-bonded interactions. For temperature scaling a Langevin thermostat with a col-
lision frequency of γ = 2 ps−1 was used. For geometry optimization of the starting
structures minimization was performed consisting of 400 steps of steepest descent
followed by 2100 steps of conjugate gradient. During 45 ps of simulation time, the
systems were heated in 3 steps to 300K and equilibrated. RS-REMD simulations
were performed for 2.5 ns per replica using the same LJ parameter scaling scheme
as in the explicit solvent case (see Table 7.1). Between the Cα atoms of each indi-
vidual protein harmonic pairwise distance restraints were applied (force constant
0.5 kcal mol−1Å

−2
) (with respect to the unbound partner structures!). Comparable

restraints were also used in previous implicit solvent simulations of these structures.
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[279] Moreover, dissociation far from the receptor was limited using half-parabolic
COM distance restraints between the Cα atoms of ligand and receptor (force constant
2.0 kcal mol−1Å

−2
for distances 15 Å above the COM distance of the equilibrated

structure).

7.2.3 Scoring of protein-protein docking poses in explicit solvent

A set of 50 docking poses for 20 protein-protein complexes was generated using
ATTRACT [329]. As in previous studies, the 50 models with the lowest root-mean-
square deviation (RMSD) to the native structure out of the 300 top-ranked poses
were considered [279]. The simulations were prepared in the same way as the native
explicit solvent simulations (force field ff14sb with tip3p water representation). Each
docking model was minimized, heated to 300 K, and equilibrated as in the case of
the native explicit solvent simulations.

For each docking pose a RS-REMD simulation was conducted with 16 replicas
and the same parameter scaling as in the preceding simulations (see Table 7.1).
The simulation time between each docking pose was constant and varied slightly
between different protein-protein cases (5 ns - 5.5 ns per replica).

7.2.4 Scoring of protein-protein docking poses in implicit solvent

The same 50 ligand placements in 20 protein-protein complexes as for the explicit
solvent RS scoring of pre-docked poses was used for implicit water RS-REMD
simulations. The same force field parameters as for the native implicit solvent
simulations were used (force field ff14sb and igb=8 option for the implicit solvent
model). Also, the minimization, heating to 300 K and equilibration was conducted
for each docking pose as the native implicit solvent simulations with the same
restraints applied. A RS-REMD simulation of 2.5 ns (per replica) with 16 replicas
(same parameter set as before, see Table 7.1) was performed for every docking pose.

7.2.5 Free energy calculation along RS-REMD replicas

In the RS-REMD simulations, N = 16 replicas were simulated in parallel with an
increasing bias between ligand and receptor atoms with higher replica number.
The introduced bias is associated with a lower (attractive) potential well depths
ε and higher (repulsive) effective pair-wise van der Waals radius in the Lennard-
Jones parameters, which leads to a dissociation of the ligand in the higher replicas
(no contact with the partner). Thus, the reference replica (no bias between ligand
and receptor) ideally represents the bound state of the complex (α = 1) which is
progressively transferred to the unbound state in the higher replicas. This leads to
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Table 7.1: Lennard-Jones scaling parameters for the RS-REMD simulations in implicit
and explicit solvent with 16 replicas.

Replica Number 16 replicas
d e

1 0.0 1.0
2 0.01 0.99
3 0.02 0.98
4 0.04 0.97
5 0.08 0.96
6 0.12 0.94
7 0.16 0.92
8 0.2 0.9
9 0.24 0.88
10 0.28 0.86
11 0.32 0.84
12 0.38 0.82
13 0.44 0.8
14 0.5 0.78
15 0.58 0.76
16 0.68 0.74

distributions with very good overlap along the distance between partner proteins
which is also reflected in the high REMD acceptance rate of usually close to 0.5 (see
Figure 7.1). A binding free energy score between the bound and unbound state of
the complexes can now be calculated with a perturbation approach along the biasing
(α-) coordinate associated with a higher replica number (see Table 7.1).

The introduced bias in each replica is calculated using trajectory re-evaluation.
The trajectory of replica α + 1 is evaluated with the LJ parameter set of replica α
and the LJ parameter set of replica α + 1. The associated free energy difference can
be obtained using the BAR (Bennet-acceptance ratio) method [24]. This approach
can be extended from only evaluating adjacent biases along the α path ∆Uα,α+1, to
evaluating all pairs of biases ∆Ui,j, with i, j = 1, ..., N. The corresponding free energy
difference is calculated using MBAR [271]. For calculating the relative binding free
energies only the second half of the simulation time was incorporated and the first
half was considered as equilibration time. The statistical errors were calculated
by splitting the simulations into 5 parts and calculating the mean and standard
deviation.
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Figure 7.1: Sampled center of mass (COM) distance histograms of all 16 replicas
for a typical RS-REMD run in explicit solvent (pdb1z0k case). The solid black line
represents the reference replica distribution (associated state) while the dashed
black line represents the distribution in the highest replica (sampling mostly the
dissociated state). The intermediate replicas (blue histograms) indicate substantial
overlap in the transition from the reference to the highest replica distribution. The
distance observed in the experimental complex structure is depicted with a red
vertical line.

7.3 Results and discussion

7.3.1 Evaluation of the RS-REMD free energy scoring on native
protein-protein complexes

The RS-REMD technique employs a series of (16) parallel running replicas with
increasing repulsive biasing between protein partners based on a scaling of the
effective pairwise van der Waals radius and attractive Lennard-Jones parameters
(Table 7.1). Only the intermolecular interactions are modified without affecting
intramolecular interactions or interaction with the solvent [276]. In the reference
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replica the original unmodified force field is used. Starting from complexed states
including explicit solvent the technique allows rapid generation of extensively
overlapping partial or fully dissociated distributions of one protein relative to
the partner (Figure 7.1) along the replicas. The technique was first applied to a
benchmark set of 36 native protein-protein complexes of relatively small to medium
size and for which binding free energies are available. In the RS-REMD simulations
the bound state has a higher tendency to remain in the lower replicas while the
dissociated state is predominantly detected in the highest replicas (see Appendix,
Tables C.1, C.2). The histograms of the COM distances of the associated state
(replica with minimum rmsdligand calculated in each frame) and the dissociated state
(replica with highest COM distance of each frame) evaluated for the second half of
the simulation are shown in the Appendix, Figure C.1. Only narrow fluctuations
around the native distance (vertical black line) are observed in the bound states
(blue histograms). A clear separation between associated and dissociated states (red
histograms in Appendix, Figure C.1) is visible. The mean COM distance difference
for all complexes between the associated and the dissociated states is 8.4 Å (see
Appendix, Table C.1).

Figure 7.2: Calculated relative binding free energy vs. experimental binding affinity
for the explicit water RS-REMD simulations (blue dots in the left panel) and the
implicit water simulations (red dots in the right panel) of all 36 native protein-protein
complex cases. A linear regression is fitted to the data points with PCCs of 0.77
(explicit solvent) and 0.55 (implicit solvent), respectively.

In order to calculate the free energy difference between bound and unbound
states, we applied the MBAR approach along the RS-REMD replicas (see Methods).
It is important to note that the calculated free energy change does not represent an
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absolute binding free energy of the complex. For example, only a fraction of the
full translational and rotational freedom of the partners in the unbound state will
be sampled. It is, nevertheless, of interest to compare the calculated free energy
change for the set of complexes with corresponding experimental binding free ener-
gies (Figure 7.2). The Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) indicates a quite good
correlation of 0.77 (a PCC=1 indicates a perfect linear correlation, 0 = no correlation).
It is higher than correlations of a similar benchmark set evaluated with the MMG-
BSA/MMPBSA (molecular mechanics generalized Born/Poisson-Boltzmann surface
area) approaches, that achieved a maximum correlation of 0.65 and 0.52, respectively
[45]. A subset of the present benchmark set was recently evaluated by Siebenmorgen
and Zacharias (2019) using an umbrella sampling approach in implicit solvent to
calculate the absolute binding free energy with a correlation of 0.74 (see Chapter 5)
[279]. Taking only those complexes into account that were used in the latter study
an even higher correlation of 0.87 can be extracted from the present results.

7.3.2 RS-REMD free energy scoring of native protein-protein complexes
in implicit solvent

RS-REMD simulations on the same native protein-protein complexes as used for
the explicit water case were also performed with an implicit generalized Born
(GB) solvent representation. Also, in case of the implicit GB solvent simulations
the RS-REMD allowed to effectively dissociate the native complexes along the
replica simulations (see Appendix, Figure C.2 and Table C.2). A mean difference
in COM distance between the dissociated and the associated states around 11.9
Å was observed, slightly higher than in the explicit water case. Importantly, the
native binding site is stable in the reference replica in all cases, with only small
deviations in the COM distances from the distance in the experimental complex
structure. However, the average RMSD with respect to the native complex was on
average higher compared to the explicit solvent simulations.

The free energy differences are calculated using the same approach as for the
explicit water case. A reasonable correlation of the calculated free energy differences
and the experimental affinities was obtained (Figure 7.2) with a lower associated
PCC of 0.55 compared to the explicit solvent results. The implicit water RS-score
has a higher tendency to underestimate the calculated binding affinity, as in 75 %
of the cases the achieved ∆GCalc was more than 2.5 kcal/mol too low. Overall, the
calculated free energy values are in slightly better agreement with the experimental
affinities with a mean difference of ∆GDi f f = ∆GCalc − ∆GExp = -4.5 kcal/mol. In 7
cases the difference in affinity was under 2.5 kcal/mol (2sni, 1zhi, 1r0r, 2i25, 1s1q,
2hle, 1b6c).
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7.3.3 RS-REMD refinement and free energy scoring of protein-protein
docking poses in explicit solvent

RS-REMD simulations were performed on a benchmark set of 50 pre-docked poses
of 20 protein-protein complexes in explicit solvent. The complexes were obtained
from rigid docking of unbound partner structures (see Methods and [276]). The RS-
REMD scoring technique was applied separately to every docking pose to calculate
an associated free energy change for the dissociation and also to check for a possible
improvement of the complex geometry. The simulations of 50× 16× 1 ns for each
case (5 ns were simulated overall for each case) took on average 4.9 days (2.3 hours
per pose) on a single GPU (see Appendix, Table C.3).

Figure 7.3: The rmsdligand of the first and the last frame of the RS-REMD reference
replica simulations for the explicit water representation (left panel) and the implicit
water representation (right panel). The minimum rmsd of all replicas was chosen in
frame 0 and in the last frame to account for occasional exchanges of the reference
structure to higher replicas. An improvement of rmsd (red dots) was observed in 81
% (explicit) and 67 % (implicit) of the cases.

We reported recently, that the RS-REMD technique is able to significantly improve
the sampling of near-native binding geometries, especially for start structures in the
vicinity of the native binding site (see Chapter 6) [276]. Comparing the rmsdligand
from the native binding site of the initial structures and the final sampled geometries
of the RS-REMD simulations indicates an improvement in rmsdligand in 81 % of the
poses (see Figure 7.3, left panel). Again, especially for structures in the vicinity of the
binding site (rmsdligand < 20 Å) in many cases quite dramatic improvements were
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observed despite relatively short simulation times. It indicates that the repulsive
biasing in the replicas is effective in disrupting trapped states and therefore allows
rapid diffusion towards low free energy configurations on the protein surfaces.
Note that for evaluating the improvement in complex geometry the minimum
rmsdligand of all replicas at the end of the simulation was considered, to account for
the occasional exchanges from the reference replica to higher replicas. The average
minimum rmsdligand of all poses vs. simulation time decays rapidly in the first half
of the simulations (Figure 7.4 (blue line)).

The RS-REMD free energy scoring results vs. rmsdligand from the native complex
(using again the minimum in the replicas of the last frame of the RS-REMD sim-
ulations) are shown in Figure 7.5. The free energy difference was calculated with
the same procedure described for the native complexes (from the last 2.5 ns of each
RS-REMD simulation, errors were estimated after splitting the data set into 5 parts
to calculate mean and standard errors). For most of the structures, clear discrimi-
nation between poses close to the native binding site and alternative placements
are observed. Comparison to a plot of the same scores vs. initial rmsdligand of the
docked start structures also demonstrates the improvement in predicted complex
structure (see Appendix, Figure C.3).

Remarkably, in several cases a complex structure is reached (starting from a non-
native docked complex based on unbound partner structures!) with an rmsdligand
basically identical to the rmsdligand when starting from the native structure and a
score very close to the score obtained for the native complex (black dots in Figure 7.5).
This indicates both reasonable convergence and sampling power of the approach.
However, there are few cases that failed to reach a complex very close to the native
complex or resulted in complexes with free energy scores lower than starting from
the native complex (e.g. 3a4s, 2oob, and 1ak4).

In order to quantify the ability of the RS-REMD free energy score to differentiate
between close to native poses from other poses, a selectivity of each funnel plot was
calculated following an approach we introduced previously (see Chapters 5 and
6) [279, 276]. Basically, the selectivity measures the difference in scoring between
the highest-ranked ligand pose at the binding site G′Site (rmsdligand < 8 Å from the
pose of minimal rmsdligand) from the highest-ranked ligand pose not at the binding
site G′NotSite. To this end, each score was first shifted by the mean value of all scores
and divided by the minimum scoring value to achieve comparable results for the
different protein-protein complex cases:

G′i =
Gi − G
Gmin

. (7.1)
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Next, the selectivity is given by the normalized difference of the key poses:

Selectivity = G′Site − G′NotSite. (7.2)

The resulting selectivity is a value between 1 (perfectly selective for the pose at
binding site) and -1 (perfectly selective for pose not at the binding site). A value of 0
means that the scoring of the highest scored pose at the binding site was the same
as the scoring of the highest scored pose not at the binding site.

The selectivity for each structure is given in Figure 7.6. RS score was able to
identify the closest to native poses in 11 cases (selectivity higher than 0.1) and
only in 4 cases the poses not at the binding site were scored considerably higher
(selectivity lower than -0.1). For 5 structures the highest-ranked poses at the binding
site and not at the binding site scored quite equally (selectivity between 0.1 and -0.1).
A mean selectivity of 0.22 was measured for all structures, which is comparable to
the selectivities achieved in a previous study using umbrella sampling for absolute
binding free energy calculations in implicit solvent on the same benchmark set
(0.28) [279]. Please note that a slightly different rmsd metric and conformational
restraining methods were used in the previous study.

Figure 7.4: The rmsdligand following the replica of minimal rmsdligand against per-
centage of simulation time for the explicit (blue) and implicit (red) water simulations.
The mean value of all simulated poses was considered. Due to differing sampling
steps we interpolated linearly between the sampled values.
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Figure 7.5: RS-REMD scoring of all 50 poses for 20 protein-protein cases against
rmsdligand from the native complex. The results of the explicit solvent RS-REMD
simulations of the different poses (blue dots) and the native structures (black dots)
are given with uncertainties.
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Figure 7.6: Selectivities of the explicit solvent (cyan) and implicit solvent (red) RS-
REMD free energy scoring for all 20 protein-protein complex cases (right panel)
calculated as described in the main text using equations 7.1 and 7.2. The mean
selectivity of all cases reaches 0.20 (left panel) for the implicit solvent simulations
and 0.22 in case of the RS-REMD in explicit solvent.

7.3.4 RS-REMD free energy scoring of protein-protein docking poses in
implicit solvent

The ability of RS score to differentiate poses at the binding site from other poses was
also studied in implicit solvent. The same benchmark set containing 50 poses for
20 protein-protein cases was tested as in the explicit water case. These simulations
took approximately half of the time required for the explicit water simulations on
one GPU (2.4 days per complex for every 1 ns simulation time of 16 replicas and 50
poses, see Appendix, Table C.3).

An improvement in rmsdligand during the RS-REMD simulations for 67 % of the
poses was observed (see Figure 7.3, right panel and Appendix, Figure C.4), a slightly
worse performance than the explicit water case. Again, the minimum rmsdligand of
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all replicas was chosen in order to account for exchanges between the replicas. The
development of the minimum rmsdligand (mean over all simulated poses) along the
simulation time shows the same minimum as in the explicit water case with a high
decrease in the first 0.25 ns (see Figure 7.4, red line). Interestingly, the curve reaches
the minimum already after 40 % of the simulation time (1 ns), much faster than in
the explicit water case (4 ns).

Figure 7.7: RS score of all 50 poses for 20 protein-protein complexes vs. rmsdligand
(replica of minimal rmsdligand in the last frame) from the native complex. The results
of the implicit solvent RS-REMD simulations of the different poses (red dots) and
the native structures (black dots) are given with uncertainties.
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A funnel-like shape of the RS score versus rmsdligand from the native complex
(minimal rmsdligand of all replicas in the last frame taken as reference) can be ob-
served for most of the structures (see Figure 7.7). The selectivity was calculated
as described for the explicit water scoring. RS score resulted in a high preference
for the highest scored pose at the binding site (rmsdligand < 8 Å from the pose of
minimal rmsdligand) in contrast to the highest scored pose not at the binding site in
14 cases (selectivity higher than 0.1). A clear preference for poses not at the binding
site was found in 6 cases (selectivity lower than -0.1). Overall, the mean selectivity
is 0.20 and thus slightly worse than in the explicit solvent case.

7.3.5 Structural details leading to different selectivities

The identification of the native binding site was possible using the RS-REMD free
energy scoring for several but not all complexes. Still, we also identified some
cases with a medium or low selectivity for the native binding geometry, even in
the most rigorous explicit solvent simulation case. The 3 cases 1fle, 1z5y, and 2i25
resulted in very favorable scores when starting from the native bound complexes
but gave for all 50 decoy start structures a low-affinity score in the RS-REMD
simulations (explicit and implicit solvent), although some decoys reached relatively
small final rmsdligand. For these cases, loop rearrangements or misplacements of
single side chains at the interface were found to cause the unfavorable scoring
(see Appendix Figure C.5 for details). Since our REMD scheme does not drive
loop or side chain transitions explicitly along the replicas (but only dissociation of
transiently bound states to allow rearrangements) it might be difficult to sample
such necessary interface rearrangements within the limited simulation time.

Besides these specific cases, it is also of interest to identify structural and inter-
action details that could be responsible for the low selectivity in several cases. The
cases were split into three groups according to the selectivity (high selectivity: se-
lectivity higher than 0.1; medium selectivity: selectivity between -0.1 and 0.1; low
selectivity: selectivity lower than -0.1). The stability of salt bridge contacts is given
by a delicate balance between large compensating solvation and Coulomb interac-
tion contributions and are especially sensitive to force field parameterization. In case
of low or medium selectivity, the model with the lowest rmsdligand from the native
binding site was selected (this model was not scored realistically). The model with
the overall best scoring was considered in case of high selectivity of the structure
(and thus a placement close to the native binding structure). An intermolecular salt
bridge was identified if the distance between the carboxylate group (centered at the
carbon atom) from an aspartic acid or a glutamic acid residue and the ammonium
(centered at the nitrogen atom) of either a lysine or an arginine residue was lower
than 6 Å. The mean counts and standard deviation were calculated for the second
half of the simulation following the replica with lowest rmsdligand for the explicit
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and implicit water cases (see Figure 7.8). Moreover, the number of salt bridges for
the native bound complexes were counted.

Figure 7.8: The counts of simulated salt bridges (distances lower than 6 Å were
defined as contacts for the salt bridges) at the binding site of ligand and receptor
proteins for the explicit water simulations (blue; upper row) and implicit water
simulations (red; upper row) are compared to the counts of salt bridges in the
native complex for each structure (indicated as pdb-id). The mean counts over
the last half of the simulations (following the replica with minimum rmsd) with
corresponding standard deviation were evaluated. The counts for the structures
are separated into three subfigures according to their selectivity (high selectivity:
selectivity higher than 0.1; medium selectivity: selectivity between -0.1 and 0.1; low
selectivity: selectivity lower than -0.1). In case of low or medium selectivity, the
pose with minimal rmsdligand was shown, in case of high selectivity the counts for
the best-scored pose of each structure were displayed. A circle was assigned if the
number of counts was below 0.5.

For 9 of the 20 structures no or only one salt bridge was found at the native
interface but for several structures, a higher number of salt bridges up to 11 were
counted (see black bars in Figure 7.8). The structures of low selectivity in the implicit
water case seem to have a higher number of native salt bridges (mean count of 3.0)
while the low selectivity explicit water cases are dominated by structures with a
lower number of native salt bridges (mean count of 1.0). Apparently, the implicit
water model has more difficulties in scoring the native binding site correctly if
a higher number of charged interactions are involved in stabilizing the binding
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geometry. On the other hand, if the number of salt bridges at the interface was
below 2 in the implicit case the native binding site was identified correctly, except
for the structure 2oob. Interestingly, also some structures with a higher number of
salt bridges were scored with high selectivity. Thus, it is not the number of native
intermolecular salt bridges alone that leads to scoring of high or low selectivity.
Three of the implicit solvent structures with low selectivity and a high number of
salt bridges are assigned a medium selectivity in the explicit water case (1z0k, 3a4s,
2i25). These structures are scored better with the explicit water model but still are
difficult cases to predict.

Looking at the difference between simulated and native number of salt bridges
the explicit water case has a higher tendency to stabilize the correct number of salt
bridges (−1 ≤ CountExplicit−CountNative ≤ 1 in 75 % of the cases) while the implicit
water representation is more likely to underestimate the number of salt bridges at
the interface (CountImplicit −CountNative < −1 in 35 % cases).

Overall, the analysis of these limited cases indicates that the better performance
of the RS-score with an explicit solvent model in predicting the native binding site
could in part be due to better representation of the salt bridges at the native binding
site. However, it requires further analysis of a larger set of structures.

7.4 Conclusion and outlook

The realistic in silico prediction of protein-protein binding structures and affinities
is of importance to better understand many cellular processes. Based on our earlier
work in which we introduced repulsive scaling (RS-)REMD simulations (Chapter
6) [279], we have extended the RS-REMD method to improve docked binding
geometries in explicit solvent and to estimate binding affinities. The ability of RS-
REMD free energy scoring to predict native binding affinities was explored for 36
protein-protein cases in explicit and implicit solvent. The explicit water simulations
gave a quite high correlation to experimental binding free energies (0.77) with
better performance than the implicit water case (0.55). Note that in the latter case
conformational restraints (with respect to the unbound partner structures) were
included to avoid unfolding or large conformational changes of protein partners
during the simulations. This may in part influence the scoring results (no restraints
were used in explicit solvent). The majority of current scoring schemes involve
energetic evaluation of single structures or ensembles of docked structures (reviewed
in Chapter 4 and in [277]). The current scheme is computationally demanding but
results in a free energy like score that includes contributions due to flexibility of
the partners as well as due to the surrounding solvent. Only a few recent methods
explore related free energy scoring schemes [244, 279, 243]

An advantage of our present RS-REMD scoring approach is that it allows simulta-
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neous improvement of the structure of a docked decoy (improvement of the RMSD
with respect to the native complex) and free energy type scoring. For a benchmark
set of 50 pre-docked poses for 20 protein-protein complexes overall a significant
improvement of the docking geometries relative to the native complex was obtained
especially for initial docking decoys in the vicinity of the native complex structure.
Although for the majority of cases (14 out of 20 in explicit solvent) a near-native
structure was found as the best scoring refined decoy for some cases it failed to best
score a near-native structure. This can be attributed to force field inaccuracies but
in several cases, it is likely due to significant conformational differences between
unbound and bound structures at the interface that were too large to be sampled
during our RS-REMD simulations. In future efforts, it might be possible to include
additional biases to promote conformational transitions at interface regions to also
enhance the sampling of such conformational changes. The approach could also
be useful to investigate weak transient protein-protein interactions that are often
difficult to solve experimentally or to more realistically evaluate docked structures
based on homology to a similar protein-protein complex.
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8 Accurate Refinement and Calculation of
the Absolute Binding Free Energy of
Small Ligand Molecules to Proteins
Using Replica Exchange With Repulsive
Scaling

The repulsive scaling scheme introduced in Chapter 6 for protein-protein complexes
has a simple implementation that leads to a straightforward application of the
method to other biomolecular assemblies. In the current chapter, we will evaluate
RS-REMD for protein complexes with small ligands. We will further extend the ∆G
score of Chapter 7 to yield absolute binding free energies and we will demonstrate
how the method can be applied in the context of blind docking studies. In the future,
RS-REMD may be applicable in drug design campaigns that could prove to be useful
to the pharmaceutical industry as well.

8.1 Introduction

Successful characterization of ligands binding to a target protein and identification
of high affinity binders, while preserving the general properties of the molecules, is
the aim of computer aided drug discovery. The most rigorous in silico approaches
to estimate the binding free energy rely on physics based methods using Molecular
Dynamics and Monte Carlo approaches. Such approaches are getting increasing
attention in the commercial sector [268, 262] due to progress in force field devel-
opment [313, 124, 298], algorithms [316, 259] and computational hardware [267,
259].

In the last decades a multitude of in silico methods to calculate the binding affini-
ties of bimolecular systems have been developed [277]. In order to access the relative
binding free energy of small molecules, free energy perturbation (FEP) approaches
are well suited that imply alchemical transformations from one ligand to another
[316]. The FEP scheme can be generalized, using additional constraining simulations,
to calculate the absolute binding free energy in a double decoupling method (DDM)
[102, 30]. Aldeghi and coworkers achieved a high accuracy of such a decoupling
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scheme for a Bromodomain target with a mean absolute error of 0.6 kcal/mol [7, 8].
Another method to calculate the binding free energy is by introducing a physical
separation of ligand and receptor along a pathway. This can be achieved using the
Jarzynski relationship and applying non-equilibrium dynamics or by computing
the potential of mean force in umbrella sampling simulations. Using a method
introduced by Woo and Roux such umbrella sampling simulations can be extended
to yield an absolute binding free energy by constraining the relative orientation and
conformation of ligand and receptor [324, 279]. Deng et al. compared the accuracy
of DDM with the Woo and Roux scheme on charged ligands and obtained similar
accuracy in both methods [70].

Apart from calculating the binding affinity of ligands it is of high importance to
predict correct binding modes. Lately, structure based virtual screening predictions
were successfully conducted with docking on an ultra-large ligand library resulting
in new chemotypes that were experimentally validated [195]. Overall, many docking
software packages are available [307, 93, 227, 58], in particular Auto-dock vina
showed to be quite successful for native docking experiments [299]. Still, these
docking approaches are not completely rigorous and have limitations especially
regarding their scoring functions [142]. In principle, full atomistic MD simulations
provide the method of highest rigor to dynamically model bimolecular binding,
incorporating explicit solvent effects, entropic contributions and partner flexibility
[277]. The association process of a ligand molecule to its target was elucidated
in unguided MD simulations by the D.E. Shaw lab [266]. Further, to distinguish
stable from unstable ligand poses short MD simulations were shown to be effective
[179]. In a recent study, Guterres et. al used MD simulations to distinguish active
from decoy ligands for a large benchmark set of 560 small ligands by evaluating
the ligand stability. They achieved a 22 % improvement of ROC AUC compared to
AutoDock Vina results with a moderate refinement of the binding modes [122].

In the field of protein-protein docking the efforts to predict native protein binding
sites from MD simulations alone have intensified [240, 276, 238]. A replica-exchange
based repulsive scaling (RS-REMD) scheme successfully predicted the native bind-
ing site for five protein-protein cases using full partner flexibility and an implicit
solvent model (Chapter 6) [276]. Recently, the RS-REMD method was extended to
simultaneously refine protein-protein complexes and yield a realistic free energy
score in explicit solvent (Chapter 7) [278]. The aim of this study is to apply RS-
REMD for the first time on a benchmark set of 24 protein-ligand structures. We
will show that complete ligand association is possible with RS-REMD in explicit
solvent, starting from a worst case scenario of the original placement. Moreover, we
extend the RS-REMD approach to yield absolute binding free energies with a quite
good correlation to experimental affinities. We further show that repulsive scaling
refinement of ligand placements in the vicinity of the binding site is efficient and
a RS-REMD absolute binding free energy score predicts the near native structures
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correctly for most cases. Finally, the performance of the repulsive scaling scheme in
a fully blind docking context using single point MMGBSA scores is discussed.

8.2 Materials and methods

8.2.1 RS-REMD simulations to estimate the absolute binding free energy
of native protein-ligand complexes

As a benchmark set two protein systems were analyzed in this study,the Fk1 domain
of FKBP51 (Fkbp) and the first bromodomain of human BRD4 (Br4). In both protein
systems the ligand binding site is not deeply buried and the receptor molecules are
relatively rigid. For these proteins a large number of ligands with experimental
binding affinities and structural models are available in the PDB. In the case of Fkbp
14 small ligands were selected with a broad range of binding affinities. For the
bromodomain system 10 ligands were used that were evaluated as a benchmark
set in a recent study by Aldeghi and coworkers (incorporating only the ligands for
which structural data were available) [7].

The MD simulations throughout this study were conducted using the amber18
[41] software suite with a tip3p explicit water model and the ff14sb [198] protein
force field. The ligand parameters were generated using antechamber with AM1-
BCC charges and the gaff2 [298, 313] force field. The systems were solvated in an
octahedron box with 15 Å minimum distance of the solute to the box edge. After
minimization (1000 steps steepest descent) the systems were heated to 300 K and
equilibrated for 16 ps. Repulsive scaling replica exchange molecular dynamics (RS-
REMD) simulations were performed for 5 ns (per replica) on the equilibrated native
structures using 16 replicas with increasing repulsive bias of the Lennard-Jones
parameters between ligand and receptor atoms (parameter set given in Table 8.1).
Half parabolic COM distance restraints (force constant 15 kcal mol−1Å

−2
) of the Cα

atoms between the ligand and the receptor interface were introduced that restricted
the accessible volume of the ligand to a sphere of 20 Å radius around the receptor
interface. The accessible volume of the ligand was estimated for one snapshot by
counting the water molecules in the spherical volume. The second half of the RS-
REMD simulation was analysed as the production run, which was split into five
parts to give uncertainty estimates. In order to calculate the binding free energy
the repulsive biases introduced in each replica were calculated using trajectory
reevaluation with pytraj. The total energy (sum of Lennard-Jones and Coulomb
interaction) of the ligand and the protein was reevaluated for each replica with each
lj parameter set, following the perturbation approach introduced recently (Chapter
7) [278]. The bias between the reference state and the actual state was calculated
taking the corresponding difference of the total energy. To reduce the computational
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Table 8.1: Lennard-Jones scaling parameters for the different RS-REMD simulation
setups. For the repulsive scaling absolute binding free energy calculations the
16 replica scheme was used (column 2 and 3). In the refinement and association
simulations the 8 replica setup was used (column 4 and 5).

Replica Number 16 replicas 8 replicas
d(Å) e d(Å) e

1 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0
2 0.01 0.99 0.015 0.99
3 0.02 0.98 0.03 0.985
4 0.04 0.97 0.045 0.98
5 0.08 0.96 0.06 0.97
6 0.12 0.94 0.075 0.96
7 0.16 0.92 0.1 0.94
8 0.2 0.9 0.15 0.9
9 0.24 0.88

10 0.28 0.86
11 0.32 0.84
12 0.38 0.82
13 0.44 0.8
14 0.5 0.78
15 0.58 0.76
16 0.68 0.74

effort 50 snapshots per replica were considered. Finally, the statistically optimal
estimate of the free energy of binding was calculated using the calculated biases
with pymbar (see Section 3.4.1 for details on the MBAR method) [271].

8.2.2 RS-REMD simulation of protein-ligand association starting from an
ensemble of incorrect binding poses

For both proteins the performance of longer RS-REMD simulations to predict the
native binding site for one ligand (pdb-id 3u5j in case of Br4, pdb-id 3o5r for Fkbp)
was tested. Around each protein 16 ligand poses were generated with AutoDock
Vina, excluding the ligand placements close to the native binding site. This test case
corresponds to a scenario in which only wrong binding sites are predicted by the
docking program. The individual placements were prepared, heated to 300 K and
equilibrated as described in section 8.2.1. Repulsive scaling REMD simulations were
performed using 8 replicas (see Table 8.1 for lj repulsive scaling parameters) for 300ns
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(in case of 3u5j) and 600 ns (in case of 3o5r) per replica. The 8 binding poses with the
highest MMGBSA score (only last frame evaluated) were used as starting structures
for each replica. Additionally, 8 regular MD simulations of the same length and
starting from the same placements were performed for both protein-ligand systems.

8.2.3 RS-REMD refinement of ligand poses in the vicinity of the binding
site

Ten binding poses in the vicinity of the binding site were generated for both proteins
and the respective 13 and 10 ligands. The placements were obtained through short
MD simulations with a repulsive COM distance restraint between ligand and protein
applied, starting from the different replicas of the RS-REMD scoring simulations of
the native structures. Each ligand pose was restricted to be placed in a spherical
volume of 20 Å around the receptor interface. Like this, a docking scenario in which
the binding site of the protein is approximately known is mimicked, for which still
some refinement of the ligand placement is possible. For the 10 poses, refining
RS-REMD simulations of 10 ns (per replica) were performed using 8 replicas (see
table 8.1 for lj scaling parameter set). Moreover, 8 regular MD simulations starting
from the same placement with the same simulation time as the RS-REMD replicas
were conducted. Moreover, one regular MD simulation with a simulation time
of 80 ns (amounting to the same simulation time as all replicas of the RS-REMD
simulations) was executed from the identical starting structure.
Finally, from the resulting structure of the RS-REMD refinement, a RS-REMD ab-
solute binding free energy scoring was performed as described in section 8.2.1. To
account for occasional exchanges in the reference replica (no bias between ligand
and receptor) different models are evaluated to estimate the replica from which
the scoring simulations are started. The best case scenario, the replica of minimal
rmsdligand, is evaluated against the replica of highest MMGBSA score, the replica
of minimal distance between ligand and receptor and the reference replica. These
parameters were calculated using pytraj.

8.3 Results and discussion

8.3.1 Evaluation of the RS-REMD absolute binding free energy on native
protein-ligand complexes

Repulsive scaling (RS-REMD) simulations were performed to calculate the absolute
binding free energy for a benchmark set of 14 ligands for Fkbp and 10 ligands for Br4.
To obtain the binding free energy we adopted an approach introduced recently for
protein-protein complexes. Basically, we apply repulsive potentials between ligand
and receptor for each replica that lead to a dissociation of the ligand from its binding
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site. The introduced repulsive bias in each replica is calculated using trajectory
reevaluation. From these biases the free energy difference between the associated
and the dissociated states is calculated with a perturbation approach using mbar.
The ligand was restricted to a spherical shell volume around the receptor binding
site, so that a standard state correction could be applied, resulting in an absolute
binding free energy.

Figure 8.1: RS-REMD calculated absolute binding free energy against experimental
binding affinity for the native ligand-protein complexes. On the left panel the 14
complexes of Fkbp, on the right panel the 10 complexes of Br4 are given with the
corresponding linear fit. For Fkbp a correlation coefficient of 0.54, in case of Br4
a coefficient of 0.72 was achieved. The result for the structure 3mxf of Br4 was
omitted due to its poor performance (given as gray dot) which was probably due to
an unfavourable starting position as discussed in the main text.

The introduced repulsive biases resulted in a clear separation of associated and
dissociated states as shown in Figures 8.3 and 8.2. The histograms of the COM
distance distribution between ligand and receptor heavy atoms of the associated
states (replica of lowest rmsdligand in each frame) and dissociated states (replica of
highest COM distance in each frame) are given for every native structure.
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Table 8.2: Experimental affinities and calculated binding free energies with uncertain-
ties in kcal/mol for the protein Br4 (each structure indicated by pdb-id). In brackets
the corresponding references are given. The difference ∆GDi f f = ∆GCalc − ∆GExp is
given in the last column.

Structure ∆GExp ∆GCalc ∆GDi f f
4mr4 [247] -7.3 [256, 20] -8.2 ± 0.3 -0.9 ± 0.3
4mr3 [247] -7.3 [256, 20] -10.0 ± 0.7 -2.7 ± 0.7
3u5l [85] -8.5 [85] -11.6 ± 0.5 -3.1 ± 0.5
4ogi [55] -10.2 [55] -11.2 ± 0.9 -1.0 ± 0.9
3mxf [86] -10.0 [86] -4.8 ± 0.5 5.2 ± 0.5
3u5j [85] -7.7 [85] -8.4 ± 0.8 -0.7 ± 0.8
4j0r [125] -8.8 [125] -8.7 ± 0.2 0.2 ± 0.2
4ogj [55] -9.3 [229] -13.6 ± 0.7 -4.3 ± 0.7
4hbv [88] -6.4 [88] -7.3 ± 0.3 -1.0 ± 0.3
3svg [84] -7.3 [125] -9.2 ± 0.6 -1.9 ± 0.6

Table 8.3: Experimental affinities and calculated binding free energies with uncertain-
ties in kcal/mol for each structure (given as pdb-id) of the protein Fkbp. In brackets
the corresponding references are given. The difference ∆GDi f f = ∆GCalc − ∆GExp is
given in the last column.

Structure ∆GExp ∆GCalc ∆GDi f f
3o5r [33] -9.7 [96] -14.3 ± 1.4 -4.5 ± 1.4
4tx0 [28] -9.4 [28] -11.2 ± 1.4 -1.8 ± 1.4
4jfj [317] -7.8 [317] -11.8 ± 0.5 -4.0 ± 0.5

4jfm [317] -7.5 [317] -7.7 ± 0.8 -0.2 ± 0.8
5div [96] -9.4 [96] -18.9 ± 0.4 -9.5 ± 0.4

4drk [106] -7.6 [317] -9.9 ± 1.0 -2.3 ± 1.0
4jfl [317] -6.8 [317] -10.7 ± 1.1 -3.9 ± 1.1
4jfk [317] -8.8 [317] -12.7 ± 0.6 -3.8 ± 0.6
4tw7 [97] -10.4 [97] -18.5 ± 1.3 -8.1 ± 1.3
5dit [82] -8.4 [82] -13.1 ± 0.6 -4.7 ± 0.6

4drh [202] -11.7 [317] -11.0 ± 0.8 0.7 ± 0.8
4jfi [317] -6.5 [317] -10.8 ± 0.4 -4.3 ± 0.4
5diu [96] -10.1 [96] -18.9 ± 1.2 -8.8 ± 1.2
4tw6 [97] -5.8 [97] -11.2 ± 0.6 -5.4 ± 0.6
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Figure 8.2: Histograms of COM distance between ligand and receptor for the as-
sociated state (replica of minimum rmsdligand in blue) and the dissociated state
(histogram of the replica of maximum distance in red) for the 10 ligands of Br4
(indicated as pdb-id). Only the second half of the RS-REMD simulation was taken
into account. The native COM distance is given by the black vertical line.
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Figure 8.3: Histograms of COM distance between ligand and receptor for the as-
sociated state (replica of minimum rmsdligand in blue) and the dissociated state
(histogram of the replica of maximum distance in red) for the 14 ligands of Fkbp
(indicated as pdb-id). Only the second half of the RS-REMD simulation was taken
into account. The native COM distance is given by the black vertical line.

The calculated binding affinities are given Figure 8.1 for both protein systems.
Pearson correlation coefficients of 0.72 for Br4 and 0.54 for Fkbp to the experimental
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binding free energies were achieved. Due to the small ∆∆G range of the individual
ligands (∆∆G = ∆GExperiment,max − ∆GExperiment,min = 5.9 kcal/mol for Fkbp and
3.8 for Br4) it is challenging to obtain high correlations for these systems. In the
case of Br4 we did not consider the result of 3mxf with a very low affinity of
only -4.8 kcal/mol (shown as gray dot). This value differed considerably from the
experimental ∆G measurement and is also inconsistent with the binding affinities of
the RS-REMD docking results (see section 8.3.3). The poor performance is probably
due to an unfavorable ligand placement from which the simulations were started. A
slightly varied ligand placement, obtained from a RS-REMD docking simulation,
resulted in a two-fold increase in the calculated binding free energy.

The absolute values of the binding affinities were in quite good agreement with
the experimental data in case of Br4. For 5 structures the calculated binding affinities
had 1.0 kcal/mol difference or lower (see Table 8.2). These results are comparable
in accuracy to the binding affinities calculated using a double decoupling scheme
(DDM) by Aldeghi and coworkers [7]. In the case of Fkbp, the affinities were
overestimated slightly (∆GDi f f = ∆Gcalc − ∆GExp = −4.3 kcal/mol) so that only 3
structures had affinities within 2 kcal/mol.

8.3.2 RS-REMD simulation of protein-ligand association starting from an
ensemble of incorrect binding poses

Extensive MD simulations of the ligand association were performed for one ligand
of each protein (3u5j for Br4 and 3o5r for Fkbp). The ability to sample the native
binding site was compared between RS-REMD and regular MD simulations. For
both approaches the equal amount of simulation time (between 300ns and 600 ns)
was conducted starting from an ensemble of 8 poses that were placed at incorrect
binding sites using AutoDock Vina [299]. This test layout characterizes a worst case
scenario in which the docking program only generates false positive solutions. Thus
the capacity of the MD schemes to overcome the pre-set incorrect binding minima
can be investigated. RS-REMD was performed with 8 replicas and also regular MD
simulations with differing starting conditions were executed.

The rmsdligand against simulation time can be compared for all individual replicas
for 3o5r and 3u5j in Figures 8.5 and 8.4, respectively. In both cases the RS-REMD
simulations were able to sample the native binding site with rmsdligand values
around 5 Å. In case of the regular MD simulations for 3u5j the binding site was not
sampled at all (lowest rmsdligand ) and for 3o5r the ligand was sampled in a stable
position close to the binding site (rmsdligand around 10 Å) in two simulations. The
simulations stuck at local minima in many simulations. These observations are in
compliance with a recent study of protein-protein association using RS-REMD with
an implicit solvent model (see Chapter 5) [276].
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Figure 8.4: Development of the rmsdligand for the simulation of ligand association
to Br4 (pdb-id 3u5j). The results for every replica of RS-REMD (red) and every
simulation of the regular MD case (blue) are given.
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Figure 8.5: Development of the rmsdligand for the simulation of ligand association
to Fkbp (pdb-id 3o5r). The results for every replica of RS-REMD (red) and every
simulation of the regular MD case (blue) are given.

The development of the rmsdligand of the replica with lowest rmsdligand (account-
ing for exchanges between the replicas) for both protein cases is given in Figure
8.6. A multi-step process to identify the native binding site is observable, with
different residence times for the local minima. For the RS-REMD simulations of
3u5j occasional dissociations of the ligand from the binding site can be witnessed,
followed by reassociations. However, the ligand stayed most of the time (over 200
ns) at the binding site (rmsdligand below 5 Å) with a minimum rmsdligand of 0.3 Å.
Such a small rmsdligand was possible due to the small size and little flexibility of
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the ligand. In case of the regular MD simulations the native binding site was not
encountered at all, the smallest rmsdligand was 7.4 Å that was reached after 275 ns.

For 3o5r, binding placements in closer proximity to the native binding site
(rmsdligand below 10 Å) were encountered slightly faster in the regular MD simula-
tions (after 102 ns) than with RS-REMD (after 152 ns). Still, in the regular MD simu-
lations the ligand is stuck in rmsdligand regions between 5 and 10 Å, whereas the RS-
REMD simulations accumulated over 50 ns at the native binding site (rmsdligand <

5 Å) with the first encounter after 161 ns. Overall, the lowest measured rmsdligand in
case of RS-REMD was 3.5 Å, for regular MD it was 4.9 Å. The latter was the only
snapshot for the regular MD simulations with an rmsdligand below 5 Å. Interestingly,
in the RS-REMD simulation the ligand was not bound firmly after the first encounter
of the native binding site, which lastet around 60 ns. After a period of multiple
binding and unbinding events (240 ns) a ligand placement around 5 Å rmsdligand
was explored that was stable for over 100 ns.

Figure 8.6: Rmsdligand against simulation time (result for the replica with minimum
rmsdligand in every snapshot) for the RS-REMD (red) and the regular MD simulations
(blue). The results for Br4 (pdb-id 3u5j) are given in the upper panel for Fkbp in
lower panel (pdb-id 3o5r). The black dots mark the 20 snapshots of highest single
point MMGBSA score.

For a blind docking scenario it is of interest how well a successfully captured
binding site is predicted using a scoring function. As it turns out, a simple MMGBSA
single point scoring of the trajectory is sufficient to predict the snapshots of correct
associations. The 20 best scored snapshots are given as black dots in Figure 8.6.
For both cases the frames of very low rmsdligand for the RS-REMD simulations are
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selected. In case of 3o5r the best scored snapshot of the RS-REMD simulations has an
rmsdligand of 5.7 Å (9.0 Å for the regular MD) and for 3u5j the best scored rmsdligand

was 1.4 Å (14.0 Å for the regular MD). Interestingly, using such a scoring scheme
it is also possible to identify the parts in the simulations of occasional dissociation,
which are given by a substantially lower binding score (see Figure 8.7).

Figure 8.7: Rmsdligand against simulation time (result for the replica with minimum
rmsdligand in every snapshot) for the RS-REMD (red) simulations. The results for
Br4 (pdb-id 3u5j) are given in the upper panel for Fkbp in the lower panel (pdb-id
3o5r). The 30 percent of snapshots with the lowest single point MMGBSA scoring
are shown as black dots.

8.3.3 RS-REMD refinement of ligand poses in the vicinity of the binding
site

The ability of different MD refinement schemes to predict the native ligand bind-
ing pose starting in the vicinity of the binding site (less than 20 ÅCOM distance
separation to the interface of the native binding site and rmsdligand up to around
20 Å) are evaluated. For each of the 10 (for Br4) and 14 (for Fkbp) ligands 10 lig-
and placements were considered. For the refinement simulations RS-REMD was
compared to multiple regular MD simulations (the same number of simulations as
replicas for RS-REMD but unaltered parameter set and different starting conditions
in each simulation) and a single regular MD simulation of the same total simulation
length of 80 ns (starting from the identical ligand placement in each scheme). The
rmsdligand of the first and the last frame of all structures for three MD refinement
methods can be compared in Figure 8.8. For the schemes using multiple simulations
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(RS-REMD and regular multiple MD) the replica of lowest rmsdligand was consid-
ered for the two evaluated frames. A clear improvement of the rmsdligand (red dots)
for RS-REMD (94 % for Br4, 89 % for fkbp) and regular multiple MD (95 % for
Br4, 97 % for fkbp) can be witnessed that was especially higher than for the single
regular MD simulation (58 % for Br4, 62 % for fkbp). In contrast to the scenario in
which association simulations from local minima of the receptor were carried out
(see section 8.3.2), the regular multiple MD simulations performed substantially
better in particular the sampling of the native binding site was equally good (for
Br4) or slightly better than using RS-REMD. This is probably due to a low number
of alternative sticky minima around the vicinity of the binding site that had to be
overcome in this test case.

Figure 8.8: Rmsdligand of the last frame againts Rmsdligand of the first frame of the
different refinement schemes (RS-REMD in first column, regular MD with multiple
simulations in second column, regular MD with a single simulation in third column)
for the cases Br4 (upper row) and Fkbp (lower row). The replica of lowest rmsdligand
was considered in the schemes using multiple simulations. Red dots indicate an
improvement, blue dots a deterioration in rmsdligand due to the refinement.

In case of a blind docking scenario the replica of lowest rmsdligand is not known,
so that a different measurement to predict the replica of lowest rmsdligand has to be
executed. Calculating the replica of minimal single point MMGBSA score is able to
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identify a rmsdligand enhancing replica for most of the poses (see Figure 8.9) with
improvements of 83 % (Br4) and 79 % (fkbp) for RS-REMD and 83 % (Br4) and 86 %
(fkbp) for regular multiple MD.

Figure 8.9: Rmsdligand of the last frame againts Rmsdligand of the first frame of the
different refinement schemes (RS-REMD in first column, regular MD with multiple
simulations in second column) for the cases Br4 (upper row) and Fkbp (lower
row). The replica of lowest MMGBSA single point score was considered in the
schemes, representing the result of a blind refinement scenario. Red dots indicate an
improvement, blue dots a deterioration in rmsdligand due to the refinement.
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Figure 8.10: Absolute binding free energy against rmsdligand from the native structure
for the 14 ligands (indicated as pdb-id) of Fkbp. For each ligand the results for the 10
refined poses (blue dots) and the results of the native pose (black dots) are given. The
uncertainties were calculated as the standard deviation from splitting the simulation
into five parts.
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Figure 8.11: Absolute binding free energy against rmsdligand from the native structure
for the 10 ligands (indicated as pdb-id) of Br4. For each ligand the results for the 10
refined poses (red dots) and the results of the native pose (black dots) are given. The
uncertainties were calculated as the standard deviation from splitting the simulation
into five parts.

For each RS-REMD refined structure (starting from the replica with highest MMG-
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BSA score in the last frame) we calculated the absolute binding free energy with
RS-REMD just as for the native complexes in section 8.3.1. The resulting ∆G against
rmsdligand is given in Figures 8.10 (Fkbp) and 8.11 (Br4) including the native results
(black dots). For every ligand structure a binding pose at the binding site was
sampled with an rmsdligand similar or better than the native case. The RS-REMD
absolute binding free energy predicted the arrangement at the native binding site
correctly (assigning it the highest ∆G score) with only one exception for Fkbp (4jfl)
and four exceptions for Br4 (4mr3, 4j0r, 3u5l, 4hbv) of which only one favored a pose
above 5 Å rmsdligand. The structure 3mxf is notable as the score of the native binding
pose was the second worst, emphasizing that the adopted ligand arrangement was
unfavorable in the native case.

8.4 Conclusion and outlook

The correct in silico prediction of ligand-protein binding geometries as well as
having a realistic binding affinity estimate is of increasing importance in drug
design projects. In this study, we applied the repulsive scaling (RS-)REMD scheme,
that was originally developed using protein-protein benchmark sets, to small ligand
protein complexes in explicit solvent. Basically, a repulsive biasing potential between
ligand and receptor lj parameters is increased along a replica ladder which leads
to dissociation of the ligand from free energy minima at the receptor surface in the
higher replicas. This effect can be used in applications to improve the sampling of
accurate ligand placements as well as the scoring of these placements in docking
efforts. On the one hand, the binding free energy of the ligand can be calculated
with a perturbation approach accounting for the effective biasing energy introduced
in the system. On the other hand, RS-REMD can be used to effectively explore the
receptor surface escaping local minima in the higher replicas to eventually identify
the native binding site. These methods can be implemented in blind docking studies
using single point MMGBSA scores to identify the correct results.

The absolute binding free energy was calculated with RS-REMD to a benchmark
set of two proteins with 10 and 14 ligands. A standard state correction could be
included restricting the ligand to a spherical shell volume around the receptor
binding site. A good correlation of 0.72 for Br4 (omitting the results of 3mxf) and
0.54 for Fkbp was achieved to the experimental binding free energies with an overall
slight overestimation of the affinities.

Moreover, we tested the ability of RS-REMD to identify the native binding site for
one ligand of each protein. The initial placements represent a worst case scenario
starting from an ensemble of incorrect binding sites based on an AutoDock Vina run.
In both cases the RS-REMD simulations were able to escape the local minima and
sample the native binding site. The lowest sampled rmsdligand values were 0.3 Å for
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3u5j and 3.5 Å for 3o5r. The performance was superior to regular MD simulations
that in one case failed to predict the native binding site completely and in the second
case stuck at rmsdligand values above 5 Å. Using a single point MMGBSA score it is
possible to effectively classify RS-REMD simulations in a blind docking scenario.
The frames of lowest rmsdligand were indicated by a high score, whereas the regions
of occasional dissociations are given by a low MMGBSA affinity.

For less computationally expensive refinement efforts, RS-REMD simulations
were conducted starting from ten placements in the vicinity of the native ligand
pose. These were compared to the performance of a single regular MD simulation
and multiple regular MD simulations with differing starting conditions. Both, the RS-
REMD and the regular multiple MD simulations resulted in a drastic improvement
of the starting rmsdligand and performed in particular better than the single regular
MD. Interestingly, the results of regular multiple MD were slightly superior to
the RS-REMD results, probably due to a low number of competing local minima
around the binding site, diminishing the need for repulsive sampling. Identification
of a replica of low rmsdligand for a blind docking study is possible using a single
point MMGBSA score. From the identified binding placements we calculated the
RS-REMD absolute binding free energy. This scoring scheme assigned the highest
binding affinity to the lowest rmsdligand pose for 19 of the 24 structures.
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The study of protein interactions is of major importance to ultimately elucidate
the human interactome. To classify and understand the versatile complexes that
proteins form through computational approaches, atomistic molecular dynamics
simulations are best suited. In these simulations a proper treatment of the aqueous
environment and inclusion of all energetic and entropic contributions to binding for
free energy calculations is possible. Throughout this work, several MD advanced
sampling approaches were established to efficiently identify the native binding site
of proteins and also predict the binding affinity of different ligand poses.

In Chapter 5 the correct identification of near-native binding poses was possible
using umbrella sampling simulations to apply a perturbation scheme that calculates
the absolute binding free energy. The approach was validated on a benchmark
set of 20 protein-protein complexes with 50 pre-docked poses using an implicit
solvent model. The umbrella sampling approach was in particular advantageous
comparing it to a single point score using the same force field description. The
atomistic refinement procedure of the docked poses could improve the ligand
conformation for some placements but was not able to sample the native state unless
the simulations started in proximity of the binding site.

This task was addressed with the repulsive scaling scheme introduced in Chapter
6. The RS-REMD method establishes a repulsive bias along a replica ladder between
ligand and receptor atoms. The method only affects the intermolecular pairwise van
der Waals interactions but no intramolecular or solvent terms. Like this, the ligand
is driven out of multiple local energy minima at the receptor surface to eventually
encounter and stabilize the native binding site. Starting from worst case scenarios of
the original ligand placements the native binding site was identified for five out of
six protein-protein complexes in implicit solvent and two protein-ligand complexes
in explicit solvent (Chapter 8). In particular, an improved sampling of the binding
site in comparison to regular MD simulations was shown. In addition to that, the
refinement of pre-docked protein poses (Chapter 7) and small ligand poses (Chapter
8) was possible with repulsive scaling and showed a substantial improvement in
the rmsdligand in many cases.

Furthermore, a reliable free energy estimate that can be obtained from repulsive
scaling simulations was introduced (Chapter 7). In the method the applied bias in
each replica is calculated via trajectory reevaluation. Using a perturbation approach,
the free energy difference between the associated and the dissociated states can be
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obtained. This free energy score gave a high correlation in explicit solvent to experi-
mental binding affinities and also proved to successfully distinguish placements at
the binding site from other poses for several protein-protein cases.

Finally, the RS-REMD score was extended to yield absolute binding free energies,
restricting the ligand to a spherical volume around the receptor, for several protein
complexes bound to small ligands (Chapter 8). The possibility of using single point
MMGBSA scores for blind docking challenges to predict associated and dissociated
sampling stages of repulsive scaling simulations was also elucidated.

I envision that, due to its simple implementation based on the force field param-
eters the RS-REMD method can be used for a much wider range of applications.
Studying the association of other biomolecules is possible including structures like
DNA, RNA or peptide-protein complexes. For example, the RS-REMD approach
was successfully employed on protein-polysaccharide complexes in recent studies
[207, 162]. Moreover, the repulsive scaling approach can be applied to investigate the
stability of certain regions of a biomolecule. For example, the affinity of a specified
alpha helix on a protein could be measured against different mutations and thus
give suggestions to experimentally customize the protein.

The usability of the method could be increased by making it available to other
software packages like GROMACS, CHARMM or NAMD. It is already possible
to convert a parameter set between different types of force fields, but a direct
implementation in packages like CHARMM-GUI [140] would highly facilitate the
applicability to the MD community.

In future efforts, imposing an additional layer of guidance in the dissociated
replicas could be of high benefit. In the current scheme the dissociated replicas
still sample the receptor surface completely unguided which can lead to relatively
high simulation times. Choosing an ensemble based initial placement of the ligands
can already speed up the sampling step of the approach considerably (see Chapter
6). Still, a guidance of the dissociated states inspired by a metadynamics type of
approach in which already sampled states are progressively avoided in the highest
replicas could decrease the sampling time for the native binding site drastically.

To validate the accuracy of scoring functions the correlation to experimental bind-
ing affinities is usually calculated. Still, it is often difficult to assess the reliability of a
novel method from the publication alone, as especially the choice of the benchmark
can determine to a great part the complexity of obtaining a high correlation. As a
perspective, it would be desirable that the community agrees on specific test sets
and validation schemes that include verified experimental data [220]. These com-
mon evaluation standards should incorporate a correlation to experimental binding
affinities but also a measurement of the deviation to native binding free energies in
absolute terms.

In the long term, MD-based docking techniques are expected to increasingly gain
importance due to probable enhancements in the computation hardware. Even
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realistically resolving complete protein interaction networks could come into sight
with such techniques, that might eventually shed light on the complete protein
interactome.
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Appendix A

Evaluation of Predicted Protein-Protein
Complexes by Binding Free Energy
Simulations

A.1 Absolute binding free energy calculation

Based on an approach introduced by Woo and Roux [324] the sampling of a dissoci-
ation/association process can be enhanced by introducing geometrical restraints.
Apart from radial distance restraints, additional biasing potentials that reduce the
axial (direction of separation), orientational (orient) and conformational (conf) de-
grees of freedom, are applied. The absolute binding free energy can be accessed
by accounting for each contribution in supplementary simulations and calculations
(illustrated in Figure A.2). The free energy is split into the following parts (standard
concentration C◦=1/1661 Å

3
)

∆Gbind = −kT ln
[
C◦e−β[∆Grestr

bind +(∆Gbulk
orient+∆Gbulk

con f )−(∆Gsite
orient+∆Gsite

axial+∆Gsite
con f )]

]
with

∆Grestr
bind = −kT ln(IS) (A.1)

being the restraint binding free energy. Superscripts bulk and site represent the
unbound and bound conformation, respectively. The separation of ligand and
receptor is denoted similar to equation 1 by an integral over the bound state of a
distance PMF A(ξ) with ξbulk being the distance in the unbound state

I =

∫
site dξ e−βA(ξ)

e−βA(ξbulk)
. (A.2)

S accounts for the restraining of receptor and ligand to a fixed axial orientation
towards each other. A sphere shell volume element at the bulk radius ξbulk is
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calculated via

S = ξ2
bulk

π∫
0

dθsin(θ)
2π∫
0

dφe−βUaxial(θ,φ). (A.3)

Uaxial denotes the harmonic potential of the axial angles, θ and φ, that restrict the
relative movement of the two bodies to a single axis. The bound contribution that cor-
rects the orientational and axial restraining of ligand and receptor ∆Gsite

orient + ∆Gsite
axial ,

is calculated by employing the FEP equation. The harmonic bias potential Uorient,
that accounts for the rotation of the bodies via the three euler angles α, χ and γ as
well as the axial contribution Uaxial , are treated as a perturbation of an unrestrained
simulation:

∆Gsite
orient + ∆Gsite

axial = −kBT ln
〈

e−β[Uaxial(θ,φ)+Uorient(α,χ,γ)]
〉

U
. (A.4)

The corresponding contribution ∆Gbulk,site
con f for either the bound (site) or unbound

case (bulk), is corrected by again using the FEP equation

∆Gbulk,site
con f = −kT ln

〈
e−βUbulk,site

con f

〉
U

. (A.5)

The remaining term to obtain ∆Gbind is the orientational contribution in the bulk
∆Gbulk

orient, that can be solved analytically by integration over the Euler angles

∆Gbulk
orient = −kT ln

 1
8π2

π∫
0

dα sin(α)
2π∫
0

dχ

2π∫
0

dγ e−βUorient(α,χ,γ)

 . (A.6)

Here, the bulk is assumed to be isotropic and thus does not depend on the relative
orientation of the bodies.
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A.2 Figures
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Figure A.1: The three orientational (α, χ and γ) and two axial restraint angles (θ and
φ) were defined as shown using three COM positions (blue circles) on each partner
protein (gray ellipse).
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Bla Vla Bla

 ΔGbind
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 ΔGconf
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 ΔGorient
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 ΔGconf
site

 ΔGorient
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Figure A.2: The thermodynamic circle illustrating the different free energy contribu-
tions gained with FEP (∆Gbulk,site

con f , ∆Gsite
orient and ∆Gsite

axial ), the distance PMF (∆Grestr
bind )

and integration over the Euler angles (∆Gorient
bulk ).
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Figure A.3: Typical distance probability (y-axis) histograms of the US windows
indicating sufficient overlap for accurate free energy estimation. For six different
protein-protein complexes the case closest to the native complex is shown. In Figure
A.4 the corresponding PMFs and pdb-entries for each case are given.
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Figure A.4: The PMFs associated with the distance histograms of Figure A.3 are
shown. The simulation was split into six parts and the corresponding running PMFs
(from blue to red) show good convergence in all cases.
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Figure A.5: The PMF free energy for each decoy was calculated after 1/6, 2/6, etc.
of the total simulation time and subtracted from the calculated free energy obtained
after the total simulation time for each US interval (values are given relative to the
final simulation results). The error bars represent the standard variation over the
results for all decoys of a given system.
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Figure A.6: Re-scoring after MD refinement/energy minimization and subsequent
recalculation of the polar solvation free energy by solving the linearized finite-
difference Poisson-Boltzmann equation. The pink and green squares indicate results
for the bound and unbound starting conformations, respectively. The mean se-
lectivity was 0.04 and thus lower than for MD refinement using the GB-model as
described in the main text.
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Figure A.7: Same as Figure S3 after re-scoring of the MD refinement results using
a R−6 integration scheme [4] for calculating effective Born radii in the generalized
Born model to estimate the polar solvation free energy. The mean selectivity was
slightly higher (0.16) than using the standard GB model as described in the main
text (0.14).
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Figure A.8: Original Attract [329] docking score of the 50 models used in this study
for 20 protein-protein complexes with rmsd to the native complex. The mean
selectivity was -0.29 and thus lower than the selectivity of all subsequent refinement
procedures.
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Table A.1: Table of the experimental binding affinity ∆GExp [150, 153] and the binding
affinity of the best scored model at the binding site evaluated with US ∆GUS and
the absolute binding free energy ∆GAbsolute for all structures (only for 16 structures
experimental binding affinities are available).

Structure ∆GExp ∆GUS ∆GAbsolute
[kcal/mol] [kcal/mol] [kcal/mol]

7cei -19.8 -18.4 ± 3.3 -13.4 ± 3.5
1ay7 -13.2 -8.3 ± 1.5 -3.7 ± 1.5
1ppe -15.6 -15.1 ± 1.2 -11.1 ± 1.9
1r0r -14.3 -18.5 ± 3.7 -14.0 ± 3.8
2i25 -12.28 -6.8 ± 1.6 -3.3 ± 2.2
1j2j -8.13 -12.0 ± 1.3 -8.5 ± 1.3

1z0k -7.01 -8.3 ± 1.4 -5.0 ± 1.0
1qa9 -7.16 -6.5 ± 1.0 -2.4 ± 1.7
1ak4 -6.43 -7.9 ± 1.2 -2.4 ± 1.8
1gcq -6.51 -10.7 ± 1.9 -6.5 ± 0.6
2oob -5.76 -7.6 ± 1.5 -3.0 ± 1.6
1ffw -8.1 -6.8 ± 0.6 -2.2 ± 1.5
1zhi -9.1 -11.3 ± 1.8 -2.1 ± 2.8
3a4s -7.57 -5.7 ± 1.0 -2.6 ± 2.0
1fle -12.28 -8.3 ± 1.3 -7.5 ± 2.6
2sni -15.96 -23.2 ± 7.1 -20.3 ± 7.2
1syx -11.7 ± 1.6 -8.2 ± 2.2
3sgq -12.1 ± 1.2 -7.1 ± 1.8
2cfh -23.5 ± 2.4 -20.4 ± 3.3
1z5y -9.8 ± 1.7 -3.7 ± 2.1
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Appendix B

Prediction of Protein-Protein Complexes
Using Replica Exchange With Repulsive
Scaling

B.1 Figures and tables

Table B.1: Population of the binding site (rmsdligand < 10 Å) of the second half of the
simulations (see Figure S1 for the whole rmsdligand populations) for each complex
indicated by the pdb-id for the repulsive scaling (RS-REMD) approach and the
regular MD simulations.

PDB RS-REMD Regular MD

7cei 77 % 0 %
2oo9 78 % 47 %
2cfh 46 % 0 %
1syx 23 % 1 %
2sni 70 % 0 %
1gcq 0 % 0 %
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Table B.2: Table of the 20 protein complexes analyzed in this study with according
pdb-id and difficulty in terms of the magnitude of deviation between unbound and
bound structures (as defined in the benchmark [132]).

PDB Difficulty Protein1 Protein2

7cei Low Colicin E7 nuclease Im7 immunity protein
1ak4 Low Cyclophilin HIV capsid
1ay7 Low Rnase SA Barstar
1ppe Low Trypsin CMTI-1 squash inhibitor
1r0r Low Subtilisin carlsberg OMTKY
2i25 Low Shark single domain antigen receptor Lysozyme
1j2j Low Arf1 GTPase.GNP-RanBD1 GAT domain of GGA1

1z0k Low RAB4 binding domain of Rabenosyn Rab4A GTPase
1qa9 Low CD2 CD58
1gcq Low GRB2 C-ter SH3 domain Vav N-ter SH3 domain
2oob Low Ubiquitin ligase Ubiquitin
1ffw Low Chemotaxis protein CheY Chemotaxis protein CheA
1zhi Low BAH domain of Orc1 Sir Orc-interaction domain
3a4s Low SUMO-conjugating enzyme UBC9 NFATC2-interacting protein
1fle Low Elastase Elafin
2sni Low Subtilisin Chymotrypsin inhibitor 2
3sgq Low Ovomucoid inhibitor third domain Streptogrisin B
1z5y Low N-term of DsbD E.coli CCMG protein
1syx Medium Spliceosomal U5 15 kDa protein CD2 receptor binding protein 2
2cfh Medium BET3 TPC6
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B.1 Figures and tables

Figure B.1: The population of the ligand (placements shown as blue spheres, each
depicts the placement of the same ligand Cα atom) around the receptor (green
cartoon) in the highest replica of the extensive RS-REMD simulation of the structure
7cei.
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Repulsive Scaling

Figure B.2: (Left panel) The population of the ligand (placements shown as blue
rectangles, each depicts the orientation of the same ligand Cα atom) around the re-
ceptor (green cartoon) of the reference replica in the extensive RS-REMD simulation
of the structure 1gcq. The native ligand placement and orientation is shown by a
magenta rectangle (same Cα atom as for the blue rectangles chosen, see right panel).
The native ligand is oriented differently than all the sampled ligands. (Right panel)
The corresponding native (purple cartoon) and simulated (dark grey cartoon) ligand
orientations.
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Figure B.3: Snapshots of the reference replica of the extensive RS-REMD simulations
of structure 1syx with an rmsdligand under 18 Å. The native structure is shown
in blue cartoon, the simulated receptor protein is aligned on the native receptor
protein (black cartoon). Four Cα atoms of the native structure (red spheres) and
the corresponding Cα atoms of simulated snapshots of the ligand (green spheres)
and the receptor (black sphere) (both restrained on the unbound conformation)
are shown. (1) The simulated receptor loop that coordinates the ligand-receptor
interaction is shifted apart from the receptor COM compared to the native state
(black spheres compared to the closest red sphere on the left panel), presumably due
to the restraining on the unbound conformation. (2) Still, the simulated ligand is
coordinated by this loop as little deviation is visible in the distribution of the green
spheres on the left panel. (3) On the contrary the lower part of the simulated ligand
shows high deviations in the same snapshots (green spheres right panel), while the
receptor has low fluctuations (4, black spheres right panel). Thus the interaction
between the lower part of ligand and receptor is not stable, presumably due to the
deviation of the coordinating loop between unbound and native conformation (1).
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Figure B.4: Histograms of the rmsdligand from the native structure for the reference
replica of the RS-REMD simulations (for all 6 protein–protein test cases in an individ-
ual figure) is compared to the rmsdligand histograms of the regular MD simulations
(green), considering only the last half of the simulation time, respectively. The
corresponding population at the binding site is given in Table S1.
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Figure B.5: Rmsdligand from the native structure vs. simulation time for all 16 replicas
of the RS-REMD simulation of the 7cei protein-protein complex starting with the
ligand partner on the opposite site of the native binding region of the receptor
protein.
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Figure B.6: Force field scoring after RS-REMD refinement of the 50 decoy complexes
for each of the 20 protein-protein complex test case (indicated by pdb-id). Calculated
final protein-protein interaction energy (violet circles) is plotted vs. the rmsdligand
with respect to the native complex.
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Figure B.7: Force field scoring after regular MD refinement of the 50 decoy complexes
for each protein-protein complex test case (indicated by pdb-id). Calculated protein-
protein interaction energy (green circles) is plotted vs. the rmsdligand from the native
complex.
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Appendix C Efficient Refinement and Free Energy Scoring of Predicted
Protein-Protein Complexes Using Replica Exchange With Repulsive Scaling

C.1 Figures and tables

Figure C.1: Histograms of the protein-protein COM distances of the bound states
(blue, replica with minimal rmsdligand for each frame in the second half of the
simulation) and the dissociated state (red, replica with the highest COM distance in
each frame of the second half of the simulation) observed during the explicit water
RS-REMD simulations for all native protein-protein cases (indicated by pdb-id). The
native distances are given as black vertical lines. The mean values and distance
differences are given in Table C.1.
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Figure C.2: Histograms of the protein-protein COM distances of the bound states
(blue, replica with minimal rmsdligand for each frame in the second half of the
simulation) and the dissociated state (red, replica with the highest COM distance in
each frame of the second half of the simulation) observed during the implicit water
RS-REMD simulations for all native protein-protein cases (indicated by pdb-id). The
native distances are given as black vertical lines. The mean values and distance
differences are given in Table C.2.
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Table C.1: For all protein-protein complexes in explicit solvent the native COM
distance (dNat) is given. The mean COM distance between ligand and receptor in
the associated state (dAsso) and the dissociated state (dDisso) and the corresponding
difference in distance are shown. Additionally, the mean replica number (counting
from 0) of the associated state (RepAsso) and the dissociated state (RepDisso) are given.

Structure dNat dAsso dDisso dDisso − dAsso RepAsso RepDisso
1z0k 22.2 22.4 ± 0.3 29.7 ± 1.2 7.2 ± 1.3 2.1 ± 1.9 12.9 ± 1.8
3a4s 26.4 26.5 ± 0.3 39.1 ± 1.1 12.7 ± 1.2 1.2 ± 1.1 11.6 ± 2.6
7cei 27.6 28.3 ± 0.4 34.5 ± 2.3 6.1 ± 2.3 4.8 ± 2.0 13.2 ± 1.4
1ay7 24.6 24.9 ± 0.2 32.7 ± 0.8 7.8 ± 0.8 2.4 ± 1.8 12.6 ± 1.8
1ffw 25.8 26.2 ± 0.4 36.8 ± 1.6 10.6 ± 1.7 2.8 ± 1.9 13.6 ± 1.4
1qa9 26.1 26.3 ± 0.3 31.3 ± 1.6 4.9 ± 1.7 3.0 ± 1.9 12.3 ± 2.0
1j2j 23.1 24.0 ± 0.4 38.1 ± 2.5 14.1 ± 2.5 5.6 ± 3.6 14.2 ± 1.1

1gcq 20.5 21.2 ± 0.3 37.6 ± 2.7 16.4 ± 2.7 2.9 ± 2.2 13.3 ± 1.5
1ppe 18.5 18.9 ± 0.2 22.6 ± 0.5 3.8 ± 0.6 2.5 ± 1.9 14.0 ± 0.9
2oob 21.4 22.0 ± 0.3 43.8 ± 4.3 21.8 ± 4.3 2.0 ± 1.7 11.8 ± 2.5
1ak4 38.0 39.1 ± 0.6 53.2 ± 1.9 14.1 ± 2.0 5.5 ± 2.6 13.6 ± 1.2
2sni 26.5 26.2 ± 0.3 36.0 ± 1.8 9.8 ± 1.8 3.0 ± 2.4 14.6 ± 0.5
1zhi 31.2 31.8 ± 0.3 36.6 ± 0.9 4.8 ± 0.9 2.1 ± 2.0 13.3 ± 1.7
1r0r 24.1 24.6 ± 0.2 40.8 ± 2.9 16.2 ± 2.9 2.5 ± 2.0 13.2 ± 1.4
1fle 25.3 25.9 ± 0.3 36.1 ± 4.6 10.2 ± 4.6 6.5 ± 1.9 14.3 ± 0.8
2i25 32.5 33.2 ± 0.3 39.7 ± 2.1 6.5 ± 2.1 3.0 ± 2.0 12.7 ± 1.5
1grn 29.8 30.1 ± 0.5 36.6 ± 0.8 6.5 ± 0.9 2.3 ± 2.3 13.0 ± 1.4
1oph 47.6 48.3 ± 0.5 55.0 ± 0.6 6.7 ± 0.8 2.8 ± 2.2 13.1 ± 1.2
1e96 31.8 32.6 ± 0.4 40.1 ± 1.0 7.5 ± 1.1 1.7 ± 1.4 12.4 ± 2.1
1s1q 25.3 25.7 ± 0.3 34.8 ± 2.4 9.0 ± 2.4 1.8 ± 1.5 12.4 ± 2.1
1ghq 38.8 39.0 ± 1.0 45.8 ± 1.6 6.8 ± 1.8 2.6 ± 2.6 12.7 ± 2.1
2ajf 47.7 48.0 ± 0.7 56.4 ± 1.4 8.4 ± 1.5 5.7 ± 3.3 13.8 ± 1.2
1e6e 28.9 29.8 ± 0.3 36.9 ± 0.8 7.1 ± 0.8 1.7 ± 1.1 12.9 ± 1.7
2c0l 34.3 34.4 ± 1.0 42.8 ± 1.3 8.4 ± 1.7 5.7 ± 4.5 13.0 ± 1.9
1h1v 38.3 39.3 ± 0.3 46.9 ± 0.8 7.6 ± 0.9 2.7 ± 1.8 14.2 ± 1.2
1m10 27.7 28.3 ± 0.4 32.9 ± 0.5 4.6 ± 0.6 1.6 ± 1.4 12.2 ± 2.1
2btf 35.4 35.6 ± 0.3 41.0 ± 0.6 5.4 ± 0.7 1.8 ± 1.4 12.8 ± 1.9
2hle 28.0 28.8 ± 0.6 34.1 ± 1.0 5.3 ± 1.2 2.7 ± 3.0 13.7 ± 1.2
1dfj 24.4 24.3 ± 0.4 28.6 ± 0.7 4.2 ± 0.8 1.2 ± 1.3 12.8 ± 2.0
1b6c 36.9 37.8 ± 0.3 45.2 ± 1.4 7.4 ± 1.5 3.3 ± 2.4 14.4 ± 0.8
1mah 29.6 29.7 ± 0.4 38.9 ± 1.3 9.2 ± 1.4 3.4 ± 2.9 13.7 ± 1.1
1kxq 36.6 38.5 ± 0.3 45.5 ± 1.2 7.0 ± 1.2 4.6 ± 3.2 13.7 ± 1.2
1wq1 25.4 26.1 ± 0.5 31.6 ± 0.7 5.5 ± 0.9 5.2 ± 2.2 13.4 ± 1.4
1bvn 27.0 27.4 ± 0.4 35.0 ± 1.9 7.5 ± 2.0 4.5 ± 2.9 14.1 ± 0.9
2b42 32.3 33.0 ± 0.3 38.9 ± 1.1 5.8 ± 1.2 1.4 ± 1.6 14.1 ± 1.0
1ibr 19.8 20.1 ± 0.4 25.3 ± 0.6 5.1 ± 0.7 1.9 ± 1.8 13.2 ± 1.5
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C.1 Figures and tables

Table C.2: For all protein-protein complexes in implicit solvent the native COM
distance (dNat) is given. The mean COM distance between ligand and receptor in
the associated state (dAsso) and the dissociated state (dDisso) and the corresponding
difference in distance are shown. Additionally, the mean replica number (counting
from 0) of the associated state (RepAsso) and the dissociated state (RepDisso) are given.

Structure dNat dAsso dDisso dDisso − dAsso RepAsso RepDisso
1z0k 22.2 23.2 ± 0.4 37.3 ± 0.6 14.1 ± 0.7 1.6 ± 1.5 10.4 ± 3.2
3a4s 26.4 27.6 ± 0.4 42.9 ± 0.6 15.2 ± 0.8 0.9 ± 1.1 9.4 ± 3.8
7cei 27.6 28.3 ± 0.4 37.1 ± 1.3 8.8 ± 1.4 1.3 ± 1.2 10.7 ± 2.8
1ay7 24.6 25.4 ± 0.4 40.4 ± 0.7 15.0 ± 0.8 1.4 ± 1.5 10.3 ± 3.3
1ffw 25.8 26.8 ± 0.7 40.9 ± 0.7 14.1 ± 0.9 1.6 ± 1.6 10.2 ± 3.0
1qa9 26.1 28.8 ± 0.7 43.1 ± 0.5 14.4 ± 0.9 1.2 ± 1.0 8.9 ± 4.0
1j2j 23.1 24.5 ± 0.5 30.1 ± 1.2 5.6 ± 1.3 3.8 ± 3.2 12.7 ± 2.0

1gcq 20.5 21.8 ± 0.4 36.3 ± 0.8 14.5 ± 0.9 1.9 ± 1.5 10.3 ± 2.9
1ppe 18.5 19.4 ± 0.3 34.7 ± 0.5 15.3 ± 0.5 2.0 ± 1.5 11.3 ± 2.3
2oob 21.4 23.2 ± 1.0 32.6 ± 4.5 9.4 ± 4.6 5.4 ± 4.2 11.0 ± 3.2
1ak4 38.0 40.2 ± 1.1 50.0 ± 1.7 9.8 ± 2.0 3.6 ± 2.9 11.4 ± 2.7
2sni 26.5 27.6 ± 0.4 40.9 ± 1.4 13.3 ± 1.4 3.1 ± 2.2 11.7 ± 2.0
1zhi 31.2 32.0 ± 0.6 41.9 ± 2.4 9.9 ± 2.5 3.5 ± 3.1 12.2 ± 2.3
1r0r 24.1 25.0 ± 0.2 38.1 ± 2.3 13.2 ± 2.3 2.2 ± 1.7 11.5 ± 2.5
1fle 25.3 25.7 ± 0.5 38.9 ± 1.8 13.2 ± 1.8 3.5 ± 2.5 12.6 ± 1.5
2i25 32.5 33.8 ± 0.9 47.2 ± 1.3 13.5 ± 1.6 5.4 ± 3.2 11.7 ± 2.1
1grn 29.8 31.0 ± 0.9 44.3 ± 0.9 13.3 ± 1.3 1.8 ± 2.6 10.6 ± 3.0
1oph 47.6 48.9 ± 0.7 62.4 ± 0.6 13.5 ± 0.9 3.1 ± 2.2 11.5 ± 2.2
1e96 31.8 35.2 ± 1.0 41.0 ± 0.9 5.8 ± 1.4 7.0 ± 4.5 10.7 ± 3.1
1s1q 25.3 25.9 ± 0.7 40.3 ± 0.6 14.3 ± 1.0 4.6 ± 3.3 11.2 ± 2.4
1ghq 38.8 40.8 ± 1.2 53.2 ± 0.9 12.4 ± 1.5 3.7 ± 3.5 9.9 ± 3.3
2ajf 47.7 49.7 ± 0.8 61.4 ± 1.1 11.7 ± 1.4 1.8 ± 1.9 9.6 ± 3.2
1e6e 28.9 30.6 ± 0.5 40.9 ± 1.4 10.3 ± 1.4 1.5 ± 2.2 11.3 ± 2.5
2c0l 34.3 35.6 ± 0.8 47.4 ± 1.4 11.8 ± 1.6 4.6 ± 2.9 10.7 ± 2.5
1h1v 38.3 40.7 ± 0.5 51.6 ± 1.2 11.0 ± 1.3 1.7 ± 1.6 10.8 ± 2.4
1m10 27.7 30.3 ± 0.5 42.7 ± 0.6 12.4 ± 0.8 2.0 ± 1.6 9.5 ± 3.0
2btf 35.4 37.9 ± 0.5 50.3 ± 0.9 12.4 ± 1.1 1.6 ± 1.6 9.1 ± 3.5
2hle 28.0 29.6 ± 0.4 40.2 ± 2.3 10.6 ± 2.3 1.9 ± 2.1 12.1 ± 2.1
1dfj 24.4 25.6 ± 1.0 38.0 ± 1.3 12.3 ± 1.6 1.5 ± 1.4 10.7 ± 2.8
1b6c 36.9 38.6 ± 0.6 50.3 ± 2.0 11.6 ± 2.1 2.8 ± 3.1 11.8 ± 2.0
1mah 29.6 30.3 ± 0.4 41.2 ± 1.9 10.9 ± 1.9 2.7 ± 2.0 11.2 ± 2.3
1kxq 36.6 38.7 ± 0.5 48.4 ± 1.6 9.7 ± 1.6 2.8 ± 2.8 12.7 ± 1.9
1wq1 25.4 27.5 ± 1.0 40.0 ± 0.9 12.5 ± 1.3 2.6 ± 3.8 10.5 ± 2.8
1bvn 27.0 28.7 ± 0.5 41.5 ± 1.1 12.8 ± 1.3 2.4 ± 1.8 10.9 ± 2.6
2b42 32.3 33.8 ± 0.7 47.0 ± 0.7 13.2 ± 1.0 1.7 ± 2.0 11.1 ± 2.4
1ibr 19.8 21.2 ± 0.5 28.0 ± 1.1 6.8 ± 1.2 1.8 ± 1.9 11.1 ± 2.8
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Table C.3: RS-REMD timings for simulating every ns (per replica and pose) for all
protein-protein cases (50 poses and 16 replicas in each simulation) using implicit and
explicit water representation on one GPU. On average 1 ns (per pose and replica)
for one complex took 2.4 days in the implicit case and 4.9 days in the explicit water
case.

Structure Implicit Explicit
GPU Time (days) GPU Time (days)

1z0k GTX 1080 Ti 2.1 GTX 1080 5.4
3a4s GTX 1080 Ti 2.1 GTX 1080 Ti 4.4
7cei GTX 1080 Ti 2.1 GTX 1080 5.7
1ay7 RTX 2080 Ti 1.9 GTX 1080 Ti 4.2
1ffw GTX 1080 2.2 GTX 1080 Ti 3.6
1syx GTX 1080 Ti 1.7 GTX 1080 Ti 4.4
1qa9 RTX 2080 Ti 1.7 GTX 1080 7.2
1j2j RTX 2080 Ti 2.2 GTX 1080 Ti 3.1

3sgq GTX 1080 Ti 2.1 GTX 1080 Ti 3.9
1gcq RTX 2080 Ti 1.4 GTX 1080 Ti 3.5
1ppe RTX 2080 Ti 3.0 GTX 1080 Ti 2.8
2oob RTX 2080 Ti 1.4 GTX 1080 Ti 2.4
2cfh RTX 2080 Ti 2.8 GTX 1080 Ti 5.3
1ak4 RTX 2080 Ti 2.5 GTX 1080 8.2
2sni GTX 1080 Ti 3.5 GTX 1080 5.7
1zhi RTX 2080 Ti 3.1 GTX 1080 Ti 7.5
1r0r GTX 1080 Ti 3.3 GTX 1080 5.2
1fle GTX 1080 Ti 3.3 GTX 1080 Ti 4.6
1z5y GTX 1080 Ti 2.5 GTX 1080 Ti 5.4
2i25 GTX 1080 3.5 GTX 1080 Ti 6.0
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C.1 Figures and tables

Figure C.3: RS score of all 50 poses for 20 protein-protein complexes vs. rmsdligand
(replica of minimal rmsdligand in the first frame) from the native complex. The results
of the explicit solvent RS-REMD simulations of the different poses (blue dots) and
the native structures (black dots) are given with uncertainties.
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Appendix C Efficient Refinement and Free Energy Scoring of Predicted
Protein-Protein Complexes Using Replica Exchange With Repulsive Scaling

Figure C.4: RS score of all 50 poses for 20 protein-protein complexes vs. rmsdligand
(replica of minimal rmsdligand in the first frame) from the native complex. The results
of the implicit solvent RS-REMD simulations of the different poses (red dots) and
the native structures (black dots) are given with uncertainties.
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C.1 Figures and tables

Figure C.5: Native complexes (left panel) and RS-REMD simulated complexes (right
panel) in explicit solvent (reference replica) for three structures with only small
deviations in the rmsdligand but high differences in the corresponding scoring (see
main text Figure 7.5). We identified the small structural details having a high impact
on the binding affinity: (1) In case of 1fle in the native structure an alanine residue
(black; vdw representation) of the ligand sits in the central pocket of the receptor. In
the simulation the ligand is associated to the correct binding site but the binding is
coordinated by different residues, an isoleucin residue sits in the mentioned receptor
pocket (gray vdw representation). (2) For the second complex (1z5y) a proline
residue of the receptor protein (black vdw spheres) fits deep into the native pocket
of the ligand (red vdw representation). In the simulation this pocket is closed so
that the proline residue is sterically hindered at the ligand surface and a compatible
matching of ligand and receptor is not possible. (3) In case of 2i25 a serine amino
acid of the native ligand protein fits deeply into the pocket of the receptor protein
(black vdw spheres). In contrast, during the unbound simulations this residue sticks
at the surface of the receptor (blue vdw representation) not being able to enter the
pocket.
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